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CHOOSE THE
SET-UP FOR

THE ADVENTURE OF
YOUR CHOICE!

Crash bars, skid plates, panniers, 

bar risers and headlight 

protectors are among the many 

options available for the 

Honda Africa Twin.



The 2016 KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE’s uncompromisingly powerful KTM engine is

matched by a safety and electronics package that leaves other motorcycles playing

catch-up. Meet the world’s premier luxury adventure bike, the perfect ride for your 

irst class Australian Adventure.

KTM PERFORMANCE MEETS
FIRST CLASS ADVENTURE

Motorcycle pictured with non-standard tyres.

KTM Australia Adventure Rallye // March 2016, Snowy Mountains, Victoria

KTM Group Partner
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Y
ou can jump on just

about any motorcycle

as a complete novice

and learn to ride

well. We’ve already learned that

restricting learners to 250cc

machines is totally unnecessary.

In fact, we realised that it was

almost counter-productive once

bike makers managed to get the

best out of two-stroke engines.

The question now is whether we

need the 660cc limit that’s applied

to learner-approved motorcycles.

I think 660cc is u�er rubbish. It’s

an arbitrary figure pickedmainly

because it was a convenient line in

the sand, separating humble 650

singles (and, not coincidentally, old

British twins) from “dangerous”

multi-cylinder bikes. Of course

there were exceptions, but when

Australia first mooted its Learner

ApprovedMotorcycle Scheme

(LAMS) there weren’t many.

Besides, the 150kW/tonne power-

to-weight ratio that was also

applied sorted outmost of the

anomalies.

Most, that is, but not all. I

vividly remember the outrageous

riding I did on one particular

LAMS-approved European 650cc

supermotard that pulled power

wheelies in second as I came

tearing out of city corners. But

most bikes were fine.

I’ve just ridden the Triumph

Street Twin, a bike that would

be perfect for novice riders.

It’s a 41kW 900cc bike that’s as

gentle as a lamb. It’s gentler

than Triumph’s LAMS-approved

659cc Street Triple, making only a

fraction more power but carrying

additional mass as well. But its

900cc engine capacity rules it out.

That’s stupid.

Yes, we have to draw that line

in the sand somewhere, if only to

simplify the government’s job of

regulating everything. But tell me,

how does a capacity limit on top

of a power-to-weight ratio create

simpler regulation?

What else might a capacity

limit do for learners that a power-

to-weight ratio can’t? It’d keep

them off bikes that are too heavy

for a novice … but what’s too

heavy? And too heavy for who?

Should we keep learners off 1800cc

cruisers that weigh over 300kg?

At first it seems a reasonable

suggestion until you consider that

some people are easily big enough

to manage them, and most people

who aren’t won’t want them.

The European Union has a series

of stepped categories for licences

and the bikes you can ride as you

progress through them. The bikes

are chosen based on both power-

to-weight ratios and outright

power. There’s also a clause in one

category that says a learner-legal

bikemust not be “derived from a

vehicle of more than double its

power”. I wonder whether that is

necessary. Thing is, there’s no talk

of capacity and Europe’s learners

seem to get on fine.

They also have an enormous

range of bikes to choose from.

Triumph Street Triples and

YamahaMT07s are among them,

but in Europe they don’t have to

bemade with unique capacities

just to comply with Australia’s

regulations. All Triumph, Yamaha

and any other manufacturer has to

do is ensure theymake restricted

versions of thosemodels—

something that can be done fairly

cheaply and easily with electronics

these days. I’m sure you’ve already

guessed that the Bonneville is on

the list, in restricted form. So is

Triumph’s Thunderbird and Tiger

800XC. And a bunch of full-size

Harleys. Ducati Scrambler and

Monster 821. Kawasaki Z andW

800s. It goes on.

Australia has seen the light

and ditched its unique helmet

regulations and instead adopted

equivalent standards that match

the rest of the world’s rules. Why

not do it with learner bikes? Just

follow Europe’s example and copy

their rules. This would give our

learners more options based on a

system that’s tried and proven in

a jurisdiction far bigger and more

diverse than ours. It’d streamline

the business for Australia’s bike

distributors, too.

There doesn’t seem to be a

serious push for this kind of

change, though, which surprises

me. I hope it’s only because those

who’ve done such a good job of

pushing our interests recently have

been too busy to get to it yet. ARR

IS IT TIME FOR LEANER LAMS?

MICKMATHESON

WHY IS THEREACAPACITY LIMIT FOR LEARNERRIDERS?

“The Street Twin would be perfect for novice riders
but its 900cc engine capacity rules it out. That’s stupid”

  A sweet 900cc twin like this 
makes sense for a lot of learners.
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MOTORCYCLE THEFT SUMMARY, 2014 TO 2015

State/Terr 2014 2015
% change

The�s % of the�s The�s % of the�s

ACT 116 1.4 116 1.4 0.0%

NSW 1451 17.9 1440 17.6 -0.8%

NT 226 2.8 136 1.7 -39.8%

QLD 1403 17.3 1355 16.5 -3.4%

SA 484 6.0 573 7.0 18.4%

TAS 130 1.6 144 1.8 10.8%

VIC 1,798 22.2 2135 26.0 18.7%

WA 2,494 30.8 2306 28.1 -7.5%

AUS 8,102 100.0 8205 100.0 1.3%

BYNEWSEDITORMARKHINCHLIFFE
(HINCHM@HOTMAIL.COM)

IS IT GETTING BETTER?
Motorcycletheftslightlyup,butmorebikesontheroadin2015

Make 2014 2015

Honda 1578 1638

Yamaha 1501 1429

Kawasaki 693 807

Suzuki 738 796

KTM 68 517

Harley 153 213

Hyosung 152 169

SYM 194 168

Piaggio 116 160

Triumph 111 144

Longjia 196 140

Kymco 121 112

TGB 131 108

Adly 147 101

Husqvarna 107 100

Vmoto 133 88

Ducati 69 85

Vespa 80 76

Aprilia 83 69

Bolwell 100 59

2015 TOP MOTORCYCLE
THEFT TARGETS

M
otorcycle the� rose just one per

cent in 2015 to 8205, a�er dropping

slightly the previous year.

Short-term the�s, usually for

joy rides, were down six per cent to 3556, while

profit-motivated the�s, usually by organised

gangs, rose a whopping eight per cent to 4649,

according to National Motor Vehicle The�

Reduction Council figures.

While Western Australia still remains the

worst state for the�s, with 2306 representing

28.1 per cent of all motorcycles stolen, it was

down 7.5 per cent for the year. However,

Victoria was up 18.7 per cent to 2135 and South

Australia was up 18.4 per cent to 573. South-

East Queensland remains the hotspot for

motorcycle the� with Brisbane and the Gold

Coast first and second and Logan City fourth.

The most common brand stolen was Honda,

which is also the most common on the road.

Meanwhile, Harley-Davidson, which has

now become the most popular road motorcycle

in Australia, has leapt from eighth place on

the most stolen list to sixth with 213 the�s,

up 43 per cent. Most vehicles were stolen late

Saturday night and early Sunday morning.
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SHEENE THE MOVIE

T
he wild and crazy life of two-time

world champion motorcycle racer

Barry Sheene is being developed

into a feature-length film by a joint

British-Australian film production. Simply

titled Sheene, it should be a funny, dramatic

and exciting film depicting the funny, dramatic

and exciting life of the racer.

So far only a teaser video has been released

on YouTube. Filming has not yet started, there

is no timeline for the film’s release and no

announcement has been made about who will

play the lead character.

Sheene is based on his biography Barry: The

Story of Motorcycling Legend Barry Sheene,

wri�en by his teammate Steve Parrish and

MotoGP commentator Nick Harris. IO Films

Australia and Deep Spring Pictures UK are

still developing the film with a script from Ian

La Frenais and Dick Clement who previously

scripted The Commitments, The Bank Job,

Flushed Away and Across the Universe as well

as TV series Auf Wiedersehen, Pet and Lovejoy.

Barry was well loved in his native Britain as

well as his adopted Australia. He was born in

London in 1950, and was back-to-back world

500cc champion for Suzuki in 1976–77 a�er a

spectacular crash at the Daytona 200 in 1975. He

almost died in the crash that would have ended

many other riders’ careers, yet he came back

stronger than ever andmore determined to win.

He was a talented racer and tough

competitor whose titanic ba�les with

American Kenny Roberts are legendary. The

Cockney larrikin and playboy also lived a crazy

off-track life and counted rock stars Ringo and

George Harrison as his friends.

His racing style and partying lifestyle was

credited with bringing motorcycle racing to a

more mainstream audience. Barry should also

be credited with improving the safety of tracks

and the development of the first motorcycle

back armour.

He won 23 GPs and retired in 1984 to

move to Australia where he was a TV sports

commentator, property developer and well

known for his series of Shell ads with similarly

laconic racing driver Dick Johnson. Barry died

of cancer at the age of 52 in 2003.

Sheene producer, Will Stoppard, says he was

addicted by the thrill of speed growing up with

his mother as a racetrack doctor. “It’s a rush

to be making a movie about Barry Sheene—

bringing his story and legacy to the big screen,”

he says. “Cops to this day say to speeding

motorcycle riders, ‘Who do you think you are?

Barry Sheene?’”

“His racing style and partying lifestylewas
creditedwith bringingmotorcycle racing to
amoremainstreamaudience.”

r Barry was always having a laugh
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SAFE IS SLOW
Austroadssayssaferspeedsarelowerspeeds

A
ustroads has published a major

study into speeding which

presumes that the public wants

“safer speeds” that are lower

speeds. The whole premise for the 161-page

report seems to be that lower vehicle speeds

means less risk.

It recommends a wide range of campaign

strategies including reducing speed limits,

more signs showing your current speed,

education campaigns and even changing the

language of road safety messages such as

referring to accidents as crashes. This change

in terminology also reflects an experiment in

Victoria to temporarily change the name of the

town Speed to Speedkills.

“Changing community perceptions about

speeding is an important priority,” the study

says. It claims the community wants safer

speeds, but some parts of the community, such

as motorcycle riders are “not yet” convinced.

That’s about the only specific reference

to motorcyclists except to say that local

jurisdictions may need to focus on riders. But

what they are really saying is that riders need

to be slowed and they need to be convinced to

slow down.

The Austroads study started with reviews of

other studies, then engaged “key stakeholders”

about intervention options, then provided this

final assessment and list of recommendations

to slow vehicle speeds.

It’s a lengthy study, but here are some

excerpts that you may find interesting:

Create demand for safer speeds

1. To enhance community understanding of risk

associatedwith speeding.

2. To enhance community understanding

that increased speeds result in increased

crash severity, based on uncontested laws of

physics.

3. To increase awareness of purpose and

benefits of speed enforcement.

Increase demand for safer speeds

4. To challenge the prevailing descriptive

norm that ‘everyone speeds’.

5. To challenge the injunctive/moral norm

that speeding is acceptable and approved of

by others (i.e., that speeding is no big deal).

6. To challenge the perception that speeding

saves a large amount of time, and/or that

it is possible to make up a large amount of

lost time by speeding.

Sustain demand for safer speeds

7. To challenge the perception that complying

with speed limits is hard/impossible and to

promote individual responsibility for and

ability to choose and control one’s speed.

8. To continue to build a positive culture

surrounding road safety more broadly, and

speeding more specifically.

9. To challenge language associated with

speeding in order to alter public perception

of its importance.

There is no mention about how lower speeds

creates motorists who are more intent on

watching their speedos than watching the

traffic around them.

r Slow speed races will be a great place to learn road riding skills.
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ELECTRIC MOVES
HondaplanselectricCubscooter

T
he world’s most popular two-

wheeler, the Honda Cub, will

soon have an electric version.

Announcing plans to go into

production of the EV-CUB within the next two

years, Honda CEO, Takahiro Hachigo, said two

of every three vehicles the company makes by

2030 will be electric, plug-in hybrid or have a

fuel cell.

The EV-CUB concept was unveiled at the

Tokyo Motor Show last October. It has a

detachable ba�ery that can be recharged with

a domestic wall socket.

“We are planning to introduce the EV-CUB,

a mass-production model developed based on

the EV-CUB Concept electric motorcycle, to

the Japanese market about two years from

now and then subsequently in main ASEAN

countries, which have been the largest market

for the Honda Cub Series,” he said. “Building

on the Cub models, which have taken deep

root in people’s everyday lives, we will strive to

popularise the EV and reduce CO2 emissions.”

Also at the Tokyo show, Honda unveiled the

hybrid three-wheeler NEOWING powered by a

four-cylinder horizontally-opposed engine and

electric motors in each wheel. There is no word

on whether the NEOWINGwill also go into

production.

It is expected the EV-CUB will also be made

available in Europe where scooters and electric

vehicles are popular, but there is no word

yet on whether the EV-CUB will be available

in Australia.

POLITICAL

SUPPORT FOR

COURSE

A
ustralian Motoring Enthusiast

Party Senator Ricky Muir has

thrown his support behind the

First Aid for Motorcyclists course

a�er a�ending one in Sale, Victoria.

“There’s always a good case for either the

federal or state governments to fund all sorts

of prevention programs,” he says. “Given the

huge cost of serious casualty crashes, and the

apparent importance of the ‘GoldenHour’ (the

care that is provided in the first hour a�er a

serious injury), there could be a case for a subsidy

for a course of this type.Where such a subsidy

might actually come from is a different question.”

The community-based motorcycle accident

management course is being delivered around

the country to provide riders with critical

knowledge and skills to manage a dangerous

accident scene and provide the best chance of

a good outcome for casualties.

“In all the discussions around road safety,

post-crash care is o�en overlooked. It’s

been estimated by researchers from the

Australasian College of Road Safety that as

many as 50 percent of road deaths are actually

survivable injuries — if people can get the kind

of treatment they need.

“In medical talk, they refer to the ‘Golden

Hour’. The First Aid for Motorcyclists course is

important in this regard, and I’d encourage all

riders to undertake a course like this one.”

Ricky says enforcement only occurs a�er an

offence has occurred, when it is too late.

He also says vehicle safety systems can lead

to too much reliance and complacency and are

only supposed to be a last resort. He believes

good road-cra� skills training is essential too

and lies at the heart of reducing the road toll

and serious injury.

“Two aspects of road safety are o�en

overlooked in discussions around the ‘Safe

System’ approach— crash prevention and

post-crash care. The ‘Safe System’ approach

seems to focus more on injury minimisation

in the event of a crash. For people riding

motorcycles, it’s much be�er to focus on crash

prevention and avoiding injury altogether —

this is very important for motorcyclists.

“But unexpected things do happen, and

having motorcycle-specific first aid training

is a big help. I’d really like to see more riders

doing a first-aid course like this one.”

Although be�er known as a four-wheel-

drive and grassroots motorsport competitor,

Ricky is also a keen dirt bike rider and has

dabbled in motard at a track in Bairnsdale.

He is also a member of the Senate Rural and

Regional Affairs and Transport References

Commi�ee, which has been conducting an

inquiry into aspects of road safety.

“Given thehuge cost
of serious casualty
crashes, and the
apparent importance
of the ‘GoldenHour’,
there couldbea case
for a subsidy for a
courseof this type.”

r Senator Ricky Muir has thrown his support behind first
aid for motorcyclists.

r Still looks like the original Cub!
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The Triumph Tiger Explorer rides new routes across new countries, but doesn’t have to stop when the road 

runs out. Ruggedly dependable with a powerful, torque-rich engine, extended fuel range, agile handling and 

practicalities such as a centrestand on all models, the Tiger Explorer also features ABS, traction control and 

cruise control as standard. And for even more capability on unmade tracks, the Tiger Explorer XC includes  

wire-spoked wheels, aluminium sump guard, engine protection bars, fog lights and hand guards.

           

Learn more at www.triumphmotorcycles.com.au

triumphmotorcycles.com.auO�cial Triumph/triumphaustralia @triumphaus
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UBER TWO-WHEELERS

T
ired of young riders

holding illegal races

in Malaysian streets,

the government has

decided that if you can’t fight

them, join them. They are closing

down some inner-city streets of

Kuala Lumpur for one or two

nights to hold legalised races.

Federal Territories Minister

Datuk Seri Tengku Adnan Tengku

Mansor, or Dat for short, says the

government realises it is cheap

entertainment for youths.

“They have no other way to

entertain themselves because of

the high costs,” he said. “We don’t

want illegal racing but wewant

them to race in a specific place. If

theywant to race, it’s OK butwe

give them a place where we can

control with safety barriers and all.”

BUG ZAPPED
Motorcyclesfightmosquitodiseases

M
otorcycles could help prevent

the spread of the dangerous

mosquito-borne Zika virus by

a�aching a special citronella can

to the end of their exhausts. Thai advertising

agency BBDO has come up with the idea to

create Moto Repellent and is helping local

charity Duang Prateep to spread the word …

and the smoke.

The can is filled with citronella oil, which

turns to smoke when the exhaust gets hot,

keepingmosquitoes at bay for up to 3m.

Citronella can explode near a naked flame, so

theremay be some safety concerns. There is

also the pollution problem of adding citronella

smoke to the already abundantmotorcycle and

scooter exhaust and choking two-stroke fumes.

However, it seems the people of Thailand

are more concerned about the fact that

mosquitoes are spreading dengue fever. Cases

more than doubled in the country last year.

While Zika isn’t the driving force for the idea,

the repellent may also help to reduce the

spread of the virus that causes birth defects.

Apparently, the Duang Prateep Foundation

wants to raise money so it can spread the

repellent around the country.

Apart from dengue fever and Zika, mosquito-

borne diseases kill more than amillion people

around the world every year, while malaria,

themost widespreadmosquito-borne disease,

affects 350–500million people a year.

If there are no side effects, such as bikes

bursting into flames, perhaps this device could

soon spread to other countries, particularly

Asia, Africa and South and Central America

where two-wheeled transport is dominant.

“(Thegovernment) are closing
downsome inner-city streets
ofKualaLumpur foroneor two
nights tohold legalised races.”

“Thailand is thefirstplace theworld
tooffera two-wheeledUber service.”

N
ext time you visit Bangkok,

you will be able to hail

an Uber motorcycle taxi.

Thailand is the first place

in the world to offer a two-wheeled

Uber service. It’s a long way from

where Uber began as a limousine

service in the affluent San Francisco

Bay area.

Uber will support rider safety

and ensure riders and pillions wear

approved helmets.

”Motorcycles are part of the

commuting culture inThailand,”

saidDouglasMa,Uber’s head ofAsia

expansion. TheUber network is

expanding in otherAsianmarkets,

includingMalaysia, Vietnamand

Singapore, but not yetwithmotorcycles.

However, thatmaynot be too far off.

IF YOU CAN’T BEAT ’EM …

r Nights in Kuala Lumpur are fun for kids on bikes!
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ELECTRIC RALLY

E
lectric motorcycles will again be

a major part of the sixth annual

World Advanced Vehicle Expedition

(WAVE) Trophy, the world’s biggest

rally for electric vehicles (EVs). The WAVE

Trophy rally will cover 1600km across three

Central European countries from June 11, 2016,

says event founder, Louis Palmer.

“A�er the signing of the Paris Climate

Change agreement, we feel it is not enough to

inspire,” says Louis who has been honoured

by the UN Environmental Programme with

a Champion of the Earth Award for driving

two times around the world in solar-powered

vehicles.

“So through the WAVE international electric

vehicle trophy and school’s initiative, we are

acting. We urge society and leaders to be part

of the needed change— now it’s time for

action, before it’s too late.”

Last year, WAVE a�racted 577 electric

vehicles se�ing a new world record for

the world’s largest EV parade in Berlin at

Formula-E. Participants came from throughout

Europe, as well as Turkey and India.

Organisers expect more than 120

teams, including 10 electric motorcycles,

three university teams and twomajor car

manufacturers. The WAVE Trophy is not

only an opportunity to test electric vehicles

and network with other EV enthusiasts and

experts but also a 1600km route through some

of the most scenic parts of Europe.

It starts on June 11 in Bremerhaven,

Northern Germany, and travels down

to France. The convoy will stop at the

United Nations in Geneva and finish near

Basel, Switzerland on June 18. On the way,

participants will stop in 60 cities to raise

awareness of green transport and promote

sustainable living.

“Organisersexpectmorethan120teams, including
10electricmotorcycles, threeuniversityteamsand
twomajorcarmanufacturers.”

IN YOUR GENES

I
f you love the thrills of motorcycling and

the adventure of riding far and wide, it’s

probably because you were born with

it in your genes. The reason is all very

scientific and explained in the long-titled

paper “Population Migration and the Variation

of Dopamine D4 Receptor (DRD4) Allele

Frequencies Around the Globe” published by

four UC Irvine scientists.

The paper studied themigration pa�erns and

gene pool distribution of prehistoric human

beings. The scientists were trying to find links

between dopamine receptor D4 (DRD4) and

A�entionDeficit Disorder, but ended up finding

that peoplewith theDRD4 genes also tend to be

thrill-seekers and travellers.

“As previous research has shown, long

alleles of the DRD4 gene have been linked to

novelty-seeking personality, hyperactivity,

and risk-taking behaviours … It can be argued

reasonably that exploratory behaviours are

adaptive in migratory societies … usually harsh,

frequently changing, and always providing

a multitude of novel stimuli and ongoing

challenges to survival.

“The findings revealed a very strong

association between the proportion of long

alleles of the DRD4 gene in a population and

its prehistorical macro-migration histories.”

What that all means is that if you love to travel

to exciting places on powerful motorcycles,

then you probably have the DRD4 gene.

Psychologist and reborn rider Sharon

Ledger says only a small portion of people

have this “adventure gene”, which is why

motorcycling will always be a minority pursuit.

“Some people are born with the adventure

gene, but they suppress it,” she says. “I won’t go

into the nature versus nurture debate, but the

neural network is ‘plastic’ and can be adapted

by our thinking. I’m not saying that if you

don’t have the gene you can’t go riding, but it

would be unusual.”

Meanwhile, Sharon suggests that for your

good mental health, you should not fight the

urge to seek thrills. “You should satisfy your

inner urges by going for a ride,” she says.

“PsychologistandrebornriderSharonLedger
saysonlyasmallportionofpeoplehavethis
‘adventuregene’,which iswhymotorcyclingwill
alwaysbeaminoritypursuit.”

r Electric bikes come in all shapes and sizes!

r Sharon Ledger says you should satisfy your inner urges
by going for a ride.
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RIDER NEGLECT

O
nce again, motorcyclists seem to

have been sidelined; this time in a

long-awaited university study that

experts believe would help one of

the most vulnerable road users.

The Australian Naturalistic Driving Study

not only excludes motorcyclists, but also

people aged over 70 and is restricted to

people in Sydney, regional New SouthWales,

Melbourne and regional Victoria.

Emeritus Professor of Transport Marcus

Wigan says the study, involving the CSIRO and

Monash and Australian National universities,

has been eagerly awaited for decades.

He says it is important because it doesn’t

just concentrate on fatal accidents, but also

injury accidents, incidents and motorists who

have never had an accident.

“The study is asking for volunteers to be

involved, but when you go to volunteer you find

it excludes riders and anyone over 70 yet they

makes lots of loud noises about the dangers of

older riders,” he says. “The cognitive dissonance

of these two strategies needs to be challenged.”

Marcus points out that the average age of

learner riders is in the 30s and the average age

of riders is over 50. “So it becomes important

to pay positive a�ention to the experience of

the over 70s and those coming behind them to

make positive steps.”

Marcus believes that motorcyclists would

be interested in taking part in the study.

“Motorcyclists are extremely interested in their

own safety, yet there is no wish to cover riders

or anyone over 70, yet a remarkable amount

of energy is pointed to both. The experience

of long-time riders with clean records is

important to road safety.

“I’m one of them and I don’t understand

what I do. I know that I will slow up for no

reason, but I do not know why I do this. I have

not been hit or hit anything since 1956 and I

ride all the time. I want to know why.”

Marcus says the government and

authorities spend taxpayer dollars on road

safety education and punitive fines, but li�le

on important studies such as this which could

lead to rewarding good and safe motorists.

“They spend a huge amount of community

resources and expenses on hectoring, restrictions

and controls and not asmuch on co-operative

support and active positive engagement.” In

otherwords, all stick and no carrot!

A
controversial case in which a rider

was fined almost $300 for having

a GoPro action camera on his

helmet has been dismissed by a

Melbourne County Court judge. It was the sixth

time riderMax Lichtenbaum had appeared

before the court over the 2014 fine in what has

been described as a farcical process and a waste

of the court’s time on such a trivial ma�er.

A�er deliberating the case overnight, Judge

John Jordan simply said: “I set aside the

magistrate’s verdict and dismiss the charge.”

On the previous appearance in court, the

magistrate reduced the fine to $150, but Max

decided to fight the fine.

Pro bono defence counsel, Malcolm

Cumming ofMaurice Blackburn Lawyers,

says their defence argued that the Australian

Standards only apply to a helmet when sold,

the relevant rules are too difficult for the public

to access and that there is no roadworthy test

for helmets like there is for vehicles. The judge

agreed with the defence argument that the

laws were not accessible and didn’t need to

consider the other arguments.

Malcolm says while he is happy with the

verdict, there is “still a lot of work to do”

because the compliance issue is not resolved.

“The verdict means people who have been

convicted in Victoria ought not to have been,”

he says. “You can’t do anything retrospectively,

but it means it is now an open question in

relation to whether compliance is ongoing.”

He says it doesn’t mean all Australian riders,

no ma�er whether they are motorcyclists or

cyclists, should be able to a�ach a camera to

their helmet. Malcolm says they have a lot of

lobbying to do on the Victorian Government

to get some consistency with other authorities

such as South Australia, ACT and Queensland.

Max says he doesn’t know if it was worth

all the hassle and effort, but is happywith

the result, which he says is good for everyone,

adding that, “Hopefully it will help other riders.”

Max was disappointed he was not able to

make a statement in court when the charge

was dismissed.

“I wanted to say I wear all the safety gear

plus a camera on my helmet, yet someone who

rides around wearing thongs and shorts, no

gloves but a helmet, well that’s legal.”

Long-time helmet campaigner Wayne

Carruthers says the long time for the judge

to deliver a verdict was due to the lawyers

calling into question the validity of the entire

regulations which meant complex legal

arguments.

“Regardless of the win, we now have an

example of police and prosecutors wasting

hundreds of thousands of taxpayermoney on

a pointless exercise in power which can be used

politically and in themassmedia,” he says.

HELMET CAMERA WIN
Twoyearsonandthe“dangerous”helmetcamerafinedropped

r They must have forgotten about us because we were out riding.

r Max was pretty happy with himself.
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MINI WARNING
Checkconsumernoticesbeforepurchasingminibikes

M
ini or pocket motorcycles are fun

and cute, but they are a potential

danger and usually illegal to

use anywhere except on private

property, according to the chief motorcycle

industry body.

FCAI motorcycle spokesman Rhys Griffiths

says most minibike importers are not members

of the Federated Chamber of Automotive

Industries (FCAI) and their only control is

through the Australian Competition and

Consumer Commission (ACCC).

“We don’t want to be involved with them

or encourage their sale,” he said. “They are

not made to any standard and therefore

potentially dangerous.” This point is driven

home by the ACCC’s recall of the Mirza

Miniature road and dirt style motorbikes with

model numbers SKD-PB06 and SKD-MD02

sold in Victoria by Domeit Pty Ltd.

“The ‘minibikes’ do not comply with the

requirements set out in Consumer Protection

Notice No. 24 of 2011. There is a permanent

ban on miniature motorbikes with unsafe

design features,” the ACCC notice says. “Non-

conformities in the braking systemmay result

in loss of control at speed, possibly causing

serious injury or death. Consumers should

immediately stop using the minibikes and

contact Domeit Pty Ltd to receive a full refund

of the purchase price.”

This follows recalls in 2014 of the Big Aussie

Deals 49cc petrol-powered 2013 Petersea PB201

“Pocket Motorbike” for non-conformity in the

brakes, footpegs and steering. Owners were

also advised to “immediately stop using the

Pocket Bike and contact Big Aussie Deals to

receive a full refund of the purchase price”. The

importer can be contacted on 0418 387 527 or

online.

Rhys says many pocket motorcycles are

bought by parents as a cheap way to introduce

their children to motorcycles. However, he

says it is safer to buy an approved mini bike

from a respected manufacturer through

an authorised dealer. “Many motorcycle

manufacturers have mini bikes with good

build quality, a warranty and a dealer network

for back-up,” he says.

“In contrast, at the point of distribution

of pocket motorcycles, there is very li�le

salesmanship in terms of looking a�er the

customer and advising whether it is the right

product for them, any training, safety advice

about protective clothing etc,” he says. “A lot

are being sold in supermarkets and no one is

looking a�er the customer, or sold over the

internet with no customer contact. Shopping

on the internet is great until such time as you

need some back-up.”

Pocket motorcycles are banned in some

jurisdictions around the world, but those

powered by electricity fall into a “grey area”

where they can be ridden on the street under

bicycle rules.

However, petrol-powered pocket

motorcycles are usually restricted to private

property. It should be noted that shopping

centre carparks may be private property, but

they are also subject to the normal rules of the

road, so pocket motorcycles are banned there

as well.

Rhys says he would like to see pocket

motorcycles be�er regulated and doesn’t

believe the ACCC has the necessary resources

to control importers. “The laws simply haven’t

kept pace with this type of product coming on

the market,” he says. “Even mobility scooters

are a problem. You see them careening down

the footpath and they are now being involved

in accidents.”

r One of the unsafe products.
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CHARGING IN THE ROAD
Futureroadstopowerelectricvehicles

C
harging times and ba�ery range

may not be an issue for electric

motorcycles and cars with

researchers looking at turning

roads into electricity generators. The US

government is funding research into kinetic

roads that harvest movement to make

electricity, and now installing solar panels on

roads is being considered. Both systems would

generate electricity for the grid, but also have

the capacity to transfer charge to electric

vehicles by conduction as they ride over the

top of them.

Dr Peter Harrop, chairman of IDTechEx,

an independent research facility, says

moving parts in the American kinetic roads

experiment could be “potentially troublesome”

and not commercial. However, he says in his

report,High Power Energy Harvesting 2016-

2026 that solar roads may be more valid.

Installing photovoltaics (solar panels)

may seem expensive, slippery and fragile,

but US start-up Solar Roadways claims

their modular system has a grippy surface

equivalent to asphalt, can be driven on by

trucks and will pay for itself by generating

electricity. Solar Roadways has completed two

funding contracts with the US Department

of Transportation, and was awarded a third

contract in November 2015.

They have now sought crowd funding

through an Indiegogo Campaign. “Our goal is

tomodernise the infrastructurewithmodular,

intelligent panels, while producing clean

renewable energy for homes and businesses.

We’ll be able to charge electric vehicleswith

clean energy from the sun, first on our solar

parking lots andwhenwe have enough highway

infrastructure, while driving,” says Peter.

Solar roads are not new. In 2014, a 70km

stretch of bike path in Amsterdam had solar

panels installed at a cost of €3 million (A$4.6

million). It’s not exactly efficient, though. This

year, it is believed it will only produce enough

power to run three households when it is

extended to 100km.

However, the technology is only in its

infancy and researchers believe it could become

cheaper, more resilient andmore efficient.

The French plan is to pave 1000kmof

roadwith solar panels in the next five years,

supplying electricity to 5million people, which is

about eight per cent of the country’s population.

Apart from supplying electricity to the grid and

charging electric vehicles as they ride over them,

the panelsmay also be used to heat roads in cold

countries tomelt snow and ice.

It may all sound like futuristic nonsense,

but the level of government funding and

research shows that electric vehicles are

definitely coming.

FASTER PLEASE
Petitionforhigherriderspeedlimits

A
petition to review the speed

limits on the famed motorcycle

road over Mount Glorious behind

Brisbane has met a stony wall at

Parliament House.

The petition was started by a group of

motorcyclists last September over coffee at the

Mount Glorious Cafe (formerlyMaiala Cafe) and

has amassedmore than 600 signatures, even

though it has only been available at the cafe.

Group spokesman and principal petitioner,

David White, says the speed limits have been

coming down on the twisting mountain road

over the past couple of years and are now

inappropriate for motorcycles.

“The catalyst for me was being booked along

with another rider coming up the mountain

through the forest on a pleasant ride and

losing four points as I was doing 76km/h in

a 60km/h zone. I had even nodded to the

motorcycle cop as he went past,” he says. “The

petition is about ge�ing the speed limits raised

generally, not just for bikes.”

However, the petition may never get to

Parliament as it needs a politician or the Clerk

of the Parliament to sponsor it and so far three

politicians have knocked it back.

Member for Ferny Grove, Mark Furner, says

he sought Transport and Main Roads (TMR)

advice, which said that motorcycle riders are

“considerably over represented in crashes on

this road”. He said the TMR a�ributed the

primary cause of crashes to a rider’s approach

speed, or misjudgement on corners.

“TMR has advised me it would be reasonable

to correlate an increase in the speed limit with

an increase in these types of crashes,” he said.

The speed limits on the Northbrook

Parkway road are 60 and 70km/h up and down

the mountain with a couple of short 80km/h

stretches now reduced to 70, some 50km/h

areas in Mt Nebo andMt Glorious villages,

and 80km/h limits on the flat sections on the

western side.

“We requested a review of the speed limits

in order to get more suitable speeds for all road

users, probably looking for 80km/h instead of

60km/h going up and down the mountain and

maybe 90— 100km/h on the flats instead of

80km/h,” David says. “Having to comply with

the posted limits means focusing more on the

speedo than the road ahead, which can be a bit

dodgy with various hazards that are common

on this road.

“I need to stress that the mountain

has many hazards for the unwary and

overconfident. We want everyone to travel

safely and arrive home in one piece. Only for

non-populated areas, the township of Mount

Glorious is not included in the petition speed

limit review.”

David still hopes to be able to submit the

petition to Parliament without a politician as

a sponsor.

r Mount Glorious could be glorious if the speeds
were raised.

r The claimed grip levels are interesting – it looks like glass!
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US LIBERALISES

HELMET LAWS

T
heUS seems to be graduallymoving

towardmore liberalmotorbike helmet

laws allowing adult riders to choose

for themselveswhether theywear

a helmet or not. It seems strange to Australian

riders sincewewere the first nation in theworld

tomake helmets compulsory in 1961.

Most states in the US introduced

compulsory helmet laws in 1967, but there is a

growing movement toward “more freedom” for

riders with a strong civil liberties lobby actively

fighting the laws.

In recent years, states such as Michigan

have relaxed their helmet laws and the latest

to consider the move is Tennessee, despite

the overwhelming evidence that helmets

save lives. According to the US National

Highway Traffic Safety Administration, for

every 100 motorcyclists killed in crashes while

not wearing a helmet, 37 could have been

saved had they worn helmets. Yet the use of

motorcycle helmets in the US continues to

decline to about half from 71 percent in 2000.

If you’re planning to holiday in the United

States or a�end the Sturgis Rally, don’t get

too excited about not wearing a motorcycle

helmet. As soon as you get off the plane in

California, you will have to wear a helmet to

ride. In fact, 20 states, mainly on the west and

east coasts of the US, have compulsory helmet

laws. Only three states (Illinois, Iowa and New

Hampshire) have no helmet-use law.

The remaining 28 states have varying laws

requiring minors to wear a motorcycle helmet

while six of those states require adult riders to

have $10,000 in insurance and wear a helmet

in their first year of riding. About half the

states also allow you to ride a low-powered

motorcycle such as a 50cc bike or scooter

without a helmet.

FRIENDS OF MOTORCYCLING

F
ormer Friends star and motorcycle

fan Ma� LeBlanc is the new addition

to the reforma�ed Top Gear in the

wake of Jeremy Clarkson, James May

and Richard Hammond leaving the BBC show.

Ma� has long been a motorcycle fan and

when asked by BBC’s Top Gearmagazine for

his favourite drive, he said: “Going through the

Alps on a motorcycle with my wife on the back

on our honeymoon. We only crashed once. So,

all in all, it was a great ride.”

Ma� has been amotorcycle fan since he was

a kid and apparently his father, Paul, upset Ma�

when he gave away a $15,000 bike to a relative.

He is part of a seven-strongTopGear line-

up, which also includes presenter Chris Evans,

Formula 1 commentator Eddie Jordan, German

racing driver Sabine Schmitz, motoring journalist

Chris Harris and car reviewer Rory Reid.

There is no word yet on whether Ma�’s love

of motorcycles will be included in the new

show format.

“…there is a growingmovement toward
“more freedom” for riderswitha strongcivil
liberties lobbyactivelyfighting the laws.”

“GoingthroughtheAlpsonamotorcyclewith
mywifeonthebackonourhoneymoon.Weonly
crashedonce.So,all inall, itwasagreatride.”

r .There are times when it is ok to ride without a helmet.

r Bike nut Matt LeBlanc (left) is a new host of BBC’s Top Gear.
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BIGSHOT
Is there a more spectacular way to fi nish the day than being in the 

saddle of a motorbike as nature envelops you in her glory?
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BIGSHOT
The simple pleasures: a winding road, an agile bike, the roar of the 

exhaust and the G-forces in the apex. An Urban-ki� ed Triumph 

Street Twin carves up Victoria’s Black Spur.

PHOTO: JEFF CROW
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BIGSHOT
We’re on a road to nowhere … Ian Neubauer took that ride and 

experienced an extraordinary adventure in Nepal. See page 90.

PHOTO: IAN NEUBAUER
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I
last made the trek to Lake

Gairdner in 2006, when the 

harmonica player raced his 1978 

Ducati 900SS to a top speed of 

129mph. Ten years later we returned 

with his 1098 to go a whole lot

faster, this time with the drummer 

as chaperone and pit crew.

Land speed racing is a funny 

old sport. For a start, everything 

is in miles per hour. In Australia, 

it happens just once per year

in late summer, at the end of a

long corrugated dirt road on the 

western edge of a 160km-wide

dry salt lake deep in the South

Australian outback. The hot-

rodders kicked it off in 1990 and 

bikes were soon part of the mix, 

but our numbers were small until 

that movie came out in 2005.

This year 90 motorcycles lined 

up alongside 30 cars. Maybe two-

fi�hs were dedicated race bikes like 

Burt’s, the balance road or track 

bikes having a big day out like

Harpo’s. Nonetheless, expectations 

were high. As the first eight-valve 

to compete, we wanted to be 

Australia’s Fastest Ducati but fi rst 

Harpo had to get his bike prepped 

and then we had to get there.

The 1098 is a 2007 model he’s 

owned since new, with 64,000km on 

the clock. It is stock mechanically, 

apart from custom LAF* muffl  ers 

and matching tune. There was 

much discussion about changing 

gearing — not an easy job on this 

model — but most advice was that 

Ducati probably had it sussed so we 

ran with that.

Lake Gairdner is a spectacular 

place at any time, a vast gleaming-

white expanse of dead-fl at salt that, 

were it not for the ever-present 

mirage, is large enough to show the 

curvature of the Earth. We arrived 

on Sunday evening to set up camp 

by the lake and were rewarded 

with the sound of a booming V8 

running wide open when the fl ag 

dropped early next morning. A 

feature of speed racing is that the 

drivers and riders stay on the gas 

literally for miles and there are no 

decibel limits. As the sound starts 

to fade, the echo from the earlier 

section of the run bounces back 

and you get to hear it all again. And 

still they stay on it! 

All competitors are required to 

volunteer a half-day’s labour, which 

Harpo did Monday morning, with 

the a� ernoon put aside to set up 

in the pits midway along Track 

One. He did his qualifying runs 

on Tuesday, steadily building up 

his speed from 127 to 155mph, at 

which point he had the unoffi  cial 

Ducati record. Just a�er dawn on

Wednesday, he ran 160mph, then 

returned for his fi rst fl at-out pass 

at 167.038mph, or 268.8km/h in the 

new money, and followed it up with 

166.506mph. We’d been hoping for a 

lot more but unlike Ducati speedos, 

the big white dyno doesn’t lie.

Many racers prefer cooler denser 

air to make more power but the 

fast guys like it hot and thin, so 

Harpo waited until the last run of 

the day for his sixth and fi nal pass. 

This time I went back to the pits 

to watch him going through the 

timing traps. Using his shi�  lights, 

he redlined each gear and had it 

pinned, with three of the four lights 

(it cuts out on four) glowing in top 

as he appeared out of the haze with 

a long white rooster tail in his wake. 

It looked and sounded a million 

miles an hour but the 166.574mph 

time-slip said that was all it was 

going to do.

Harpo’s initial disappointment 

turned to deep satisfaction. He had 

had his Burt Munro experience 

tucked in low and tight, and was 

confi dent he had ridden his bike 

as fast as it would possibly go. We 

packed up our pit and adjourned 

to our camp, but not before 

we scraped up a jar of salt. The 

drummer cracked open a bo� le of 

tequila and cut up some lemons 

and we partied late.

It dawned cool on Thursday 

with a zephyr of a tailwind, enough 

to convince a slightly hungover 

harmonica player to have one last 

crack. It was a long way out there 

and we’d be a long time gone. In 

perfect conditions, he had another 

perfect run for 167.209mph, or 

269.097km/h.

The drummer is more 

aerodynamic than the harmonica 

player and has threatened to return 

on his 1098S to steal the crown. 

Harpo, meanwhile, is thinking of 

doing unspeakable things with his 

Panigale R. ARR

If you’d like to have a go or just have 

a look, check out www.dlra.org.au.

*Loud As F#$% 

GEOFFSEDDON

AUSTRALIA’S FASTEST DUCATI

UNLIKE SPEEDOMETERS, THE BIG 
WHITE DYNO DOESN’T LIE

“Some racers prefer
cooler denser air 
but the fast guys 

like it hot and thin”

Joh nn Z rco 2015 Moto2 World  Champion 

www.k nm .com. u
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Ta�oos and motorcycles have always

gone hand in hand as industries.

When I recently met well-known

ta�oo artist Kian ‘Horisumi’ Forreal

at the Segura motorcycle jacket

launch, we got cha�ing …

Zoe: How did you begin your

motorcycling journey?

Kian: I got my first dirt bike when

I was 10 years old — it was a Honda

XR80. That was 1981. I would ride

it around the dirt tracks where I

grew up. Then I did some motocross

racing in my early teens. I got my

first bike around the age of 17 and

have been riding ever since.

Canyousharea li�le about

how you became a professional

ta�ooist?

I got ta�ooed quite young — when

I was 15. I was living by myself and

on my own. I started doing ta�oos

on people with dodgy equipment,

which really wasn’t a good idea,

so I stopped doing it. When I had

some extra money I bought some

proper equipment and got a job in

a ta�oo shop and jumped all in. I’ve

been doing it ever since — some 23

years now.

What about your name? Where’s

that from?

My ta�oo name, “Horisumi”, was

given to me by my friend’s ta�oo

master. I’d been ta�ooing about two

decades at that point — 10 years in

Japanese style. I went to see him

and showed him my portfolio. A�er

seeing thework that I’d done and

what I’d accomplished he gaveme

an honorary title.

Where did the love for Japanese

style come from?

In ta�ooing there aremany

transient styles that come and go.

I was always looking to the old,

traditional Japanese styles— a

classic style thatwould never go

out of date, never just be a fad. It’s

something that is timeless. That’s

what really drewme to it.

Did you study under anyone or are

you totally self-taught?

I have definitely hadmentors. There

were half a dozen peoplewho I

wanted to learn from andwhose

work I really liked so Iwould go and

workwith them in their country

for a period of time. I wouldwatch

them, hang outwith them and

learn from them. I did that for eight

years— living andworking on

the road. From that I gained a lot

of experience and gotmy skill set

together. Then I se�led downhere

in Australia.

Wow! What a life that was! Sounds

like the perfect school of the

world!

It was definitely hardwork and

I lived out of a suitcase for a long

time. But it was very rewarding in

the end. I havemy own shop now

andmy own staff. I’m teaching

the next generation. Life has come

full circle.

Is it a creative collaboration with

clients or do they come to you for

your work?

It’s not really a collaboration. They

tell me what they want — like

a dragon or a phoenix or a fish,

then I come up with the artwork

and composition and execute it.

While they give me some input, it’s

mostly me.

No, you wouldn’t ask to do a

collaboration with Ben Quilty,

would you? But you sure would

commission him to paint you a

unique artwork. What do you love

about ta�ooing?

It’s something genuine. If you do

it right and you give someone a

good ta�oo it’s something that will

last him or her a lifetime. It truly is

ZOENAYLOR

BODY AND SOUL
HERE’S A MAN WHO WEARS HIS HEART 
ON HIS SLEEVE

making a “mark” on someone’s life.

That’s why I take it very seriously.

I don’t like to do jokey ta�oos or silly

stuff because I know that person is

going to have it forever.

Do you ever turn people away?

Oh yeah — all the time. I say no to

a lot of stuff because I don’t want

to do it.

How many ta�oos do you have?

I have no idea — they’re all

connected — so I have one big

one. (Laughs!) I have a fair amount

of coverage.

What do you ride now?

Right now I have a Ducati Diavel

— it’s my daily rider. And I have a

BMW F800GS that I use for more

touring, off-road and enduro stuff.

What do you like about the brand

Segura?

Their stuff is super comfortable and

for me it fits perfectly. If you find a

brand that fits you, stick with it. The

arm length and the leather is really 

nice and it’s just awesome to ride in.

What is it about motorcycling and 

ta� oos? Why do those industries 

go so well together?

I guess because they both a� ract 

a similar sort of person — people 

who want to be free and do what 

they want. Most people don’t 

understand si� ing between a 

fuel tank and two wheels and 

riding unprotected on the road. It 

seems crazy to a lot of people. And 

ta� ooing — marking your body for 

life — is inherently pre� y out there 

to the average person. They both 

feel a bit wild! Being on the open 

road, with the wind in your face — 

there is nothing be� er than that 

feeling,  right?

Absolutely — right! If you would 

like to check out Kian’s work or 

have him ta� oo you, head to www.

Authentink.com

Till next time, safe travels. ARR 

r Kian 'Horisumi' Forreal is making his mark
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S
omething happened the other

day while I was riding that made

me slightly reassess modern

motorcycling. I was coming

home on my custom Triumph Bonneville

and saw a guy on a BMW GS adventure

travel bike stopped at the lights in front

of me. As you do, I took the opportunity to

have a chat to a fellow rider on the road and,

because I have an affinity for the GS and

adventure motorcycling, I thought it would

be a nice little roadside chat. One of those

brief conversations between two riders who

are strangers while waiting for the lights to

change, connected by a mutual love of the

two-wheeled lifestyle.

“Hey mate, how you doing? Where have

you been travelling?” I said. You know how it

goes. The usual kind of spiel.

His response was priceless. He rolled his

eyes, tapped the inside of his helmet and

said, “I’m on the phone,” quite rudely and

abruptly, as if I had disturbed a mid-level

advertising executive on his inner-city train

journey home.

“Oh, OK then,” I stammered, taken aback.

As the lights turned green, he tore off in a

disgruntled huff and I sat for a few seconds

wondering what had just happened. The rest

of the ride home, I found myself pondering

what had occurred and why it disturbed me

as much as it had.

Inner-city yuppie culture had just

entered into something which I thought was

incorruptible, that of the motorcycling spirit

and the common bond between riders on

the road.

I think that’s the thing that bothers

me the most about the rise of technology

in motorcycling. It feels like the system

is getting in on that. Something which

I thought was absolutely sacred and

untouchable is now accessible by technology.

What’s next? Helmet screen displays running

the latest stock market figures, so you can

invest wisely as you ride down a highway?

Autopilot motorcycles? Who knows?

I guess two wheels and the lifestyle

around that represents a long-established

sense of freedom. If this is the magazine you

choose to read, as opposed to say Opticians

Monthly or Earth Movers Digest (both

quality publications, I’m sure), then you

know what I’m talking about.

There are two schools of motorcycling

that seem to be developing around this

topic. There are those riders out there

that love and appreciate any advancement

on a bike. The high-tech riders who are

generally into sportsbikes and adventure

touring bikes, which have highly advanced

systems in place to ensure maximum speed,

handling, precision and rider comfort;

those that love and appreciate the latest

breakthrough in design or gadgetry, and

are happy to incorporate it into their

riding experience. Then there are the

traditionalists, generally cruiser and cafe-

racer riders who love the simplicity and feel

of a more old-school way of doing things.

Neither is right or wrong and, as with all

things bike related, it’s simply a matter of

personal preference.

We live in an age where our society is

so hard wired (pun intended) around our

gadgets and gizmos that they seem to be

present in every aspect of our lives. We are

becoming more and more reliant on the

constant stimulation that the phone and

social media stream provides us, but when

is the point where enough is enough. That

depends entirely on the individual. I just

wished to make the point here to not allow

our technological advances to detract from

the beautiful, pure state of rider, bike and

road; that feeling and connection between

these elements that drew us in in the first

place, and keeps us riding.

We have gained so much from technology.

We live in an age of information, with

continuing advancements in medicine,

engineering and quality of life. We have

much to be grateful for in terms of this.

However, I also can’t help but feel like

something has been lost when I see a

group of schoolkids on a playground not

chasing each other or kicking a ball around,

like me and my friends at that age, but all

individually locked onto screens.

To finish I would like to quote one of

humanity’s greatest minds, Albert Einstien,

who said, “Technology is neither inherently

good nor evil, it’s simply the manner in which

it’s used.” Seeing that his research led to the

creation of the atom bomb, this seems quite

poignant. All I will say is that the future of

motorcycling and, well … everything else,

will be very interesting.

Progress is a beautiful yet relentless lady,

and we are all married to her. ARR

Gregor is taking a break this month.

His column will return next issue.

ISAACOOSTERLOO

THE RISE OF TECHNOLOGY

POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE? 

YOU DECIDE …

His response was 
priceless. He rolled 
his eyes, tapped 
the inside of his 
helmet and said, 
“I’m on the phone,” 
quite rudely and 
abruptly, as if I had 
disturbed a mid-
level advertising 
executive on his 
inner-city train 
journey home
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KTMtakesitsrip-snortingnakedbikeandmakesitasports-tourer
bigoncomfort,techand,asalways,excitement

LUXURY
HARD LINER
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STORY: MATT SHIELDS

PHOTOS: KTM

C
ast your mind back a decade ago 

and KTM was just coming into the 

world of roadbikes. The original 

Super Duke was released in 2005 

and it marked KTM’s fi rst proper foray onto the 

tarmac a� er a hugely successful existence off -

road and a dabble in single-cylinder machinery 

on the street — namely with the Duke.

Nowadays, the KTM range is huge and it is 

also Europe’s largest producer of motorcycles. In 

addition to its range of MX, Enduro and Freeride 

machines is sportsbikes, supermotos, adventure 

bikes and nakedbikes. With a huge range of 

choices in capacity, though with a void between 

the single-cylinder 690s and V-twin 1000cc plus 

machines about to be fi lled by a new parallel-

twin machine, the most obvious style of bike 

needed in the range was a sports-tourer.

When it comes to sports, it is something 

KTM prides itself on being focused on. Even 

with this, its least race-oriented roadbike, 

the KTM mo� o of ‘Ready to Race’ is still as 

present as ever. They know their roots lie in 

high-performance, sporting machinery, so it is 

an aspect of the sports-touring GT that is of 

upmost importance.

Based on the 1290 Super Duke R, the 1290 

Super Duke GT literally roars into the sports-

touring segment. The engine powering this 

sports-tourer is quite closely based on the 

R’s engine, though with combustion changes 
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the 1301cc V-twin puts out 127kW, 144Nm and

weighs in at 205kg dry. Even those figures

stand in pre�y good stead with many large

capacity sportsbikes.

The launch for this machine was held in

the mountainous north-west corner of the

Spanish island of Mallorca. Unfortunately,

the rain in Spain was all over the range and

most of the launch was spent in wet, slippery

and unpredictable conditions. Having ridden

the Super Duke R at its launch only two years

earlier, I knew how well-mannered the engine

was at slow speeds and how aggressive it could

be when you screwed round the twistgrip.

But from the moment we fumbled out

of the town and surrounds and on into the

hills, the GT was noticeably easier and more

predictable to ride at slow, tricky speeds

than the Super Duke R. Considering these

characteristics are coming from a 127kW engine

pumping 651cc in each cylinder, that’s quite an

achievement primarily from a new combustion

chamber design.

No ma�er what mode you select, that same

ease of use continues just with changes to the

initial punch the engine delivers. The middle of

the three available engine modes is Street. It’s

a less abrupt delivery of power than the Sport

mode that does nothing to so�en the response

“Despitetheroad
conditions going
from wet to damp
and back to wet again,
everything associated
with the Street mode
made it just as easy
to use but with the
potentialforabitmore
fun when the road
allowed”

r There’s a lot of brakes up front!
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of the V-twin. Rain mode is so� er again and 

restricts power output to 75kW. Despite the 

road conditions going from wet to damp and 

back to wet again, everything associated with 

the Street mode made it just as easy to use but 

with the potential for a bit more fun when the 

road allowed.

These conditions turned out to be a great 

way to see how well KTM had reshaped the 

engine’s power characteristics on the road. 

In the day’s only dry spell, not in-tune to 

pushing hard a� er riding tentatively at the 

best of times, all it took was a tap of the mode 

selector into Sport mode and the suspension 

control back to make for a totally diff erent 

machine than had nursed me through a less 

than enjoyable start to the day. The fact that 

the GT’s chassis is nearly identical to the 

Super Duke R was obvious as the WP semi-

active system dialed in the style of control 

that I wanted and got stuck into the dry stint 

of peninsula we had been gi� ed at the end of 

the day.

The GT felt instantly familiar as the fast 

turning and predictable nakedbike it is based 

on. But as soon as the peninsula ended the 

roads became wet and it was time to head 

home. Just as simply Comfort mode took the 

chassis and Rain mode took the engine and 

ELECTRONICS

Where do you start?! Like all of KTM’s big 

bikes, the Ride Mode allows a selection of 

engine characteristic and traction control 

intervention – you can also turn the traction 

control off. At the same time you have the 

Combined ABS (C-ABS) system that is lean 

angle sensitive (cornering ABS) and it too 

can be turned off.

Then there’s the semi-active WP

suspension system (see separate sidebar), 

quick shi�er, and tyre pressure monitoring 

system, an automatic indicator reset

function, cornering headlight, LED daytime 

running light, heated handgrips and cruise 

control. These are all standard fitment

features of the Super Duke GT — something 

to actively keep in mind when you are

considering a price comparison.

It doesn’t stop there. There’s an accessory 

Hill Hold Control (HHC) and Motor Slip 

Regulation (MSR) — both of these features 

are a plug-in update to the electronics that 

your KTM service centre can do.

Everything aside from the cruise control is 

operated via the le�-hand LCD interface and 

are switched by the toggles on the le�-hand 

switchgear. You can change between all the 

modes on the fl y by thumbing through the 

menu and rolling the thro� le off  then back on. 

Guessing by the position of the toggles, KTM 

didn’t want people to do this easily or it was 

designed for big thumbs.
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electronics to the polar opposite characteristics 

I wanted fi ve minutes earlier. It is this kind 

of change in ideal set-up that every sports-

touring rider might not need, but will want it 

once they have experienced it. 

The suspension is the latest generation of 

WP’s semi-active control system and like that 

of the highly-acclaimed set-up on the 1290 

Super Adventure. While the conditions of the 

launch prevented the full potential of the 

bike’s chassis to be explored, with dimensions 

and characteristics based on the Super Duke

R and a semi-active system like that of the 

Super Adventure, the GT’s system is no

doubt as good in all respects as many other 

high-end production machines carrying semi-

active systems.

The electronics are a big selling point of this 

machine in my opinion. Firstly, what you get 

as base-spec equipment (see sidebar) is hard 

to beat on any new motorcycle. Secondly, it is 

all top-spec, highly evolved componentry from 

the likes of Bosch and WP — who both are 

development partners with KTM. 

While KTM has obviously got the chassis 

working as a sports-tourer should and engine 

undoubtedly be� er-suited to road conditions, 

there is a host of modern day niceties and 

necessities rolled into the package. The kind 

of stuff  KTM wasn’t familiar with until it built 

the well-appointed Super Adventure.

The modern day luxury tourer has a basic 

level of specifi cation that it requires like an 

adjustable screen and handlebar position, 

heated handgrips, cruise control and tyre 

pressure monitoring system. This is the stuff  

the KTM has in its base-level specifi cation, so 

there’s no adding extras. Add to that self-

cancelling indicators, quick shi� er, cornering 

headlight, cornering ABS, mode selector and 

semi-active suspension and that’s a whole lot 

more that you don’t usually see on a base-

spec sports-tourer — it all puts the price into 

perspective if it hasn’t already.

Of course you can add to the specifi cation 

of the GT by adding things like Hill Hold 

Control and Motor Slip Regulation, and there’s 

a host of pipes, pads, brackets and more to 

personalise it from the accessory catalogue. 

But the best money spent, and I suspect the 

most common purchase made, should be for 

the pannier system that has its mounting 

ENGINE

The GT runs the latest evolution of KTM’s 

tried-and-trusted LC8 engine. An evolution 

of the RC8R superbike engine, when this 

1301cc engine fi rst appeared not a single 

component was untouched in developing 

the Super Duke R powerplant.

The 1290 engine was purpose-built for the 

Super Duke R nakedbike and a lot of eff ort 

went into the R&D of this bike with engine 

changes amounting to 40 per cent more 

torque, 30 per cent more cubes, be� er fuel-

effi  ciency and less emissions than the 990 

Super Duke R it replaced.

Weighing in at 62kg, with a 108mm bore 

and 71mm stroke, a useful torque curve was 

engineered into the evolved engine and in 

the GT there have been eff orts to spread 

the torque wider through the rev range and 

starting at a much lower rpm.

Most of the development focus on the 

engine was around the cylinder heads. The 

twin-spark four-valve heads have a revised 

combustion chamber design while new engine 

mapping and exhaust systems contribute to a 

smooth, more refi ned power characteristic.

Down 5kW on the nakedbike engine, the 

refocusing of performance characteristics 

be�er suits the sports-tourer and despite the 

nakedbike being an easy to manage machine 

despite a whopping 132kW and 144Nm at the 

rear wheel, the GT is be�er again.

The ease of use of the engine is aided 

by the slipper clutch that not only reduces 

pressure on the plates whenever the torque 

load gets too great on the engine, but also 

makes applying the clutch easier.

“The electronics are 
a big selling point of 
this machine and what 
you get as base-spec 
equipment is hard 
to beat on any new 
motorcycle”

r  Single-sided rear end looks great

r The left switchgear is the control centre for the electronics r Tidy rear end

r The quick-shifter system
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“The approach to the fairing design was to give 
as much protection as possible while using 
minimal fairing panels and maintaining that 
recognisable KTM ‘look’”

CHASSIS

The fact that KTM used the same 

chassis geometry of the Super Duke R 

nakedbike for the GT sports-tourer with 

both machines having very diff erent 

handling characteristics speaks volumes 

for the excellent handling package and 

also the capability of the semi-active WP 

suspension.

The GT has three damping se� ings: 

Comfort, Street and Sport. When you are 

on the move the system senses the road 

conditions, acknowledges your desired 

mode and then makes the suspension 

work accordingly. The system uses the 

IMU as well as hub sensors and will 

automatically adjust spring preload

in the rear shock.

The GT runs KTM’s traditional chrome-

molybdenum trellis architecture frame 

and a single-sided swingarm — something 

that was a fi rst for KTM on the Super Duke 

R. The subframe is the only thing diff erent 

on the GT from the Super Duke R, with a 

longer subframe that takes higher loads — 

pillions and luggage.

Top notch Brembo M50 Monoblocs 

adorn the front-end and at the rear a 

two-piston Brembo caliper is fi � ed. There’s 

a Brembo radial master cylinder hanging 

off  the ’bar to operate the front brakes. 

The system is a Combined ABS one that 

is made possible thanks to the updated 

electronics system. Standard fi tment tyres 

are Pirelli Angel GTs showing that this 

machine is truly intended to cover the big 

distances, but have a lot of fun when the 

straights turn to bends.
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integrated into the tailpiece. It’s not a fi rst by 

a manufacturer by any means, but the KTM’s 

system makes a styling feature of the pannier 

mounts when there aren’t bags fi � ed. It’s an 

innovative measure done by the design team 

at Kiska who have been designing KTM’s since 

the early 90s.

In designing the GT, Kiska acknowledge the 

‘sports’ aspect of the sport-tourer by trying not 

to alter the handling balance by adding extra 

weight in fairing panels or shi� ing the riding 

position too much. The ride position is more 

comfortable through raising the handlebar 

slightly and making it wider. It is adjustable, 

so it can be moved around to suit diff erent 

height riders. 

The approach to the fairing design was to 

give as much protection as possible while using 

minimal fairing panels and maintaining that 

recognisable KTM ‘look’. The fairing screen is 

easily adjustable by hand while riding and the 

23-litre tank does li� le to splay your legs wide 

even though it carries fi ve litres more than the 

Super Duke R does.

The rider’s seat is more comfortable and 

so too is the pillion seat, while the pillion 

footpegs (and subsequently the exhaust 

pipe) sit lower than on the Super Duke R. 

All in all both seating positions are more 

comfortable on the GT and a� er a big day 

riding in mentally and physically demanding 

conditions, I felt as good as I’d expect to on 

something designed to do big days on the 

road.

All day long though no ma� er how bad 

the riding conditions, the GT proved to be an 

exceptionally easy and comfortable machine 

to ride. The rider aids do give you a greater 

margin for error and the systems work 

brilliantly well, but the underlying motorcycle 

is a highly refi ned and purposeful piece of 

machinery that is a luxury sports-tourer.

On the fl ip side, on the brief stint of dry, 

twisty roads, the underlying nature of the 

beast that is the Super Duke shone through. 

With a tap of the bu� on the WP suspension 

went from supple to fi rm and sharp — a far 

cry from the machine that made riding in the 

wet so easy. It shows that this is a machine 

that can deliver big changes in suspension 

matched equally by the changes the mode 

selector brings in the engine performance. It 

really does deliver both the sports and touring 

sides of sports-touring very well.

Priced at $27,990 plus on-road costs, the 1290 

Super Duke GT enters a highly competitive 

market as a machine that comes with 

everything you need no ma� er whether 

it is sports or touring with a lot of luxury 

and excellent technological aids and, most 

importantly, excitement. ARR 

QUICKSPECS
Model: KTM 1290 Super Duke GT

Price: $27,990 (plus on-road charges)

Colours: Orange and Anthracite

Warranty: 2 years, unlimited distance

Servicing intervals: 15,000km

Engine: Liquid-cooled 75-degree V-twin 

four-stroke. Three mode traction control, 

cruise control 

Bore x stroke: 108 x 71mm

Displacement: 1301cc

Compression: 13.2:1

Power: 127kw @ 9500rpm 

Torque: 144Nm @ 6750rpm

Transmission: 6-speed gearbox, multiplate 

slipper clutch with hydraulic actuation

Frame: Chromium-molybdenum single-

sided swingarm and tubular trellis frame

Dimensions: Seat height 835mm, weight 

205kg dry, fuel capacity 23L, wheelbase 

1482mm, rake 24.9º, trail 107mm

Suspension: Front, Semi-active WP 48mm 

forks, 125mm travel, WP hydraulic steering 

damper. Rear, Semi-active WP shock, 

156mm travel

Brakes: Front, Twin 320mm rotors, radial-

mounted Brembo Monobloc four-piston 

calipers. Rear, 240mm rotor, two-piston 

Brembo caliper. Switchable Bosch 9ME 

Combined and cornering-ABS. 

Tyres: Dunlop SportSmart2 Front, 

120/70ZR17. Rear, 190/55ZR17

Verdict: Fun thanks to big power and 

torque, great rider aids and chassis/engine 

adjustability and still big on comfort.

The perfect sports-tourer.
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Triumph succeeds in liquid-cooling the Bonneville 
without watering down its unique retro pleasures

THE BONNIE
LIVES ONwith the water
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STORY:MICKMATHESON

PHOTOS: JEFF CROW, TRIUMPH

T
he Black Spur is one of the perfect

roads for a Bonneville. Tight,

twisty, and neither fast nor slow

but somewhere in between. The

new Street Twin hooked in, its Arrow slip-ons

singing with delight and the footpegs adding

their rough screech to the tune every time they

clawed the tar. It’d only taken me a few corners

to ditch any a�empts to muscle the li�le bike

as if it were a modern machine, and now I rode

it like the old bike it mimics. Smooth, flowing.

Sympathetically. And as a result, fast.

Well, fast enough. It felt faster than the

speedo measured it, but if there’d been a Street

Triple behind me I’d have been holding it up.

The Street Twin operates at a gentler level

where you have time to savour the experience

rather than riding it like a thoroughbred.

Corner entries come on with the grace to allow

you to choose your line just right. Apexes can

last long enough for you to know you’ve got

them just right. The instant you crack open

the thro�le to arc onto the straight you’ll

know whether or not you got it just right. If

the Street Twin is not the fastest thing on

the Black Spur, you wouldn’t know it if you

ignored the speedo. I judged it by the speedo

driven by my own satisfaction, and the needle

wound a long way around the dial.

This is the way it has been with Hinckley

Bonnevilles and all their derivatives since

Triumph introduced its retro line at the turn

of the Millennium. One of my first rides on one

back then was along this same road, and I was

exceptionally relieved when I realised nothing

had really changed. Change was what worried

memost before I rode this all-new 2016 Bonnie,

because so much has changed in a machine

that represents staunch resistance to change.

The big change, the one that could have

r The Street Twin is quite capable to doing longer rides on country roads

r You don’t get a badge, but the decals provide cooling styling

r From left: stock model with its Scrambler and Urban kitted variations
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been the death of retro, is liquid-cooling for

the traditional-looking twin-cylinder engine. 

Coolant is anathema to the memory of Edward 

Turner’s 1930s parallel-twin cylinder engine 

design, the fi rst of its kind. The inevitability 

of it, though, must have scared the hell out of 

Triumph’s engineers as they stared down the 

barrel of ever-tightening emissions regulations. 

The law of the lands said they had to shape 

up or shut down the production lines. The 

law of the market said it wouldn’t be worth 

maintaining a production line if they couldn’t 

design a retro-bike the buyers would believe 

in. No one had managed to turn an air-cooled 

retro into a liquid-cooled replica without 

making awkward, or awful, compromises. 

Luckily, Hinckley’s crew has done it. You 

have to do more than simply glance at the 

Street Twin to see it’s any diff erent from the 16 

years’ worth of Bonnevilles that came before 

it, and it still bears a striking resemblance to 

the bikes of the 1960s and ’70s that inspired 

it. Its cooling fi ns stand proud, unclu� ered 

by any hoses or pipes. The slim radiator is as 

discreet as can be, feeding its contents almost 

directly into the front of the engine. There’s 

no external sign of a water pump. The coolant 

tank is very well hidden behind the engine, 

under the swingarm. They have done the best 

job of modernising this engine’s structure 

without losing the apparent simplicity that 

was crucial to its acceptance.

“One of the many changes to the Triumph 
Bonneville is that its cranksha�  now has 
270-degree fi ring intervals, just like the 
America, the Thunderbirds and most of the 
other parallel-twins from Hinckley”

r  You’d never guess it was liquid cooled, but note the 
fi ller below the swingarm pivot

THE NEW ENGINES

There are eff ectively three new engines 

in Triumph’s retro range. One’s a 900cc 

unit in what they call high-torque 

specifi cation. The other two are 1200s, one 

tuned for solid, torquey performance in 

T120 guise, the other for greater power in 

Thruxton form. 

Triumph’s smaller-capacity cruisers are 

going to get the water-cooled engines next, 

but we’re yet to fi nd out what the range 

will look like. They’ll certainly use both the 

900 and 1200 engines. A 900 America and a 

1200 Speed Master, perhaps? Or new names 

altogether? We’ll see. 
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And while they were at it, they’ve added

electronic technology that would blow Edward 

Turner’s mind. Not just anti-lock brakes, but 

ride-by-wire thro� le and traction control. This 

is retro with a serious twist. 

But it is also retro with a new soundtrack. 

One of the many changes to the Triumph 

Bonneville is that its cranksha�  now has 

270-degree fi ring intervals, just like the 

America, the Thunderbirds and most of the 

other parallel-twins from Hinckley. In fact, 

there are no 360-degree cranks le�  in the 

range, so they all sound like 90-degree V-twins. 

Personally, I’m with Seddo (ARR #122) in 

lamenting the loss of that age-old Bonneville 

purr, but at the same time I agree the new 

sound is a be� er one that’ll have more appeal 

in this day and age. More so as the exhaust 

note is louder than it used to be, thanks to the

quieter mechanical noise of the engine. You 

can really hear this baby, and she does sing a 

lovely tune. 

Not only have they uncorked the sound, 

they’ve improved the power. Well, not the 

outright power, which is actually down about 

1hp, but the grunt. By that, I mean that there’s 

more torque and power in the bo� om end and 

midrange where you’ll appreciate it most. The 

engine has grown from 865cc to 900cc, and its 

new state of tune endows it with a much more 

useful kind of power. At best, torque output is 

up 18 per cent and it peaks early: 80Nm at just 

3230rpm.

To show how serious Triumph has been about 

the style of this bike’s power output, they’ve 

gone retro with the bore and stroke. While 

the rest of world races to perfect massive bore

sizes and minimal stroke, the new Street Twin 

has squeezed its bore from 90mm to 84.6 and 

extended the piston stroke from just 68mm to 

a pre� y decent 80mm. That’s about as close to 

square as you’ll fi nd anywhere in motorcycling 

these days, and that kind of ratio is always going 

to enhance bo� om-end torque at the expense 

of the ability to rev high … and isn’t that exactly 

what we want our retro-bikes to do? 

The eff ect is spot on. This 900 pulls from 

about 50–60km/h in top gear, with just enough 

power and smoothness to get away with it. 

From there up, it accelerates well all the way 

through to somewhere about the imperial ton, 

but not much further. It’s fl exible about which 

gear you use at any time, and frequently goes 

faster if you take corners in a higher gear than 

“The torquiness allows Triumph to get away with giving it a fi ve-
speed gearbox full of nicely spaced ratios so that there’s always a gear 
for whatever you’re trying to achieve”

r Slender tank and uncluttered front end are true Bonneville features

r   The Street Twin almost looks like it’s straight from 
the 1970s

r    Levers, grips and mirrors are among some 150 
accessories

r Cylinder fi ns give no clues about the engine’s liquid cooling
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you could. Snick through the gears to keep

the revs in the very rewarding midrange and

you’ll swing along at a good pace, not feeling

bum-crushing performance by any means but

having fun with solid acceleration and engine

braking. It is ‘only’ a 900, not a 1200 like the

new T120 and Thruxton, but the Street Twin

hustles along well. It’s still just a 55hp bike,

though, so expect grace more than pace.

The torquiness allows Triumph to get

away with giving it a five-speed gearbox full

of nicely spaced ratios so that there’s always

a gear for whatever you’re trying to achieve.

For me the revs were low enough in top for

pleasant highway cruising but I’d be tempted

to drop the final gearing a fraction for sharper

response. The bike has a new, smaller clutch

with a lighter pull yet firmer engagement, and

combined with the sweet-shi�ing gearbox it’s

a pleasure to use. The gearbox feels decidedly

un-retro, in that it’s light, direct, quick and of

course has no false neutrals.

The new 900 engine fits into a chassis of

about the same size as the old one, with a very

accessible seat height of 750mm and a dry

weight just under 200kg. It’s such an easy bike

to handle that you wonder how long it’ll be

till Australia’s states adopt learner laws that

ignore engine capacity and permit you ride

something like this, but that’s a conversation

for another page.

Its steering is effortlessly cooperative, so

you automatically find yourself on the line

you looked at before entering a bend. At first

I thought the cornering clearance was merely

adequate until I realised I was achieving

pre� y decent lean angles before the footpegs

scraped. This deceptiveness is more proof of

how sweet this machine is. However, don’t

think it’s as sharp a tool as a Street Triple

or the like, because while its suspension is

certainly be�er than the previous Bonneville’s,

it could never have the full control of high-end

stuff . In this bike, you get additional rear-

wheel travel compared with previously, and

r Scrambler action: it feels the same as the stocker, just looks different

KITS &CUSTOMS

The water-cooled engine will make it a

li� le harder to build out-there customs

based on the parallel-twin, but it certainly

won’t be impossible. One question that

comes to mind is whether anyone will be

able to completely hide the cooling system.

A� er all, the engine shows few external

signs of it, so it’s just a ma�er of hiding the

radiator and finding a way to conceal the

pipes carrying coolant to it. Route them

inside the frame rails, maybe?

As for your own li�le touches, Triumph

has kits to build your Street Twin into a

cafe-racer, a scrambler, and a “brat tracker”,

plus a total of 150 accessories specifically

for the new 900.
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r  900 HT stands for the high-torque tuning

be�er damping rates that find good balance

between the smooth ride you like and the

consistent handling you want; it’s still slightly

under-damped though, which you’ll notice

more as speed rises. Treat it roughly and it

will not respond well, but ride smoothly and

it will. Until big bumps get in the way, this is

suspension you can enjoy on the open road.

The only adjustment is spring preload, so at

least you can wind it up when you’re loaded

for a trip.

The brakes are equally suitable: well up

to stopping the Bonneville in a quick and

predictable way. The back brake is more

progressive than I expected, and doesn’t

lock (or rather, activate the ABS) too readily,

while the front anchor is good. The fitment

of standard ABS is nice, and just what you’d

expect in 2016, but the switchable traction

control is a pleasant surprise. Sure, turn it

off if you don’t appreciate it, and it’s highly

unlikely the Street Twin’s humble horsepower 

will tax the rear tyre, but as a backup device 

it’s invaluable. The ultra-modern technology 

in the Bonneville goes further, making this a 

very efficient motor. Consumption averaged 

just 4.5L/100km in mixed riding that included 

some fun fanging, and as such you can forgive 

Triumph for shrinking the fuel tank to a 

meagre 12 litres. You can generally count on 

250km or more. 

The riding position is classic Brit twin — 

si� ing upright and relaxed. It’s almost too 

upright if you like to put your head down 

when running hard, but it’s great for long rides. 

r Cast alloy wheels are fi nished in black with red stripe

r From most angles, the radiator almost goes unnoticed, which is the whole point
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The seat is thin but cleverly padded, so while 

it’s no tourer it’s fi ne. You could always add an 

Airhawk seat cover. The handlebars vibrate a 

li� le bit but overall it’s a comfy li� le bike. 

The only meter in front of you is the speedo, 

which displays useful info that includes range, 

consumption, time, traction control status and 

lots more. Under the seat, there’s a USB plug 

for charging devices. You can opt in for tyre-

pressure monitors and heated grips. Modern 

stuff  for a retro bike.

So is the amount of plastic and the lack 

of chrome. The fi nish is excellent but don’t 

expect metal guards, headlight etc, nor much 

bling on this entry-level Bonnie. There are no 

badges, just stickers. Price has to be contained 

somehow, but the way Triumph has done it 

is quite OK in my books. The price has barely 

changed in the transition from Bonneville to 

Street Twin, which is a good sign. There’s a 

jump in price, performance and fi nish to the 

1200s, but they’re not out of reach.

Before the end of the year, I aim to buy a 

classic bike. A� er riding the Street Twin, I’m 

now torn between new or old, for reasons that 

should be obvious by now. Interestingly, I’ve 

come to the end of this review and almost 

forgo� en to bring things back to the issue of 

liquid-cooling, so insignifi cant does it now 

seem. This bike has the right looks, feel and 

style to satisfy any lover of tradition, but 

it brings so many useful and worthwhile 

modern touches it’s now well ahead of the 

retro-bike game. It is small and delightful, with 

lovely torque and a sweet nature that doesn’t 

quite hide the playfulness that must always

be associated with the Bonneville name. 

Triumph has done well. ARR 

“This bike has the 
right looks, feel and 
style to satisfy any 
lover of tradition, 
but it brings so 
many useful and 
worthwhile modern 
touches it’s now well 
ahead of the retro-
bike game”

r  As a city runabout, the Street Twin’s a purler — nimble and torquey

QUICKSPECS
Model: Triumph Street Twin

Price: $13,350 (plus on-road charges)

Colours: Cranberry Red, Aluminium Silver, 

Ma�  Black, Jet Black, Phantom Black

Warranty: 2 years, unlimited distance

Servicing intervals: 16,000km

Engine: Liquid-cooled, OHC, 8-valve, 

parallel-twin with 270º crank. Traction 

control

Bore x stroke: 84.6 x 80mm

Displacement: 900cc

Compression: 10.55:1

Power: 41kW @ 5900rpm 

Torque: 80Nm @ 3230rpm

Transmission: wet multiplate clutch, 

5-speed gearbox, chain drive

Frame: Steel, twin-cradle

Dimensions: Seat height 750mm, weight 

198kg (dry), fuel capacity 12L, wheelbase 

1439mm, rake 25.1º, trail 102mm

Suspension: Front, 41mm forks, 120mm 

travel. Rear, twin shocks, preload 

adjustment, 120mm travel

Brakes: Front, 310mm disc, 2-piston caliper. 

Rear, 255mm disc, 2-piston caliper

Tyres:  Front, 110/90-18. Rear, 150/70-17

Fuel consumption: 4.5L/100km

Theoretical range: 265km

Verdict: Modernised so subtly that it 

retains its old-fashioned charm
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How well does Indian’s entry-level machine stand up to the rest of the range?
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STORY: MICK MATHESON

PHOTOS: ANNE BAKER, MM

T
he obvious question is whether the 

Scout Sixty is good value or not, 

because it really has no other reason

for being other than to lower the 

entry fee for Indian ownership, but I forgot 

the question before I was halfway home. As 

the highways petered out into country roads, 

I ended up riding in company with a couple of 

young blokes on a Z750 who were travelling 

almost as light as I was; the pillion had a small 

backpack, while I carried nothing but a half-

empty water bo�le stuffed down my jacket. 

Soon we ended up following a guy in a sporty 

car who was no slouch, though none of us was 

going at what I’d call a fast pace.

It was a good li�le convoy which tended to 

speed up a li�le for the winding bits and ease

back on the straights. But we broke up when 

we reached the fi rst big pass, with its long 

climb, bumpy bends and sweeping descent. 

I got the timing right, scooting past a slow 

vehicle at a crucial moment and leaving the 

others behind as I let the li� le Indian show 

what it was made of.

Well, it wasn’t made of sterner stuff , that’s 

for sure, and a ZX-10R rider may well have 

whizzed past with one hand on the bars and

his mind on a beer in the next town. Didn’t 

worry me, though. I let the footpegs grind 

gently, felt the front end twitch on a road zit 

then go rock-stable again in an instant, and 

enjoyed the rear suspension’s li� le wriggles 

when I held it deep in a long, long corner 

as fast as I dared. This wasn’t cu� ing-edge 

motorcycling, this was tactile riding at a 

modest speed.

“Only Indian fans will notice you’ve bought a 
Sixty if they see you on one, because the rest 
of the population probably won’t twig to the 
only real visual clue to its lower-spec build”

r Long, slim muffl ers are quiet but release a pleasant noter Forward controls look light and neatly designedr   Unlike most cruisers, the Scout doesn’t try
to hide its motor’s modernity

r  The Scout Sixty is not big and 
seems to stay low at the front
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When I got home later that a� ernoon, I 

hadn’t answered that question about value, if 

only because I hadn’t thought to think about 

it. I resolved that next time I’d spend less time 

enjoying the ride and more time doing my 

job. But then I realised I’d partly answered 

the question already; I’d had all sorts of fun 

without any regrets about missing out on 

what the full-size Scout off ers, and that proved 

you don’t have to spend the extra money to get 

the same kicks.

Only Indian fans will notice you’ve bought 

a Sixty if they see you on one, because the rest 

of the population probably won’t twig to the 

only real visual clue to its lower-spec build — 

the Sixty’s smaller serving of chrome. Sure, 

side-by-side you’d see the extra gli�er on the

big Scout’s fl anks and the polished highlights

on its wheels, but the Sixty shows nothing to

make you think of it as a poverty-pack bike.

The black frame and seat are different but do

nothing to cheapen the appearance.

As a result, few people will realise you’re on

a bike with a smaller motor and 22 per cent

less power. Outright power has come down

from 100hp to 78, and the engine capacity has

been reduced from 1130cc to 999cc (69ci to 61)

by sleeving the cylinders down from a 99mm

bore to 93mm, on the same 73.6mm stroke. The

small-bore motor performs pre�y well, with

enough torque to mask much of the power

loss. Acceleration isn’t quite as sharp, but that’s

the only shortcoming.

I love the fact they’ve dropped fi�h gear,

the most unnecessary cog ever jammed into

a cruiser’s transmission. The Sixty’s first four

gear ratios are identical to the bigger Scout’s.

Both bikes also have identical top-gear ratios,

it’s just that the regular Scout has a gear

between fourth and top. Deleting that one

from the Sixty is no loss at all. On the contrary,

it means no double-tapping down from sixth

to fourth to raise the revs in preparation for a

quick passing move, for example. Pity the five-

speed box isn’t an option in the larger Indian,

or most other cruisers. Only Yamaha staunchly

resists using more than five gears in its range

of big cruisers.
r Not a lot of rear suspension travel, and you’ll feel it sometimes
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So except for having a li�le less power and a 

li�le more vibration as the revs rise, the Sixty 

cruises just as happily in top as the 1130cc 

bike. Revs are the same at about 3300rpm at 

100km/h in top. The Sixty accelerates gently 

from there when you roll it on, and fourth gear 

is a much be�er bet when you want to go hard, 

but there’s so much torque it’ll hold top gear all 

day over any road while many other cruisers 

will demand you go back a gear or two. It’ll 

also pull top gear quite happily from as slow as 

60km/h without snatching — that’s less than 

2000rpm, no worries.

That’s impressive considering this is not just 

the smallest Indian, but it’s a motor designed 

for a higher rev limit than we’re used to in 

cruisers. Most of the grunt is in the midrange, 

and the top end is nothing to write home 

about. I almost invariably changed up no later 

than about 6500rpm because there seemed 

nothing to be gained by revving higher. It feels 

like it would need some performance work to 

unleash the potential up towards 8000rpm 

— more open intake and exhaust at the very 

least, and maybe some lumpier camsha� s, but 

it’d be cheaper to just buy the 1130cc Scout.

As it is, the tuning is brilliant around 

town where the engine has the right kind of 

flexibility. It’s also fine for cruising the open

roads. And it’s economical. On a hard-riding 

tankful I averaged 5.0L/100km, while on a 

country commute the Indian sipped just 

4.3L/100km. Thanks to this, the li� le 12.5L fuel 

tank is practical: good for almost 200km before 

the fuel light came on with roughly two litres 

remaining, and theoretically capable of 290km 

before you run dry if you’re riding gently. I’d 

generally be planning for 200km fuel stops.

You won’t get uncomfortable between 

stops — not if you’re like me, anyway, at 183cm 

and content to cruise with your feet forward. 

I was surprised that it didn’t get to my lower 

back, but it didn’t. The seat isn’t plush but 

for a saddle like this it’s not bad at all over a 

longish day, with suffi  cient padding and a great 

shape. It holds your bum just 643mm from 

the ground, too, a very low height. The Sixty 

is a small bike, though not quite as compact 

as most 250cc cruisers, and it’ll accommodate 

small riders. At the same time, I never felt 

remotely cramped or ungainly on it. The bike’s 

almost a universal fi t, and of course Indian has 

diff erent handlebars and other ways to make 

it fi t you even be� er. There are accessories to 

turn this into a neat li� le touring bike, too.

You might want to consider a heavier set of 

shocks for the rear suspension if you’re going 

touring, because there’s not a lot of spring 

travel to soak up extra weight before you’ve 

got li� le le� . The Scout Sixty’s back end is no 

be� er than any other cruiser at dealing with 

big loads or rough roads, and I felt a few jolts 

when it bo� omed out hard on bad bumps. 

This Indian’s chassis set-up is identical to the 

larger Scout’s, which is OK but nothing great. 

Its strong points are its u� er stability and its 

nice steering, a combination that’s perfect in 

a cruiser on the open highway or in town, and 

they explain why the Scout is such a pleasure 

to ride even though the rest of its handling 

package doesn’t stand out. Cornering clearance 

is quite reasonable, too, which helps.

This leads to surprising speed anywhere 

that pure power doesn’t have a say in the 

outcome. I spent a great hour or so in company 

with some adventure-touring riders on a 

gnarly backroad that I knew but they didn’t. 

“The engine is one of the best-looking power 
plants in all cruiserdom, proudly displaying its 
liquid-cooled nature rather than trying to hide it”

r The Sixty loves a flowing road where you can maintain its momentum

r Even with less bling on it, the engine is central to the styling

r   The Sixty gets black where the big Scout gets chrome, 
but it still looks good
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All headsets available in single or dual pro audio
options. All NoiseGuard™ custom moulds come

with 3 year mould integrity warranty.

Custom Moulded Pro Audio
Superior Clarity | Superior Comfort | No hollow tubing!

Motorcycle headset with pro musicians audio in 
premium custom moulds & strain relief wiring. 
Compatible with SENA Bluetooth.

Genuine iPhone™ / Samsung™ head phones 
modifi ed with pro musicians audio in premium 
custom moulds.

Premium custom moulded hearing protection 
available in slim fi t options for tight helmets, all 
colours & standard with Moto or Mobile options.

Call Hearlink on 03 9326 2231 | www.noiseguard.com.au

NoiseGuard
Moto™ $399

NoiseGuard™
Mobile $285

NoiseGuard™
$195

NoiseGuard Moto™ worn by: Authorized Reseller:

The choice of professionals, designed by motorcyclists for motorcyclists.
Class 5 34dB Reduction Aust/NZ Standards - Ultra Soft Medical Grade Silicone

81 Boronia Street North Albury NSW 2640
Phone 02 6040 9955 | Fax 02 6040 9911 | sales@ikonsuspension.com 

IKON SHOCKS &
FORK SPRINGS

81 Boronia Street North AAlbury NSW 2640

www.ikonsuspension.com

Progressive rate springing and adjustable damping for improved
performance.

• Variety of options for many models for varying loads, heights
and styles.

• Custom made shocks a speciality.
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GET THE LATEST NEWS BEFORE YOUR MATES

VISIT ROADRIDER.COM.AU NOW FOR THE LATEST ROAD BIKE NEWS!

Find the latest news, articles, bike 

reviews, and read about epic journeys 

and travel adventures online on your 

tablet, phone or PC.



Before we set off  I deferred to their superior 

bikes and off ered to leave last, but they said 

they were happy to follow. A� er we arrived 

they shook their heads and said they didn’t 

really want to go any faster than the Indian 

was anyway! Oh, they also said the li� le Indian 

sounded great on the gas …

The brakes are backed by a good ABS 

system which, in spite of the low-spec braking

package, can be called into use on dry tarmac.

The rear brake is strong enough to lock up if

you step firmly, and even though the front

brake’s power is only just good enough to be

judged up to modern standards, you may rely

on ABS’s intervention when sub-standard tar

leaves you with less traction than you expect.

I’m not sure exactly why the Sixty weighs

2kg more than the Scout, but of course that

tiny difference doesn’t affect handling or

manoeuvrability. The la�er is good except for

the limited turning circle. As for the weight, the

cylinders clearly have more metal in them but 

the gearbox has less, so who knows?

The Sixty’s fi nish may be less chromed but 

it’s just as classy, with good paint, nice detailing

and, bar the ugly bit of wiring harness visible 

below the seat, nothing to spoil the look. Rap 

on the mudguards and you get a satisfyingly 

metallic ring. The engine is one of the best-

looking power plants in all cruiserdom,

proudly displaying its liquid-cooled nature

rather than trying to hide it. In turn, it’s the

centrepiece of a very contemporary and

singularly modern cruiser that still manages

to retain visible links to the Scouts of the

1930s. It’s an impressive styling achievement.

We can’t keep avoiding that original

question about value, though. Initially, you’d

think the only bike worth comparing it against

for value is the 1130cc Scout, and on that score

it’s not hard to work it out. Dollar for dollar,

I think the Sixty is good buying at an official

price that’s $2000 less than its bigger brother, 

but only if you’re not too fussed about a few 

horsepower and some gli� er.

However, Indian is off ering a discounted 

price of $15,995 ride-away, which will be in 

place for a long time. That $4000 diff erence 

makes the Sixty excellent value.

For many riders, that $4000 gap is going to 

be bigger than the power diff erence and more 

a� ractive than the chrome. It’ll also steer a lot 

more buyers away from Harley-Davidson, a 

crucial consideration for Indian. ARR 

“Most of the grunt is 
in the midrange, and 
the top end is nothing 
to write home about. 
I almost invariably 
changed up no later 
than about 6500rpm 
because there seemed 
nothing to gain by 
revving higher”

r  The small headlight sheds small light and is better for town than country 

QUICKSPECS
Model: Indian Scout Sixty

Price: Discounted to $15,995 ride-away

Colours: Indian Red, Thunder Black, 

Pearl White

Warranty: 2 years, unlimited distance

Servicing intervals: 16,000km

Engine: Liquid-cooled, DOHC, 8-valve, 60º 

V-twin

Bore x stroke: 93 x 73.6mm

Displacement: 999cc

Power: 58kW 

Torque: 89Nm @ 5800rpm

Transmission: Wet clutch, 5-speed gearbox, 

belt drive

Frame: Cast-aluminium backbone type

Dimensions: Seat height 643mm, weight 

247/255kg (dry/wet), fuel capacity 12.5L, 

wheelbase 1562mm, rake 29º, trail 120mm

Suspension: Front, telescopic fork, 

120mm travel. Rear, twin spring/dampers, 

76mm travel

Brakes: Front, 298mm disc, 2-piston caliper. 

Rear, 298mm disc, 1-piston caliper. ABS 

Tyres:  Front, 130/90-16 72H. Rear, 150/80-

16 71H

Fuel consumption: 4.6L/100km

Theoretical range: 270km

Verdict: Good buying if you’re not chasing 

full-power potential or bling
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Original denim.

Original riding jeans.

This is Selvedge.

FOR EVERYTHING

IN MOTORCYCLE

COMMUNICATION

OUR POPULAR

GTR + SENA SMH10
Bluetooth UHF radio for motorcycles

www.soundrider.com.au 07 5439 7882
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Howtohavebagsoffunonbaggers

THAT'S NOT
A STUNT BIKE
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STORY AND PHOTOS: MARK HINCHLIFFE

A
nyone can stunt a trials bike.

The bigger the bike, the tougher

the challenge, and Victory

Motorcycles has developed a

stunt team that not only features riders

wheel-standing Gunner cruisers, but also

dri�ing supercharged baggers. A video of

the two American stunt riders dri�ing their

supercharged Victory baggers around a Florida

track has now gone viral and made stars out of

the riders.

Not that they weren’t already stars. Joe

“Vertical” Dryden, 34, of New Orleans and

Tony Carbajal, 28, of Southern California

have appeared in a host of TV shows, movies,

commercials and music videos. And now they

are appearing at various motorcycle rallies,

motorsports events and community days doing

their Victory stunt shows on Gunner cruisers,

and Magnum and Cross Country baggers.

We caught up with them at the national

Victory Motorcycles Rally in Colorado at the

Bandimere Speedway.

Victory Motorcycles GM Rod Krois says

the stunt team is an integral part of their

motorsport and performance program to

a�ract a younger demographic. That program 

also includes their Isle of Man TT Zero race 

podium with their electric prototype race

bike, their entry in the NHRA drags with

Ma� and Angie Smith and their assault on 

the Pikes Peak International Hillclimb with a 

water-cooled V-twin Project 156 street fighter 

built jointly with Roland Sands Design of LA. 

Project 156 was the main teaser for the recent 

release of the Octane cruiser.

“We have a more youthful market than

some,” says Rod. “The 38–45 age group is our 

sweet spot. That’s where this program and our 

brand can resonate with that group. These are 

things those people can relate to.”

And what a team Tony and Joe make with 

their unusual stunt show on big cruisers and 

baggers rather than the usual sports bikes and 

dirt bikes used in motorcycle stunt shows.

Tony started riding motocross and

scrambles and got into street bikes at the age 

of 18 and has been a pro-stunter since 22.

“I wanted to go road racing but couldn’t 

aff ord it,” he says. “I could barely even aff ord 

to buy the bike. Then I saw some stunt videos 

and one thing led to another.”

Some of the movie and TV shows on which 

he’s worked include Transformers 4, Rock of 

Ages, NCIS, CSI and Burn Notice.

“That’s my real job because the pay is great, 

but this is for fun.”

Tony has been pro for eight years and has 

appeared in the Bollywood movie Dhoom 3, a 

McDonald’s ad, and in music videos for stars 

such as Rihanna and Chris Brown.

Both are total converts to Victory 

Motorcycles.

“Victory is a lot of diff erent to what we’ve 

come from in the sports bike world,” says Joe. “It’s 

fun to do things on a big bike that people don’t 

think they are capable of. It’s new territory.”

Amazingly, Victory has made very few 

modifi cations to the stunt bikes. The Gunners 

have new exhausts and an easy-pull clutch 

to aid in the stunts, while the Cross Country 

and Magnum have Procharge superchargers 

pu� ing out 160hp and fi � ed by Victory and 

Indian a� ermarket performance specialists 

Lloyd’z Motor Workz of America. They also 

worked the cams and did some tuning, but no 

other changes have been made to the internals.

“I went right into a show with zero on the 

odometer,” says Tony. “I ride it on the highway. 

It’s my favourite bike. I actually now own a 

Cross Country and a Gunner.”

Tony says their previous Victory stunt bikes 

were Judge models which they received just before 

performing at 2014’s Sturgis Motorcycle Rally.

“It’s fun to do things on 
a big bike that people 
don’t think they are 
capable of. It’s new 
territory”

r Joe Dryden r  Tony Carbajal
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“We beat the crap out of them all week and 

nothing went wrong,” he says. “I love Victory. It 

sounds kind of lame, but their mo� o ‘ride one 

and you’ll own one’ really is true. I didn’t know 

they would be so awesome. They perform well 

and look good all at a great price.”

Tony says they haven’t had any crashes, but 

he’s tipped the Magnum on its side and it didn’t 

do any damage.

He says the toughest stunt is tight burnout 

circles — called the Crazy Larry for some 

arcane reason — on the Gunner because it 

doesn’t have a big lean angle. 

“You have to get that sweet spot,” he says.

They perform wheelies and dri�ing stunts

on the Gunners and just dri�ing on the

baggers, although Joe is starting to stand up on

the Cross Country, a difficult stunt on such a

heavy bike.

At the Victory Motorcycle American Rally in

Colorado I watched as Tony almost threw away

the Magnum in a massive tank slapper.

“Yeah, I had a huge tank slapper, but you

just have to stay on the thro�le and power on

through. The worst thing you can do is shut

off  the thro�le because it wants to high side,”

he says.

A� er a lot of testing, the stunt duo use Avon

medium-compound tyres.

“We use medium compound to get traction,”

says Tony. “It’s hard to get traction on the heavy

bikes because of the torque and the heat on the

surfaces at places like Sturgis and here which

are very hot. We will do three shows today and

two shows tomorrow and the Gunner won’t go

through a set of tyres, but the baggers will. It

depends on how the show goes, how aggressive

we get and how the crowd reacts.”

The crowd certainly goes wild when they

see these guys put such big bikes through their

paces. ARR 
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Janet and Charlie do the Americas from
top to bottom on their trip of a lifetime

Never say 

never
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STO AND PHOTOS: JANET RUSSEL

I
am 61, have had my bike licence for about

six years and in 2015 I completed my first

overseas bike trip where I had control of

my own handlebars — more than 41,000km

in five-and-a-half months. Because I had

previously done no more than about four days

riding consecutively, I really didn’t know how I 

would go so the idea was I could ship my bike 

home early if it was more than I could manage, 

and pillion behind my husband, Charlie. I just 

wanted to have a go to see how far I could get, 

and in the process surprised even myself.

To be honest, I didn’t have all my riding 

skills sorted before we le�  but went with the 

a� itude of not le� ing what I couldn’t do stop 

me from doing what I could, and I upskilled 

along the way. In El Salvador, I learned how 

to lane-split and ride in and out of the open

ditch in heavy traffi  c when a local rider joined 

us for the a� ernoon and showed us the way 

out of town; in Southern Chile, hands light 

when riding on river stones; and generally how 

to ride like a local in cities where traffi  c lights 

and road lanes mean very li� le. The mo� o 

here was “he who hesitates loses” and “if your

wheel is in front, you have right of way”. We 

had been warned about how terrible Lima was 

to ride through, and yes the roundabouts are 

absolutely chaotic and buses do constantly 

pull out in front of you, but it’s all manageable. 

Charlie (64) and I shipped our bikes from 

“Our journey went through so many diff erent 
climates and cultures, the landscape constantly 
changing as we travelled steadily south”

r Road to Prudhoe Bay, Alaska

r Dipping our toes in the Arctic
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New Zealand to Vancouver, rode to Prudhoe

Bay at the top of Alaska and dipped our toes in

the Arctic, then headed south until we reached

the end of the road in Ushuaia at the bo�om

of Argentina, and back to Santiago. What can I

say: it was an epic ride!

We had originally planned on this being

one long journey but had to change that and

park our bikes in a storage unit in LA to go

home for a few weeks for the birth of our

second grandbaby. However, as it turned out

that really worked in our favour as when we

resumed our trip, we had missed the rainy

season. Good news for any biker.

We have travelled through Alaska, Canada,

the States and South America by other means

before and so have done many of the touristy

things — this time, it was more about the ride.

Most of the other bike riders we met along the

way were much younger than us, and only two

other women riders (about in their 30s) were

doing this same adventure, so our age put us

into a unique category.

Our journey went through so many

different climates and cultures, the landscape

constantly changing as we travelled steadily

south. We both love natural beauty and we

certainly had a feast on that. We experienced

HIGH AND LOW POINTS

We are o� en asked what our high and low

points were. High – too many to mention,

seriously we had a fabulous time day a�er

day, living the dream.

Low – winding our way down a narrow

Ecuadorian mountain road, no barriers but

with a steep drop, in thick fog, at night. I

could barely make out Charlie’s taillight as

we crept our way down to the bo�om. Not

a happy moment.

r The road beckons in Colombia

r Alone in Hierve el Agua, Mexico — waterfall rock formationr Loading bikes
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winding roads through the magnifi cent Andes, 

deserts more beautiful than expected, the 

coastal roads in Peru perfect for bikes and oh 

so much more. 

Not only was the scenery constantly 

changing and interesting, but we also met 

so many friendly helpful people. I did some 

online Spanish courses before we le�  and so 

we could communicate enough with the help 

of hand signals. Strangers would come up to us 

and ask: “Where are you from?” “Where are you 

going?”“Where have you been?” “How big are 

your bikes?” “How much did they cost?” “Can 

we have a photo?”

When it was time to pick up the bikes and 

get back on the road again, we were a bit 

nervous heading into Mexico. We crossed at 

Tijuana and every report we had read said 

get in and get out as fast as you can as border 

towns are not the places to hang around in. 

Well, we tried! But we missed a turn then 

managed to get lost in the back streets. 

Eventually, we hired a taxi driver to show us 

the way and were introduced to driving like a 

Mexican — fast and furious!

We rode down the Baja then crossed by ferry 

to the mainland at Mazatlan. We loved Mexico, 

the Spanish-inspired towns are so pre� y with 

the narrow, cobbled streets and the architecture. 

It took us a few hours to cross into 

Guatemala as New Zealand vehicle-ownership 

papers don’t have the word “Government” 

on them, only “Agency” so they were deemed 

invalid. We really didn’t have much option 

other than to stand there persistently, there 

was no other route south. Eventually, they 

let us in and we were glad they did, we loved 

Guatemala.

BORDERS

We crossed 17 borders and the bo� om 

line is that they just take time, usually 

about two hours. I stayed with the bikes 

while Charlie searched out the unnamed 

windows with a fi stful of photocopies 

to begin the process of the mountain of 

paperwork and queues to get us and the 

bikes out of one country and into the next. 

There are fi xers in Central America who 

are very keen to “help” you through the 

process but you really don’t need them, 

just ask someone in a proper uniform. 

When all else failed, we would start riding 

off  in a direction and were soon stopped 

and redirected. 

Moneychangers are on hand, too, but 

you need to know your exchange rates. 

One guy off ered us a very competitive rate 

and clearly showed us his calculator as he 

worked out the exchange, but somehow he 

had rigged his calculator and had we not 

known the rate, he would have made a very 

tidy profi t. We all had a good laugh about it.
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“Therearearmedguardsateachendof
thesmall townsandbridges, andrandom
checkpointsaswerodealongbuttheyalways
justgaveusahugesmile, thumbsupand
wavedusthrough”

r  Charlie and his Super Ten

r Chile coast 

Next was El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua,

Costa Rica, Panama — we could hardly

believe we were actually riding through these

exotically named countries and we just loved

them all. 

We sailed from Panama to Columbia

through the beautiful San Blas Islands on the

“Santana” with Captain Gisbert. There were

nine of us sleeping in the main cabin with

another seven in the two bows, plus two crew.

A great bunch of backpackers and a good time

was had by all even though we were as old as

their parents! The catamaran only took two

bikes, which were loaded on by a telescopic

forkli�  and then tied to the bow and covered,

then unloaded by being swung over the edge

of the boat and onto a small pontoon that

took them safely to land.

Columbia was one of those countries that

has a bad reputation but we didn’t experience

anything negative. There are armed guards at

each end of the small towns and bridges, and

random checkpoints as we rode along but they

always just gave us a huge smile, thumbs up

and waved us through. The roads in Columbia

have a lot of trucks and buses and few passing

opportunities on the narrow, winding roads

over the mountains. We soon learned that

bikes aren’t considered as oncoming traffic

when buses want to pass – we just had to get

out of their way. 

We crossed into Ecuador then Peru where

the coast road in the north is similar to the

Big Sur in California, except more remote and

much longer — fabulous for bikes!

On to Chile where it was days of desert. The

petrol stations in the north are a long distance

apart; in fact Charlie had to fill my bike up on

two occasions from the supplies we carried.

We went further south until we hit the very

scenic Carretera Austral. Quite a bit of this

road is now paved, however there were also

long stretches of roadworks, which were like

sharing a track with two-way traffic and road-

building machinery. It was pre�y rough and

definitely no “Health & Safety” here.

And so into Argentina where again gas

stations are quite far apart, and to make things

more interesting, they sometimes run out of

petrol. We had been advised to top up if only

half full, it was good advice. Queues were o�en

quite long at gas stations also, as in around

the block.

We went back and forth across the borders

between Chile and Argentina always heading

south and finally we were there. We had

arrived at the goal we had been riding towards

— Ushuaia in Argentina — and the end of the

road. It was quite surreal. The weather was

very cold but we braved the elements and took

off our boots to paddle in the ocean as we had

in the north when we started. From one end

of the continents to the other, an incredible

journey, but not over yet.

We now had to do something we hadn’t done

for a few months — head north. I had thought

this part of the ride was going to be a time of

quiet reflection inside my helmet, but instead we

encountered the famed wind. The learning curve

was not yet over. My bike was being blown at

such an angle that when we were riding along, I

was looking between the side of the windscreen

r  Janet and her trusty Yamaha
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r Carrying her business home, Puno, Peru r A local family in Ecuador

r Topping up with petrol

r Guatemala

and the mirror — it was hard work. We met a

couple at a petrol stop who were each riding

BMW 800s and were both blown over when they

stopped to take a photo, and a friend of ours

was blown through a red traffic lightwhen in

town.We eventually learned how to “relax” into

it and to prepare for the blusterwith trucks both

coming towards us andwhenwewere passing,

and also the disturbedwind coming at uswhen

approaching bridges. Therewas definitely no

calm reflection and I can honestly say the first

calm daywas bliss.

We found a shipping agent in Valparaiso

near Santiago and were soon crating up our

bikes to send home.

It was the end of our adventure. People

thought we were a li�le crazy wanting to

do this, but it was so worth it. We had no

accidents, no incidents with corrupt police

or menacing people, no flat tyres, and only a

few part days of rain. We learnt to not take

on board negative comments from others

unless they were firsthand as we found that

ACCOMMODATION

We took a tent just in case and we almost 

had to use it a couple of times so it was 

good to have it for peace of mind, but 

accommodation is not expensive in 

Central and South America. Our general 

rule of thumb was to ride to the centre 

of town then head out a couple of streets 

so that we were within easy walking 

distance of sights and food. One of our 

priorities was secure parking for the bikes 

and sometimes that meant inside by the 

reception desk. 
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ROAD TRIP THE USAROAD TRIP THE USA

From Chicago, Illinois all theFrom Chicago, Illinois all the
way to Californiaway to California
This is road trip heaven, a vacation like no 
other, historic, nostalgic and captivating

www.route66tours.com.au
SPACE LIMITED CALL NOW - 1300 760 806

Book with confi dence - Complete Travel Solutions - Travel Agents 27461

April 14 to May 4, 2016

July 9 to July 29, 2016

October 8 to October 28, 2016

76th Annual Sturgis Rally 

with a taste of  Route 66

July 31 to August 22.

*Upgrades to V8 GT Mustang, S
S Camaro, Corvette

rtible or Dodge Challenger R/T
available.

nc

2016 STARTING FROM

$8,495PP TWIN SHARE

Clu Groups, s, Cou s, Families all welcome.

*Subject to change and conditions as per website.

FROM

2016
TOURSBOOKINGNOW!

All Dates are LAND ONLY and inclusive within the USA.
See our website for conditions.

• Guided self drive/ride road trip along Historic Route 66• Guided self drive/ride road trip along Historic Route 66
• Car or motorcycle hire with insurance• Car or motorcycle hire with insurance
• All 8 Route 66 states - Illinois, Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma,• All 8 Route 66 states - Illinois, Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma,

Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, CaliforniaTexas, New Mexico, Arizona, California
• Includes all accommodation, breakfast daily, tours, vehicle• Includes all accommodation, breakfast daily, tours, vehicle

hire, tour cap and Route 66 specialist guidehire, tour cap and Route 66 specialist guide
• Includes Chicago city tour and welcome dinner• Includes Chicago city tour and welcome dinner
• Includes a 2.5 hour farewell Limo our in Las Vegas• Includes a 2.5 hour farewell Limo Tour in Las Vegas
• Includes an exclusive hot rod workshop tour &• Includes an exclusive hot rod workshop tour &

Harley-Davidson MuseumHarley-Davidson Museum
• Includes Route 66 Guide Book and a new Rand McNally• Includes Route 66 Guide Book and a new Rand McNally

road atlas, both yours to keeproad atlas, both yours to keep
• Includes the services of Austra ia’s most experienced• Includes the services of Australia’s most experienced

Route 66 guideRoute 66 guide
• Enjoy 2 nights in Las Vegas Nevada, the entertainment• Enjoy 2 nights in Las Vegas Nevada, the entertainment

capital of the world capital of the world

Sore or Uncomfortable?
AIRHAWK is the Answer! For the right

advice and the best price call Australia’s only

Authorised Importer – AIRHAWK AUSTRALIA!

1300 783 128

Call NOW to Improve
Your Comfort Today!

Australian Airhawk Importer for home, office,

car, gopher, 4x4, truck, plane and more.

FREE EXPRESS POST

www.airhawk.com.au*60 day money

back guarantee

AIRHAWK R.

XPRESS POST

Helite

Helite airbag technology - the future of

motorcycle safety gear is here today!

SAFETY DOESN’TSAFETY DOESN’T
HAPPEN BY ACCIDENT!HAPPEN BY ACCIDENT!

Phone 08 8339 6781 Email wayne@motosmart.com.au

wiley x sunglasses
Comfortable, stylish, durable

and helmet friendly

sunglasses designed

with motorcyclists in mind

See other products like Ventz, Ridersmate (GPS and Tracking device), Alpine Ear Plugs, Chain Monkey (chain tensioner) and Murphy Motoskate at www.motossmart.com.au or at facebook.com/MotoSmartOz

helite
Helite airbag built into

a touring jacket or

high viz or black vests.



r One of the ferries on Carretera Austral

r Tierra del Fuego, the southern tip of South America

r Why a palm tree indicating wind, there are no trees at all around here

things were o�en not nearly as bad in real life.

What we did gain was a bucket load of great

experiences and wonderful memories. This

was definitely a once-in-a-lifetime experience

and not nearly as hard as I had thought. So

my advice is, don’t let the “what ifs”, the lack

of skills, or your age stop you. Whatever your

dream is, just make it happen.

I’ve barely scratched the surface so if you

want to know more, take a look at our blog

russelsenroute.com ARR

THE BIKES

At 168cm, it was a bit of a challenge to fi nd 

a dual-purpose bike that I could touch 

the ground on. We se� led on a Yamaha 

XT660R and lowered it by around 75mm 

using lowering links, bringing the forks 

up through the clamps, and reshaping the 

seat. We also changed it to a single exhaust, 

which cut about 10kg of weight, and added 

so�  panniers. It was a great li� le bike, 

good on the rough and fast enough on 

the smooth. 

Charlie took a Yamaha 1200 Super 

Ténéré — a fabulous bike but, in hindsight, 

if travelling solo, you really don’t need a 

big bike. Charlie had lockable Touratech 

panniers and a Givi topbox. 

The Ténéré blew both front fork seals on 

the road to Prudhoe Bay, which was soon 

fi xed by the local Yamaha dealer. I blew 

one in Southern Chile on a particularly 

rough road, however I managed to limp 

home with it. We had one other hiccup 

towards the end of the trip with the rear 

oil seal leaking on the drive sha�  of the 

Ténéré, but apart from that the bikes gave 

us no problems. We never broke down.
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Ride roads less travelled 12
years

www.adriaticmototours.com

Beautiful Balkans Adventure
AUGUST 24 - SEPT 7  I  SEPT 9 - SEPT 23Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia, Montenegro

SOUTH PACIFIC MOTORCYCLETOURS Ltd
- Over 12Years MotorcycleTouring Experience
- Latest Harley Davidson, BMW, Suzuki & Triumph  
  Motorcycles.
- Award Winning Service  - South Island Specialists
- Fully GuidedTours   - Self Guided Tours

  - Motorcycle Hire

RIDE NEW ZEALAND............LIVETHE DREAM!

www.motorbiketours.co.nz
Contact us for some very special offers for Australian Road Rider Members. 

RIDE NEW ZEALAND............LIVE THE DREAM!

Half-Pric
Road Bike Bundle

HIT THE ROADWITH ROAD RIDER PLUS CRUISER& TRIKE

TOTAL VALUE $169.15

Get 12months of Australian Road Rider +
12months of Australian Cruiser & Trike

Call 1300 303 414 or visit universalshop.com.au and 
search “BUNDLE” Hurry, offer ends 14 July 2016

ndle

Save 
50%

ONLY $84.50
INCLUDES FREE DELIVERY



RALLY 
RAID

A great loop out of Brisbane and a great bike make
for the perfect way to show up your mates
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STORYANDPHOTOS: MARK HINCHLIFFE

W
hat was I thinking? It had

been a year since I’d sold my

big Bavarian bush-basher

and I hadn’t ridden anything

so big or powerful on the dirt since. Yet here I

was, lining up against my hardened big-bore

adventure mates for a free-for-all, 1000km, two-

day dirt romp out to Goondiwindi and back.

Was I serious?

If anything was going to go wrong, it

would likely be at warp speed on a fast, open,

decomposed gravel skating rink in the middle

of nowhere, out of mobile signal and a couple

of hours from an ambulance. I’ve done that

trick before and, believe me, it’s not something

you want to repeat.

Yet here I was at our usual Maccas meeting

point with an unknown, untried and untested

Aprilia 1200 Caponord Rally with high power,

high technology and high expectations. If I go

out in a blaze of dust and glory, at least I’ll go

in style because this is easily the pre�iest of

the dirt juggernauts on the market. And all my

eager big-bore mates agree.

As they roll up, they are firing questions at

me as well as praise for the handsome Italian

steed.

“Just wait until they hear it growl off into

the distance,” I think to myself.

So I answer their comprehensive questions

in quick time: $24,000 ride-away, same power

as the new water-cooled GS, and it comes

standard with ride-by-wire thro�le, electronic

adjustable suspension, cruise control, three

engine maps, three-level traction control,

lockable aluminium panniers, adjustable

touring windscreen, handguards, side guards

and supplementary LED lights. Whew! I sound

like the brochure.

It’s a surprisingly comprehensive list of

gear for the price, but equally surprising is

the fact it doesn’t come with grip warmers or

self-cancelling indicators. Anyway, my big-bore

adventurer mates are full of praise for its looks

and eager to have a go. I’m happy with that,

too. It means I can ease myself into the bike.

So on our first leg of tar down to Boonah

for breakfast, one of mymates has a go and

then gushes over his bacon and egg sanger and

la�e about how impressive the power is, what

a great note it has and how comfortable and

light it feels. As is fairly typical of our group,

we have a vague idea where we are going and,

despite the fact everyone but me has a fancy

and expensive GPS, no one has mapped out a

course so we pull out the paper maps and start

to plot a route.

I’m usually a bit pushy on this sort of stuff

and love to do bypasses and detours, rather

than heading straight for the objective, so I’ve

appointed myself ride captain. That should

also keep the boys behind memost of the way

so they aren’t se�ing a ridiculous pace that I

couldn’t hope to keep up with on an unfamiliar

bike.

My objective for this test and subsequent

travel story is to do as much dirt as possible

out to Goondiwindi, which isn’t diffi cult if you 

study your Hema maps. Just out of Boonah, we 

detour onto the old Mt Alford Road which has 

a short distance of dirt and easy-paced corners 

so I can get the feel for the Aprilia.

In the very first dusty corner I realise I’m 

at a distinct disadvantage, thanks to the 

Tourance tyres, while all the others are on 

more aggressive knobbies. At least the Rally 

has a 19in font wheel instead of the standard 

model’s 17in, so while I’m searching for grip and 

r Keeping the GS front wheel high and dry

r The Aprilia is easily the prettiest of the dirt juggernauts
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ploughing headlong for the road shoulder, I

try to squirt the back into a slide to add some 

more steering angle.

Oh yeah! Now we’re talking. This thing 

lights up in the midrange and provides 

plenty of Mr Squiggle action. There are no 

“enduro” se� ings as such on any of the hi-tech 

electronics, but I’ve found a good compromise 

with level 1 traction for a safety net, rain mode 

on the engine for a so� er thro� le response and 

the auto damping se� ing for the suspension.

It’s only a short section so there isn’t time 

to sort things out properly, but it feels like a 

good compromise and may save me from some 

embarrassment. At least the hounds aren’t 

hounding my back wheel and I’m keeping a 

good pace and distance from them.

We swing by Mt Alford and head for the 

Head Road, but continue on to the dirty 

Carney’s Creek Road, which becomes White 

Swamp Road, winding up and over the 

rollercoaster ridges of the Border ranges, into 

NSW and down to Old Koreelah. It’s a great 

stretch of gravel road with varying conditions 

that primes a BrisVegas rider for any dirty 

weekend adventures that lie ahead.

I’m now starting to get familiar with the feel 

of the bike and pu� ing some eff ort into the 

ride, working up a sweat and already zipping 

out the lining in my jacket and pants on this

crisp morning. The guys are also starting to get 

into the swing of things and the pace has li� ed 

markedly.

The next section into Legume is tar but it 

may as well be dirt, because it is possibly the 

worst section of tar in Australia. At least it 

used to be. The authorities have fi nally stopped 

bickering about responsibility for the Mount

Lindesay Road and have started to fix certain

sections. It still has some shocking sections

and if I wasn’t on the auto suspension se�ings

I may have been bounced into the weeds, but

the Aprilia electronics are doing their level best

to keep the bike level and the rubber on the tar.

I’m impressed.

A� er Legume, the road to Stanthorpe used

to be all dirt, but over the past decade it is

slowly being “upgraded” to tar and if we don’t

get out and enjoy this gloriously fast and

slippery section of granite gravel soon, it will

be gone forever. Telltale slide marks are being

carved into the gravel at each corner entry and

exit, and the fun factor has hit 10.

Most riders continue on to Stanthorpe, but

there’s a great sidetrack through Maryland

called Wiley Creek Road. It’s signposted with

a “Maryland” sign and it rolls along through

some a� ractive country at a more sedate pace.

There’s a good mixture of terrain and some

wandering cows and today a nasty red-

bellied black snake to make things even more

interesting. At the T-junction, you can turn

right and go to Vincenzos highway deli for

some of the best Italian espresso and cured

meats on the Granite Belt, or turn le� toward

Glen Niven, which is also an interesting mix of

dirt and tar.

Now I’ve noticed the tank has plummeted to

one bar on the fuel gauge so I take the shorter

route to Glen Niven and the servo where prices

are remarkably almost 20c a litre less than in

Brisbane. As it turns out, the gauge is overly

cautious and there is still seven litres le� in the

tank. However, I calculate economy at about

7L/100km, which is nowhere near as good as

the lean-running GS.

However, I’m really warming to the Aprilia

now — hence the inflated “economy” figures

— and fi nding it increasingly difficult to

swap with the others. I’m quite enjoying the

slim ergos, the comfortable seat, the ripping

midrange power and that Italian accent from

“If anything was going to go wrong, it would likely 
be at warp speed on a fast, open, decomposed 
gravel skating rink in the middle of nowhere, out 
of mobile signal and a couple of hours from an 
ambulance. I’ve done that before  …”

r Where to now? We only have a vague idea of where we were going

r Take these warning signs seriously, especially around Stanthorpe
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the sucking and blowing. I’ve also rolled the 

bars forward slightly and the standing position

is ideal. This next section will test my map 

memory. I’m trying to find a cut-through from 

just outside Stanthorpe to the Glenlyon Dam, 

rather than riding out on the rather mundane 

main road tar towards Texas.

I’ve only done this road once before in the 

opposite direction and I can’t remember where 

it spilt out onto the main road or what it was 

called. I’ve checked the maps before I le�  and 

I think it’s called something like Numbum. 

It turns out it’s Nunbuddermere Road and it 

starts out as tar, but quickly becomes dirt, then 

graded dirt.

Now sometimes graded dirt can be hard-

packed, but sometimes the grader leaves a 

deep and loose spread of gravel. Today it’s a 

mix of both, which makes life very interesting.

Eventually we come to a four-way 

intersection of dirt and even the guys with 

GPS units have conflicting reports on which 

way to go. Luckily a farmer is working in a 

nearby paddock, hears our bikes and comes 

over for a chat. He’s developing some easy 

motorcycle trails on his property and invites 

us back some time when it’s finished.

Meanwhile, he guides us onto the Springdale 

Road, which is one of the most entertaining 

and scenic roads in the region. The land here 

has dropped away from the Granite Belt

plateau and has turned into a series of valleys, 

creeks and rolling hills with fl axen fi elds do� ed 

with green trees like a hipster’s spo� y shirt.

The creek crossings are all concreted and 

make for fun water splashes, but a few are 

surprisingly deep and slippery. On one, we 

have a few sideways moments and on another 

I have my feet knocked off  the rubber pegs 

while I am standing. My tender regions smash 

into the pointed fuel tank and I instantly 

regret not taking the time to unscrew the 

rubber inserts from the pegs.

Too soon this riotous romp along the dirt 

is over and we now fi nd ourselves at a closed 

gate which empties onto the Glenlyn Dam 

that wiggles south toward the border. Oh yes, 

I forgot to mention this ride swaps back and 

forth over the border on several occasions.

We pause for refl ection, some bench racing 

and a photo opportunity at the scenic view over 

the dam. The level is down from the last time 

but it’s still a stunning view to the north, with 

the water hemmed in by blue mountain ranges.

The ambient temperature is rising now and 

I’m busy opening vents on my DriRider gear. 

I’m also noticing the heat pouring out of the 

Aprilia’s engine. It’s oppressive when si� ing, 

but ok when standing. There is also a distinct 

stench of death in the air now. Roos.

As I recall, this area is rife with them. 

Actually, they’re mainly rock wallabies and the 

li� le cri� ers are ski� ish. They tend to roam 

in packs of three or four at a time and hop 

straight at you. We’re heading west now from 

the dam along the Pinnacle Road which winds 

past the Pinnacles — a couple of towering rock 

formations. Not that we are all that interested 

in the scenery. We’re too busy dodging the 

prolifi c marsupials.

As we ride out into the valley beyond 

the Pinnacles, the land is drier here in the 

Dumaresq Valley. We fi nd some more dirt 

detours along the Dumaresq River right into 

the free camping ground just outside Texas. 

This place is always full of grey nomads who

take time from their “wine time” to give us a 

wave and a greeting.

At Texas we’re looking for some lunch, 

but we’ve arrived at the motorcycle-friendly 

Stockman Hotel about fi ve minutes a� er the 

chef has fi nished his shi� . So it’s off  to the 

takeaway for a sandwich and a drink.

Texas is offi  cially a motorcycle-friendly 

town and we’re a li� le tempted by some other 

two-wheel travellers who have just arrived, 

hung up their boots for the night and are 

into their fi rst of many beers. We consider 

staying overnight, especially in the context 

of the fading light and the number of roos 

on the road. A local cowgirl outside the shop 

compounds our fears when she tells us her 

boyfriend is driving her ute because he’d 

crashed his own vehicle into two roos at once.

Either bravery or foolhardiness prevails 

and we decide to press on into the se� ing 

western sun on unfamiliar dirt roads packed 

with wallabies and roos. I’ve done some of this 

stretch before and given Google Maps a quick 

“Oh yeah! Now we’re talking. This thing lights 
up in the midrange and provides plenty of 
Mr  Squiggle action”

r The sexy Caponord has a slim waist and an Italian accent

r Even the GPS has conflicting reports on which way to go r Easy going through Maryland
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Western Australia
3 - 12 September 2016

A truly unique adventure that will have you recounting stories to your friends adnauseum. Ride

3500+km, on an unmodified Honda CT110 from Perth through central WA and finish in Broome.

A serious adventure - remote country, small towns, bitumen, dirt, corrugations, and bulldust make this a great

adventure. Not a race, nor a tour, it is a challenge and a whole lot of fun!

Register early! This is our most popular event.

$5750 (AUD): Incl bike, accomm, meals, fuel, mechanics, spares, support vehicles.

www.postiebikechallenge.org Ph. +61 7 3264 7727

Shop online at      www.auss Or call us now on 07 5474 1050
 ...or visit our air-conditioned showroom at Unit 4, 15 Venture Drive, Noosaville, Queensland.

.com.au
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check on my iPhone, so I think I know where 

I’m going as we head out of town on the Old 

Texas Road.

To my thinking, this should bring us to the 

Bruxner Highway for a short stint of tar, then 

off  to the right on the Camp Creek-Keelah 

Road. But Google Maps seems to be lying and 

we’re back across the river over a weir and on 

Old Warwick Road on the north side of the 

river/border instead of the south side.

It’s tar, it’s straight, it’s boring and the sun is 

in our eyes, which are like saucer plates as we 

scour the too-close bush for nasty fauna. Still, 

the boys are happy, with about 80 per cent dirt 

today and we’re all a bit thirsty and hungry. 

So we fuel up and check into the Queensland 

Hotel, one of our favourite dining spots with 

the best steaks around — don’t forget to pay 

an extra $6 for the seafood topper sauce! The

rooms are standard pub fare, but clean and

quiet. They’ve also allowed us to corral the

bikes in the beer garden where they are locked

up for the night. Some even manage to get

their bikes under cover of the awning.

Next morning my Aprilia is looking simply

stunning with a coating of dew and a glint

of sunrise across her dirty bows. Such a fine

Italian steed. Such a powerful and exciting

ride. We’ve decide that yesterday’s route was

such fun and the optional routes fairly straight

and boring, so we’re heading back the way we

came. However, we’re intent on finding a road

south of the river instead of the Old Warwick

Road, so we cross the MacIntyre River and join

the Bruxner Highway into Boggabilla in NSW,

then search for the Tucka Tucka Road exit.

It’s not difficult to find and we’re quickly

on a fairly open and straight road with a few

coarse bumps to try to unse�le us just before

some loose gravel and a few low ruts through

hardened clay. I wouldn’t tackle this road a�er

some rain.

The challenging road is just enough to clear

the muddy heads from too much lubrication

last night. Our speed keeps rising and falling as

we build up courage, then have it stolen away

by sightings of errant roos in the chest-high

grasses on each side of the road.

The road eventually returns to the Bruxner

Highway just near Yetman so we take the

tar back to Texas and continue on toward

Stanthorpe on the main road, which is one

of the most entertaining pieces of tar in

the region. It’s kind of like the Laguna Seca

corkscrew and it’s an absolute hoot.

However, the only non-1200 in our crew

keeps stopping on his DR650 to check his

massive Safari tank. He hadn’t bothered to fill

up the night before and although it still looks

like it has plenty inside, it keeps hiccuping.

Still, he keeps going and at Silver Spur we take 

the gravel Silver Spur Redgate Road, which is 

a short dirt detour that includes some ridges, 

creek washouts and plenty of twists and turns 

on predictably slippery granite pebbles.

Not long a�er we return to the main road, 

our Suzuki friend spu� ers out of fuel. It seems 

the feeder hose sits up too high so even with 

plenty of fuel le� , it’s not going to where it 

needs to be. So we stop, lean it over on one side, 

then the other, and get it going again for a few 

kilometres.

Eventually his dad, Big Jim, pulls out his 

special hose that clips onto the fuel outlet 

under the right cover of his ageing 1200 GS and 

hits the starter bu� on, which pumps the fuel 

directly into his son’s thirsty tank.

It’s a good lesson for the novice rider — 

always top up with your mates, no ma� er 

how big your tank! The rest of the ride back is 

pre�y much as we experienced the previous 

day, but in fast motion as we have all become 

familiar with each other’s riding behaviour and 

our big-bore bikes.

I’ve decided the Italian is every bit as good 

as the German and if I ever return to the 1200 

dirt juggernauts, it will be on my shopping list. 

However, I’ve also realised that a sub-$9000 

bike with half the capacity can be just as much 

fun — as long as you remember to fi ll up! ARR 

“Too soon this riotous 
romp along the dirt is 
over and we now fi nd 
ourselves at a closed 
gate which empties 
onto the Glenlyn Dam 
that wiggles south 
toward the border”

r Coffee and a bacon and egg roll clears foggy heads in Gundi

r This kindly gent on his R 100GS stopped to help when Big Jim’s son ran out of fuel
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large Adventure bikes which have upswept or high exhaust systems. Xplorer 
Cutout features a regular 40Lt Xplorer on one side, plus a special 37Lt version 
on the other. This setup combines carrying capacity with symmetry. Not only that 
but this new system uses a dedicated pannier frame manufactured in stainless 
steel! We’ve got your luggage needs covered, especially with our great prices!

Hepco & Becker are now offering 
Engine & Tank Guards for selected 
adventure bikes in Stainless Steel 

(as well as their proven mild steel). 
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UP IN THEairThis is a perfectly planned trip that turns 
out to be an adventure of a lifetime
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STORY AND PHOTOS:

IAN LLOYD NEUBAUER

T
his is a story about a motorbike ride 

that should never have happened; 

about an epic solo journey on an 

inappropriate and underpowered 

road bike along a frighteningly bad road that 

cuts through the deepest ravine in the world 

to reach the foothills of the highest mountains 

in the world; about a trip riddled with so many 

false starts, obstacles and challenges — in 

addition to a diplomatic crisis — that I still 

have trouble believing the universe let me get 

away with it in the end.

At the start there were four of us, an 

international crew of highly experienced off -

road adventurers with a plan to ride from Hanoi 

to Kathmandu — an epic 4000km-long journey 

through seven countries over three weeks. 

Filmed by French TV, the adventure, we hoped, 

would bring a� ention to the fact Nepal was 

once again safe for travel a� er the cataclysmic 

25th April earthquake that le�  the Himalayan 

nation’s vital tourism sector on its knees.

But one by one, my partners pulled out 

until I was last man standing. To hell with 

them, I thought, hatching a new, albeit 

signifi cantly condensed, route that started in 

the capital Kathmandu. From there I would 

hire a bike and ride 200km west to Pokhara, 

a lakeside city surrounded by snow-capped 

mountains known as the adventure capital 

of Nepal. I would then veer 150km north on 

the Trans-Himalayan Highway to the sacred 

city of Muktinath. Set in a high-altitude 

desert honeycombed with temples and caves, 

Muktinath is an important pilgrimage city 

for Hindus and Tibetan Buddhists who make 

the long and arduous uphill trek to shower 

under the 108 holy waterspouts at Muktinath’s 

monastery. Add bad roads, mind-blowing

mountain scenery and exotic culture to the

mix and you’ll understand why Muktinath has

become a mecca for adventure riders, too.

“Only those who are willing to undergo 

physical discomfort and rigour can go to 

Muktinath,” wrote Indian journalist GR 

Narashumhan, who, like many South Asians, 

discloses only the initials of his fi rst and 

second names but is happy to spell out his 

surname in full.

Five days before I touched down in Nepal 

on 25th September, Nepal’s government passed 

its first constitution. Normally a good sign for 

a fledgling democracy, it enraged minorities 

living in the southern lowland provinces 

bordering India who said the constitution 

screwed them out of their rights. When their 

calls for amendments fell upon deaf ears, 

protesters hit the government where it hurt 

by blocking border checkpoints — a stroke of 

genius considering Nepal imports nearly all 

of its petroleum products by road from India. 

Now everyone in the country would feel their 

pain as petrol pumps around the country ran 
r Beyond exhaustion: Ian taking a breather on the road as the light fades

r Himalayan Yaks that look like the monsters from the Muppet Show cruising past Ian's Enfi eld
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dry. I may have been on a holy pilgrimage, but

all the prayers in heaven couldn’t help me fi nd 

fuel in Kathmandu.

So I condensed my journey once again and 

fl ew to Pokhara where I’d been told police had 

a stockpile of fuel. With a bit of luck, I may be 

able to convince them to part with a tankful 

by explaining how my work as a motorbike 

journalist will promote tourism in Nepal.

With a le� er of accreditation from ARR’s 

editor Mick Matheson in hand, I marched into 

the police station. Well, I tried to march in, 

but the guard told me to piss off . Emergency 

services were on life support, government 

employees couldn’t get to work and the

economy had tanked. My needs were trivial in 

comparison.

The following day I rocked up at the police 

station again, this time with a switched-on 

travel agent called Tara Gautam to speak on 

my behalf. To his credit, Tara got us through 

the front gate and won an audience with the 

commander in chief. And while I don’t speak 

any Nepalese, I didn’t need Tara to translate 

when the commander replied with riotous 

laughter. My request, it seemed, had gone 

down about as well as the Titanic.

Down but not out, I crossed over to the 

dark side and started hunting for fuel on the

black market. The asking price of the first

resellers I met — Pokhara’s taxi mafia — was

$20 a litre. When I tried to negotiate, they got

off ended and told me to piss of on a bicycle up

to Muktinath instead.

Later that day as I was le�ing out my

frustrations on a kicking bag at a gym, I

got talking to the owner, former Nepalese

kickboxing champion Raju Nepali. A�er

listening to my dilemma, Raju took me to a back-

alley dealer who sold petrol for only $4 a litre.

But with hundreds of desperate customers, he’d

imposed a three-litre quota. I took it anyway.

“At the start there were four of us, an international crew of highly
experienced off -road adventurers with a plan to ride from Hanoi to
Kathmandu — an epic 4000km-long journey through seven countries
over three weeks”
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The next day, Tara, my new travel agent

buddy, took me to a hardware store where

a guy who looked like a Nepalese Saddam

Hussein sold me five litres at $7 a litre. It was a

bargain compared to the next batch we bought,

a five-litre jerrycan for $75 ($15 a litre) sold by

some rat who worked at the gas station. It was

obviously stolen and the price was exorbitant,

but I didn’t care. Put together with my other

stash, it gave me just enough fuel to ride up to

Muktinath on a rusty old Royal Enfield 350cc

Bullet I’d borrowed from the Hearts & Tears

Motorcycle Club in Pokhara. The president,

fellow Aussie Ma� Gardner, was already en

route to Muktinath with a group of punters

right now. If I could cross paths with Ma� on

the road, there was a good chance I might be

able to bum some fuel off him for the return

journey to Pokhara.

A�er months of planning, setbacks, reverse

engineering and dodgy late-night under-the-

table deals, I was finally ready to hit the road.

It’d been a great adventure just ge�ing this far,

and the real journey hadn’t even begun.

A�er four days in Pokhara, I couldn’t get out

of the city fast enough, tearing past a petrol

station where a line of double-parked cars and

triple-parked motorbikes stretched for more

than three kilometres from the pump.

At the first roundabout I veered le� onto

the Trans Himalayan Highway, an ancient

thoroughfare that connects Nepal with the

Old Silk Road in China and Tibet. The first few

kilometres comprised a high-speed take-no-

prisoners game of cat and mouse as I ducked

and weaved between dangerously overloaded

trucks and buses. Yet as I passed the city

limits, the grime, dust and diesel fumes of the

developing world were le� behind and Nepal’s

fairytale-like countryside appeared in all its

glory. Snowcapped mountains sparkled like

white gold against a cloudless blue sky. Eagles

soared in slow, circular movements. Emerald-

green rice paddies shimmered and blinked

in the morning haze. An opal-coloured river

wound its way along a ravine far below. There’d

been many times over the past six months

when I had given up on this trip. But a�er only

half an hour on the road, I knew it’d all been

worthwhile.

The first 75km of road was peppered with

gravel and potholes but was otherwise in

good nick as it snaked up mountainsides and

dropped into deep valleys. It was 2pmwhen

I hit the town of Beni, the halfway mark to

Muktinath, where I stopped to munch on a few

cheap and delicious potato samosas washed

down with an ice-cold mango juice.

Things started ge�ing interesting a�er

Beni, when the tarmac was replaced with a

series of surfaces of such deviant and devilish

nature that it seemed they’d actually been

put there to puncture tubes. Beds of jagged

slate rose from the dirt at every conceivable

angle, concealed, o�entimes, by river crossings,

superfine chalk-like dust and gooey pits of

warm grey mud. The Enfield howled with pain

every time I dragged its short sorry ass over

fields of pointy triangular-shaped rocks and

straight across boulders consuming the width

“Iwasridingalong, enjoyingtheview,minding
myownbusiness,whenthatgod-awful
crunchingnoiseof thechainslippingaround
therearsprocketreturnedwithavengeance”

r The Enfield 350, one of the worst bikes in the world, but one of few that could have made this trip on limited fuel

r  Epic enough for you? The colossal beauty of Upper Mustang province

Lone ranger Nepal-style: When Ian lost his tripod, he 
had to ask trekkers to take pics of him on the road. Photo 
credit: Some Israeli trekker with a generous soul
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of the road. And why wouldn’t it? The stupid 

thing had no base plate. But it did have a pair 

of oversize crash bars that managed to catch 

on dozens of trees, rocks and roots I passed. I 

heard so many chilling rock-on-metal bangs 

that I began to think nothing of them until I 

looked down and saw the bloody muffl  er had 

fallen off ! Making ma� ers worse, the tripod I 

use to take riding selfi es and a spare camera 

that I’d strung to the saddlebag rails with fi ve 

bungee cords had gone MIA too.

Wasting precious fuel, I doubled back for 

half an hour until I found a couple of kids 

playing a game of baseball with my muffl  er, 

though my tripod and camera were nowhere 

to be found. I bought back the muffl  er from 

the kids for a dollar and used a length of 

chicken wire I found on the road to rea� ach 

it to my bike with surgical precision — if 

that surgeon had been smoking crystal meth 

continuously without sleep for 12 days. 

It was late in the a� ernoon when I rocked 

up at Tatopani, a village set on the side of the

gushing Kali Gandaki River that’s famous for

its hot springs. As I sank into the delicious

warm water and my salt- and oxygen-deprived

muscles began to thaw, I consoled myself with

the probability that a�er all the shit that had

gone down, there wasn’t that much le� to go

wrong on this journey.

Rising from an altitude of 800m at Pokhara

to 8901m at its genesis on Mount Annapurna,

the Kali Gandaki is the deepest and most

awesome gorge in the world. Half an hour

out of Tatopani I found myself riding along

a narrow road hugging the edge of a colossal

ri�  in the earth several hundred metres wide

through which thousands of gallons of water

churn every second.

Higher and higher the road went, overlapping

preposterously bad, rocky surfaces devoid of

anything resembling a clean line. The Enfield

coughed and splu�ered as the oxygen content

of the atmosphere began to thin, although it

was otherwise fi ne until mid-morning when it

began to emit a chilling bone-crunching sound.

As I punched on the noise became louder and

uglier and the bike started losing momentum,

until suddenly I was dead in the water.

I jumped off  and take a look. OMG! The rear

sprocket: its teeth were rounded off by the

strain of crunching up these monstrous hills!

With no spare sprocket to speak of, I lowered

my head in defeat. My pilgrimage to Muktinath

was over.

I’m slumped on the ground staring blankly

into loser-ville and when two young Nepalese

guys riding past offered their assistance. “Don’t

despair, we are with you, brother,” they said.

A� er ge� ing on their phones and discovering

there was a motorbike mechanic in Ghasa, a

village I passed only 15 minutes ago, they helped

me turn the old clunker around and followed

from behind as I coasted downhill in neutral.

Whenever I hit a patch of flat ground and

couldn’t progress no further, they jumped off

their bike, ran behind me and helped push the

Enfi eld. They were absolute bloody legends and

ordinary everyday examples of the warmth and

hospitality of the Nepalese people.

r  The winner and runner up of the Nepal cute kid contest
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The guy who fixed my bike, however, was a 

total bastard. He took one look at the sprocket, 

removed the rear wheel, fished out the 

offending part and started machining the teeth 

with an angle-grinder, giving it a new lease 

on life. There’s no doubting his mechanical 

prowess but his price was extortionate. He 

demanded $700 for his time — $5.90 more 

than what the average Nepalese makes in a 

year. Thus began a Mexican standoff  between 

the two of us that involved half the village of 

Ghasa, the local coppers and a group of passing 

mountain bikers and which continued for 

three hours in the midday heat, until the fat 

oily prick finally succumbed to my one and 

only offer of $50.

It was 3pm when I finally got out of there. 

Pushing metal against rock, I smashed it non-

stop for four long hot hours until I got to the 

village of Kagbeni, where I rendezvoused with 

the Hearts & Tears Motorcycle Club. When I 

saw the president Ma� I felt an urgent need 

to punch him in the face for giving me such a 

lemon of a bike. But at the same time I wanted 

to hug him for being witness to the fact that I 

made it! Muktinath is only 20km up the road!

I also learned Ma�’s group had troubles 

of their own. They ran out of fuel on several 

occasions and had to pay big bucks to buy 

small stashes from villagers on the road. Their 

bikes — a fl eet of beautiful new black Enfi eld 

500s — had given them no end of grief and one

had to be strung onto the back of the support 

vehicle a� er its rear brake disintegrated. As 

for the other punters — tourists who’d paid to 

tag along — they’d mostly lied or exaggerated 

about their riding experience and had had a 

hell of a time ge� ing up here. One guy had 

even come off  and snapped his collarbone.

“I had no idea it would be like this. I thought 

it would be more bitumen and patches of dirt 

here and there, not this pathetic excuse for a 

road,” said Zoe Weller, a pillion passenger from 

Australia. “The terrain has been a shock to 

the system.”

Added Craig Hembrown from Singapore: 

“I thought it was going to be hard but in 

retrospect I didn’t know what the word ‘hard’ 

meant. But at the same time the scenery is far 

more beautiful than anything I ever imagined, 

and the Nepalese people are amazing.”

The next morning I headed off  in a convoy: 

eight Enfi eld 500s, Ma�  the lucky bastard on 

a Crossfi re CFR250 (a Chinese knock-off  of the 

Honda CRF) and their support vehicle. With 

the exception of Ma�  and his sweep, they were 

absolutely useless riders. And to make things 

even harder for themselves, they were lugging 

their girlfriends on their backs. But the fact 

they had made it this far was impressive and 

for that they earned my total respect.

We entered the ancient kingdom of Mustang, 

a wild, rugged, semi-autonomous region of 

Nepal that looks like the moon and is split in 

half by a giant sheer-sided canyon more than a 

kilometre wide in parts. The road became even 

more punishing up here, li� ered with all kinds 

of tectonic debris and at times dropping so 

suddenly over the crest of hills that I thought 

I’d taken a wrong turn until I inched forward 

and saw the track merge into an impossibly 

tight switchback a few metres below.

Anyway, I was riding along, enjoying the 

view, minding my own business, when that 

god-awful crunching noise of the chain 

slipping around the rear sprocket returned 

with a vengeance. I dismounted to take a 

look at the rear sprocket. The mechanic’s 

modifi cations had pushed the teeth past their 

stress point and all but three of the teeth had 

snapped off . Seems his $700 job wasn’t worth 

$700 at all.

Fortunately I now had back-up and when 

Ma�  and the group caught up with me, he got 

his mechanic to replace the sprocket. Once 

the job was done and the bike was tested and 

ready, I told the support vehicle, which was 

signifi cantly slower than a motorcycle on these 

“The Enfield howled with pain every time 
I dragged its short sorry ass over fi elds of 
pointy triangular-shaped rocks and straight 
across boulders consuming the width of the 
road. And why wouldn’t it?”

r  The Enfi eld's headlight dead in Pokhara

r Traffi c jam Nepali style

r This lovely old lady wanted Ian to dink her to Muktinath - for three days!
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www.mallacootahotel.com.au

Bike friendly accommodation
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67 Fitzroy Street,

Tumut NSW 2720

P: 1800 819 497 F: (02) 6947 3001

E: tumutmotel@dodo.com.au

www.elmsmotorinn.com.au

The Elms Motor 

Inn offers quality 

accommodation 

for the leisure or 

business traveller 

in Tumut NSW. At 

the foothills of 

Kosciuszko National 

Park and the northern 

gateway to the 

Australian Alps, 

The Elms Motor Inn 

in Tumut has ten well 

presented rooms with 

all the comforts you 

would expect and 

is only a short stroll 

to the main street, 

pubs and clubs.

FACILITIES:

• Off street parking in

 front of rooms

• Room service –

 breakfast (hot or cold)

• Unlimited to Free 

 wi-fi  internet

• BBQ facilities

• Wheelchair accessible

• Disabled room available

• We are a non-smoking

 property

• Laundromat & car 

 wash opposite motel

• Undercover bike parking

Cnr Baker & Denison Streets

Adaminaby NSW 2629

P: (02) 6454 2202

F: (02) 6454 2608

E: thesnowgoosehotel

@bigpond.com

Hang loose, hit the 

juice at the Snow 

Goose. Situated in 

the town centre, 

close to Mt Selwyn 

(for snow skiing) and 

beautiful Eucumbene 

for boating, fi shing, 

barbeques and 

bushwalking. Enjoy 

a meal in the country 

style dining room

and family bistro

with weekend

entertainment.

FACILITIES:

• Restaurant

• Bar

• Bottle shop

• Motel/Hotel rooms

• Backpacker

 accommodation

• Lock up area

 for bikes

• Games/

 recreation room

Snow Goose

Hotel Motel
33 N Derby Street,

Walcha NSW 2354

Where the Oxley Hwy

meets Thunderbolt’s Way

P: (02) 6777 2502

www.apsleyarms.com.au

Experience a real 

Australian bush pub 

circa 1880. Modern 

accommodation with 

self-serve continental 

breakfast included. 

Bistro and bar meals. 

Reviewed and 

recommended in 

the Sydney Morning 

Herald Good Pub 

Food Guide.

FACILITIES:

• Discount for 

 group bookings

• Clean, modern

 accommodation

• Great food & 

 friendly bars

• Garage for bikes

• Guest lounge room 

 with TV

• Function room

• Bistro area & The 

 Green Room wine 

 & cider bar

APSLEY ARMS 
HOTEL

26 E Fitzroy Street, Walcha

Bookings: (02) 6778 0224

Enquiries: (02) 6777 1117

E: walchacaf@optusnet.com.au

www.walcharoyalcafe.com.au

A great dining

experience with 

function room, 

licensed bar

and excellent 

accommodation. 

With a relaxed & 

friendly environment 

we are the perfect 

spot for a quick bite 

or to celebrate a night 

out with a group. 

Come and see why 

Royal Cafe is the place 

that’s got it all ...

FACILITIES:

• Dine in or takeaway

• Healthy & tasty menu

• Function room

• Licensed bar

• Excellent 

   accommodation

• Queen to single

   rooms to semi self

   contained cottage

• Lock up sheds &

 drying room available

& ACCOMMODATION

51-55 Maurice Avenue,

Mallacoota VIC 3892 (PO Box 43)

P: (03) 5158 0455

F: (02) 5158 0453

E: inncoota@bigpond.net.au

www.mallacootahotel.com.au

The Mallacoota Hotel 

Motel is conveniently 

situated in Mallacoota’s 

main street close to 

shopping, playgrounds, 

tourist information 

and easy access to all 

that Mallacoota and 

Croajingolong National 

Park have to offer. Just 

minutes to the fabulous 

beaches and walking 

tracks of the Wilderness 

Coast.

FACILITIES:

• Bistro

• TAB

• Sky Channel

• Bottleshop

• Beer garden

• Air conditioned 

 rooms

• Secure parking

• Saltwater pool

46-50 Louee Street, 

Rylstone NSW 2849

P: (02) 6379 1048

E: daniel@theglobehotel.com.au

www.theglobehotel.com.au

Located in the 
Mudgee region, 
3.5 hours drive 
from Sydney, 
Rylstone is a 
thriving country 
town bursting 
with charm. From 
the Globe Hotel 
at Rylstone you 
have unlimited 
access to quaint 
country towns, 
gourmet food and 
wine, beautiful 
countryside and 
spectacular 
national parks.

FACILITIES:

• Dine in at The Shed 

 Restaurant, open 7 days 

 a week for lunch & dinner

• 14 rooms featuring 

 Queen, Twin or Single 

 bed confi gurations

• Bathrooms are 

 modern-rustic, clean 

 and serviced daily

• All linen & towels are 

 provided

• Continental breakfast 

 included in room tarriff

•  All rooms have reverse 

 cycle air conditioning



roads, to shoot off and that I’d catch up later

on. But soon a�er take off my bike started

splu�ering and within a minute I was out of fuel.

I removed my helmet and took a look around.

I was in the middle of nowhere, in a high-

altitude desert without a lick of fuel and no

mobile phone coverage. Adding insult to injury,

I was now less than 10km from Muktinath

though still as far away as I’d ever been.

An hour went by until a car passed — a

4WD carrying a group of Hindu devotees to

Muktinath. The driver pulled over, assessed the

situation, returned to his car, pulled out a hose,

opened the fuel cap, inserted the hose into the

tank and looked at me in a way that le� no

need for elaboration. By the time I’d sucked a

litre out of his tank and fed it into my bike, my

head was swimming in petrol fumes and I was

bloody hallucinating, purple and orange spots

swimming around my head.

If I’d lit a cigare�e at that moment, I would

surely have exploded. Water did nothing to get

rid of the taste of fuel in my mouth, though

squeezing in half a tube of toothpaste did the

trick. When I finally caught up with the guys at

Muktinath, Ma� couldn’t believe I’d caught up

with them again. “I’m like bacteria,” I told him.

“I can’t be killed!”

Set under a pair of snowcapped peaks in an

olive grove with a gilted temple in its centre,

the monastery of Muktinath is cut straight

out of Luke Skywalker’s home planet Tatooine.

A few of the boys stripped off to run under

the freezing-cold 108 waterspouts, while I

found a place to sit and contemplate all the

interconnected factors and generous people

and improbable coincidences that conspired to

get me here in one piece.

Moments later, one of the other riders

whose name escapes me sat down and started

telling me about all the problems they faced on

the way up. At one stage when he’d run out of

fuel, Ma� had to lower a bo�le of fuel to him

on a rope down a cliff because the switchback

between them was too steep for the support

vehicle to reverse course.

I laughed out loud and shared one or

two Muktinath stories of my own. “Well, if

you made it up here,” he said, “it must mean

something.” ARR

r The Enfield breaks down again ...

r A group of Russiam riders mounted on Enfield 500s. They did it in total luxury and style compared to Ian!

D.I.Y.

GETTING THERE

AirAsia (airasia.com) fl ies from Sydney to 

Kathmandu from A$946 return. Buddha 

Air (buddhaair.com) has connecting fl ights 

to Pokhara for US$248 return.

RIDING THERE

Hearts & Tears Motorcycle Club 

(heartsandtears.com) off ers seven-day 

guided tours from Pokhara to Muktinath 

from September to May. Rates are US$1750 

per rider, US$2000 for a rider plus pillion 

or US$3150 for two riders on two bikes. Use 

of an Enfi eld 500cc motorcycle, fuel if they 

have any, national park permits, twin-

share accommodation, meals, safety gear 

and support vehicle are included. Straight 

Enfi eld rentals for self-guided tours are 

US$50 per day. Contact Ma�  at ride@

heartsandtears.com or +977 9846 020 293 

for more information.
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Let us take you away on the adventure of a lifetime
through some of the most amazing riding in the world.

(ph) +61 405 197 182 (e) zenithmctours@gmail.com

www.zenithmotorcycletours.com.au

MOTO ADVENTURE TASMANIA
Tour Tasmania on a quality motorcycle
hire motorcycles  -  tour package  -  motoadventure.com.au  -  p 0499 506 700

www.facebook.com/
MotoAdventureTasmania

See our reviews at
www.tripadvisor.com.au

Why not try a relaxing weekend where we take care of everything.

The scenery is beautiful, the bikes are some of the best adventure

tourers around, and the roads are beckoning.

SA OUTBACK MOTORCYCLE TOURS | Phone: 0437 016 366 | Email: david.squire@hotmail.com

● Try an easy to ride Suzuki V-Strom 650
adventure bike (LAMS version available).

● Enjoy guided scenic back roads, dirt tracks
and tarmac sections.

● Relax at day’s end in home-style
accommodation as staff prepare everything.

● Sample the local produce.
● Small groups allow for specialised,

home-style service.

● Photographic and video mementos available.
● Weekend or five day tours to choose from

with airport or motel pick up.

All-inclusive rates: $660/day
and $440/day for your pillion.

Call David Squire for more information
on routes and requirements.

JOIN US ON A TOUR AND RELAX WHILE WE LOOK AFTER YOU!

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR
SOMETHING DIFFERENT
FOR YOUR NEXT RIDE?

Outback Experience in South Australia s Flinders Ranges or a Couple’s Winery

Tour through the Barossa and Clare Valleys led by experienced rider, David Squire.

See if you
ike Adventure

Touring before
you buy an
Adventure

bike!

Book an SSouth Australia’s Flinders R

l
T

Outback ExperienBook an nce ini SS



SPOT TRACKER
Three rescue stories from around the world
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STORY: DAVID ZIMMERMANN

I
’ve been a SPOT Tracker user since 2011 

when I le�  home for a six-month solo 

motorcycle trip from Switzerland to 

Mongolia. A satellite phone was out of my 

budget and the SPOT system seemed a pre� y 

reassuring device to have with me. This li� le 

orange device allows you to send pre-defi ned 

messages, to share your GPS position with 

your friends and, most importantly, to ask for 

emergency help, simply by pushing a bu� on. 

It’s only a one-way communication system so 

you can’t know for sure what is going on once 

you press the SOS bu� on until somebody 

comes to pick you up.

As you will read, the SPOT device does work. 

Depending on where you are, it may take hours 

or days until a rescue team will fi nd you, so 

keep in mind that even if it feels safe to ride 

with a SPOT, there will not necessarily be a 

helicopter to pick you up in the next hour if 

you crash. 
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WRONG IN RUSSIA

Adrian is a 37-year-old lawyer and motorcycle 

adventurist from Timisoara, Romania. He rides 

an old 1993 Honda Transalp that looks like it’s 

already been to hell and back a few times, but 

is somehow still running fi ne with more than 

100,000km on the clock. I met him on my way 

to Nordkapp in Norway during summer 2015.

In 2012, Adrian was on a six-month solo 

motorcycle trip going across Europe to central 

Asia and fi nally Vladivostok in Russia. From this 

point, he put his bike on a boat to reach the city 

of Magadan. From there, his plan was to ride the 

infamous Kolyma Highway, be� er known as the 

“Road of Bones” on his way back home.

The summer is o� en rainy in Far East Russia 

and as expected, the conditions of the road were 

terrible. Kilometre a� er kilometre, the road was 

a succession of giant puddles to avoid. 

Some were so big that it was impossible to 

go around them and they needed to be crossed. 

You never know how deep they are. They can 

be deep enough to drown your bike. During 

the crossing of one of them, Adrian got stuck 

in the mud and while trying to get his bike out, 

fried his clutch.

He somehow managed to get his Transalp 

out of the puddle, but faced a serious issue: 

His clutch was gone, he had a spare one with 

him but knew he was missing the wrench and 

the socket necessary to dismount it because 

he didn’t want to carry such heavy tools with 

him... There was no way for him to fi x it there.

On Sunday, August 5 at 15h30, 107th day of 

his trip, Adrian pressed on the rescue bu� on of 

his SPOT device. 

At that point, he was about 110km away 

from the Federal Highway and 150km from 

the next town, Tomtor, with literally nothing 

in between except wilderness and bears. Every 

Russian you meet in this region will warn you 

about bears, and fi nding yourself stuck and 

alone in such a hostile environment must be a 

terrible feeling. Hardly anybody takes this road 

anymore, so the chance to fi nd help there was 

almost non-existent. 

His survival instinct took over. He set up 

his tent and hid his food 1km away from the 

campground, to not a� ract bears. The rain made 

it impossible for him to light a fi re. He prepared 

some spears with his knife, just in case.

Despite all the scenarios going on in his 

head, Adrian managed to sleep. The next day, 

he ate very li� le, and kept waiting and hoping 

for somebody to come. It was raining on and 

off  but nothing happened. The day was long. 

With li� le hope for someone to come by, he 

decided that the next day he would start to 

walk back. As he was ge� ing ready to go to 

sleep he heard the noise of an engine.

Not sure if it was his mind playing tricks, 

he went out of his tent and saw a big Ural 

6x6 truck coming towards him! It was the 

guys from the Russian Emergency Service 

(EMERCOM). “I can’t describe how relieved I 

was,” he told me and it looked like the rescue 
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team were relieved to find him alive as well.

The SPOT service received his signal,

acknowledged his position and contacted the

central Russian authorities who contacted the

local authorities in Susuman who, from what

he understood, tried to come a�er him the

same day but with a 4WD car that could not

cross the rivers. They went back and organised

a rescue team with two trucks, one private Ural

6x6 and one Kamaz from the fire station. It

took them nine hours to get to his location.

The trip back lasted for the whole night.

A� er the rain, the water was so high in the

rivers that it was splashing the windshield of

the truck.

They let him park his bike at the fire station

and the driver of the Ural truck took him to his

home in the village, fed him and let him rest at

his place. The rescue team didn’t charge him

anything. 

 The next day, Adrian was able to fix his

clutch and a� er another night of good sleep, he

went on with his journey on the new Federal

Highway. He made it back safe to Romania,

a� er an epic 36,000km adventure.
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PAIN IN THE USA

Joe is a retired so� ware engineer from San 

Francisco USA. He’s 59, has been riding for 40 

years and owns a Suzuki V-Strom DL650 and 

a DR650. I found out about his story on the 

ADVRider forum.

On September 2, 2012, Joe was riding with 

his buddy Darrell in Eagle Canyon in central 

Utah, USA. They were halfway through a 32-

day cross-country ride on the Western Trans 

America Trail (TAT), both riding Suzuki DR650s.

While on the road that climbed out of Eagle 

Canyon, Joe approached a rocky step section 

and felt he saw a line to ride it successfully, 

however he lost control and rode his bike 

off  a cliff  to his le� . His GoPro camera was 

on and recorded the accident (youtube.com/

watch?v=0BOOxl8jQhc).

Darrell found him a few minutes later 

si� ing on the side of the road. Based on the 

footage from the GoPro, Joe had landed on a 

ledge 12�  below the road, while the bike had 

bounced and gone off  a second 12�  cliff . When 

Joe regained consciousness, he managed to 

scramble back up to the road. 

Fearing the worst, Darrell was relieved 

to see that Joe was conscious and had been 

able to make it up to the road on his own. At 

this point, Joe was still in shock and didn’t 

really remember what happened. Darrell said 

that he had already removed his jacket when 

he arrived and then he proceeded to check 

him for injuries. Joe was clenched up and 

complaining about pain in his le�  ribs.

This is about the time where Joe’s memory 

picked up again. He knew he had taken a 

severe impact and was worried about possible 

internal, head, neck or spinal injuries that he 

might not be feeling yet with all the focus on 

his rib pain. At that point, he made the decision 
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to ask Darrell to press the emergency bu� on 

on his SPOT unit.

During this time, two riders on quads 

came up the trail. One stayed with Joe while 

the other went with Darrell to get his bike 

back up to the road. Darrell rode up out of 

the canyon to the interstate 5km away to get 

signal on his phone.

He called 911 and got confi rmation that 

help had been mobilised due to the SPOT 

emergency alert and he was able to provide 

more information about the situation and Joe’s 

condition. He then called Joe’s and his wives 

to give them an update. This was smart as the 

SPOT call centre folks called Sherry to say the 

emergency bu� on had been pressed and she 

had called Darrell’s wife, but they had no more 

details until Darrell had called. Darrell then 

returned to the accident location.

Maybe 70–80 minutes a� er pressing the 911 

bu� on, a small bike came up the trail, followed 

two minutes later by two more bikes with two 

EMS folks as passengers. They proceeded to 

check Joe over. They noticed his breathing 

was laboured and hooked him up to an oxygen 

tank and put on a neck brace as a precaution. 

Fi� een minutes later, a bigger quad from

the Sheriff ’s Department came down the trail.

It was a side-by-side type with backboard

mounted over the passenger side. They

strapped him in and he had a very painful

30-minute ride up to the interstate where an

ambulance awaited.

 At the hospital, Joe got a full ba�ery of

chest X-rays and head/neck scans. His head,

neck and spine were all fine. Surprisingly,

nothing showed up for the ribs, either, so they

were just badly bruised. His le� lung was

partially collapsed but it would get be�er on

its own. However, they wanted him back in for

another X-ray in 24 hours.

A� er a painful night, Joe still had in mind

to continue the trip. They spent the next

morning fi xing his bike as well as they could

and then went back to the hospital for another

chest X-ray and a consult with the doctor. The

X-ray showed no changes. This was good news.

The doctor had nothing against him going on

as long as he didn’t take the prescription drugs

during the day.

The next morning, they hit the road again

and a� er 10 minutes of riding, Joe’s bike started

to spu� er and run poorly. They went back into

town to try to fi x it but a�er several hours,

they couldn’t fi nd out what the problem was.

Everything was working against him. A�er

that accident, Joe had lost his confidence,

was in pain and now couldn’t rely on his bike

anymore. He decided his trip was finally done

and encouraged Darrel to finish it without

him. Darrel eventually made it to the end of

the TAT on the Oregon Coast.

The next day, Joe put his DR650 in a rental

truck and drove it back home. He still has a goal

of someday completing the Western TAT.
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STUMBLE ON THE STEPPES

I met Michael and Julie, an Australian couple 

from Perth, in their early 50s in Ulan Bator 

Mongolia in June 2011. They had just started 

their world tour on a BMW R1200 GSA a few 

weeks ago. Our paths crossed once again in 

September 2012 when, still travelling, they 

stopped at my place in Switzerland for a few 

days. That’s when I heard about their story.

Michael and Julie were crossing Mongolia 

from east to west to enter Russia in the 

Altai region.

On July 2, 2011, as t hey were about 80km 

from a city called Olgii, Julie chose to walk off  

while Michael rode the bike through a river. 

Once on the other side, Michael waited for 

Julie to get back to him, which appeared to 

be taking longer than usual. When she fi nally 

arrived, she was holding her le�  chest under 

her armpit and complaining about pain there 

and in her arm.

Michael sat her down next to the bike and 

removed her helmet. She was in pain and 

started losing consciousness. He kept waking 

her up as he was scared she was showing signs 

of a heart a� ack or stroke.

A� er some deliberation, Michael set off  the 

SOS of his SPOT device.

By chance, some locals came along in a 4WD 

and were able to off er Julie a li�  to Tolbo, a 

town close by where there was a hospital. 

It was empty, but they eventually found a 

doctor. She couldn’t speak English but took 

Julie into the examination room and did some 

standard tests on her. They managed somehow 

to understand that they should go to Olgii’s 

hospital which was be� er equipped.  

As there was no ambulance, a taxi was 

arranged but fi nally only arrived the next 

morning.

On Sunday, when they arrived at the 

hospital, they were told they had to wait until 

Monday to do X-rays. The doctor could just give 

Julie some anti-infl ammatories and painkillers. 

On Monday morning, the doctor could 

fi nally do X-rays on Julie and a� er some 

deliberation, the doctor eventually announced 

that she had a pinched nerve in her back 

and that she should rest for seven days and 

defi nitely not ride a motorcycle! 

On Tuesday, Michael went back to the hospital 

to get a le� er from the doctor saying what 

was wrong with Julie in case they had further 

problems down the road. While waiting to see 

the doctor, his interpreter got talking to a young 

man also waiting. It turned out that he had been 

looking for them with the emergency services!

Se� ing off  their SPOT SOS had alerted 

the SPOT central in the US who had notifi ed 

emergency services in Canberra, who had 

notifi ed emergency services in Ulan Bator, who 

had contacted emergency services in Olgii, who 

had gone out looking for them. 

Obviously, they didn’t fi nd them because 

they moved. 

Michael expressed his gratitude and said 

that they were sorry for ge� ing them out to 

search for them. In return, the man said that 

all they were worried about was their safety.

Michael later emailed SPOT to say that had 

they followed his wishes that their daughter 

be contacted if they sent an SOS, they would 

have saved people a lot of work. They had been 

on the satellite phone telling their family that 

they had moved and that they were safe. He 

received an email back saying they would take 

his comments on board.

A� er a few days, Julie was feeling be� er 

and they could continue their journey 

towards Russia. ARR 
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Dreaming of 
a NEW Bike?

Buying a new bike is one of the most memorable 

experiences of any rider’s life. Start dreaming about 

your next bike today with the latest Bike Guide for 2016.

2016 BIKE GUIDE NOW ON SALE

Call 1300 303 414 or visit universalshop.com.au/books 

to get your 2016 Bike Guide!

Sports Touring

With a new name and updates the TNT 1130R is the performance k ng in the

Benel i stab e W th its oversquare 1131cc trip e cy inder engine producing 116kW

at 10 200rpm and 120Nm at 8400rpm the TNT 1130R s truly one of the most

exhilarating naked category motorcyc es on the market today

The essential Monster with 112 HP T

state of the art safety equ pment ri

Sport performance Ital an design an

Monster The al ure of Dark style an

Bene li has always endeavoured to build motorcycles based on the company s miss on

statement since 1911 Pure Pass on and the TreK is no exception The 50mm Marzocchi

forks and adjustable Sachs shocker are fitted to a highly developed trestle frame and

swingarm The result s exce lent control and rider feedback that is simply c ass leading

BENELLI TNT 1130R $22,690

Eng ne: L quid coo ed Testastretta L twi

4 va ves per cy inder

Displacement/Compression: 821cc/12

Power Torque: 82 4kW @ 9250rpm 89

@ 7750rpm

Transmission: 6 speed wet mu ti pla e s ipper

c utch chain final drive

Warranty/Service nterval: 2 years unlimited

km/15 000km or 12 monthsEngine: L quid coo ed in l ne 3 cylinder

4 s roke DOHC 4 va ves per cyl nder

Displacement/Compression: 1131cc/11 6:1

Power/Torque: 92kW @ 9000rpm/112Nm @

5000rpm

Transmission: 6 speed wet multi plate clutch

cha n final drive

Tyres: F: 120 70 ZR17 R: 190/50/ZR17

Seat he ght: 850mm

Kerb weight: 205kg (dry)

Fuel capacity: 22L

Warranty/Service interval: 2 years unl mited

km 10 000km or 12 mon hs

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

VERDICT ESSENTIAL MONSTER

VERDICT: PURE PASSION

Engine: Liquid coo ed in line 3 cyl nder DOHC

4 valves per cyl nder

Displacement/Compression: 1131cc/12 5:1

Power/Torque: 116kW @ 10200rpm 120Nm

@ 8400rpm

Transmission: 6 speed slipper dry clutch

Tyres: F: 120 70 17 R: 190/50 17

Seat he ght: 830mm

Kerb weight: 202kg (dry)

Fuel capacity: 16L

Warranty/Service interval: 2 years unl mited

km/10 000km or 12 mon hs

SPECIFICATIONS

BMW K 1300 S $23,99

BENELLI TREK 1130 $18,490

Offering a new riding exper ence for everyone who oves curves even when they re

far away from home the Hyperstrada extends the hypermotard concept to fasc nat ng

new horizons ABS DTC w ndshield side bags dedicated ergonomics and a ser es of

touring features Hyperstrada: broaden the horizons of your emotions

DUCATI HYPERSTRADA $17,990

Eng ne: L quid coo ed Testastretta L twin

4 stroke DOHC 4 va ves per cy inder

Displacement/Compression: 821cc/12 8:1

Power Torque: 83kW @ 9000rpm/98Nm @

7500rpm

Transmission: 6 speed wet mu ti pla e s ipper

c utch chain final drive

Tyres: F: 120/70ZR17 R: 180/55ZR17

Seat Height: 810mm

Kerb we ght: 210kg (wet)

Fuel capacity: 16L

Warranty/Service interval: 2 years un imited

km/15 000km or 12 months

SPECIFICATIONS

VERDICT HYPER CRUISE

ER 1200 $19,990 

After the successful debut of Benel i s first four-cylinder, the BN 600R, the next BN 

600 model to be aunched is the latest version of Gran Turismo naked born in Pesaro: 

the BN 600GT and BN 600GTS This new, visionary sports-tourer is mid-sized and 

suitable for all types of riders nclud ng those contemplating touring for the first time.
BENELLI BN600GT/S $8990 

Engine: L quid coo ed n l ne 4 cy inder

4 s roke

Displacement/Compression: 600cc/11 5:1

Power/Torque: GT: 60kW @ 11 000/55Nm @

8000 GTS: n/a

Transmission: 6 speed wet multi p ate clutch

cha n final drive

Tyres: F: 120/70/ZR17 R: 180/55/ZR17

Seat he ght: 800mm

Kerb weight: 223kg

Fuel capacity: 27L

Warranty/Service interval: 2 years unlimited 

km/10 000km or 12 months

SPECIFICATIONS

VERDICT: MID-SIZED SPORTS TOURERS Testastretta 11° engine razor sharp handling

d ng modes and unmistakable Ducati sound

d unique persona ity: Monster 821 essentia ly

d the unmistakable Ducati roar

n

2 8:1

4Nm

Tyres: F: 120/70ZR17 R: 180/60ZR17

Seat Height: 785mm 810mm

Kerb we ght: 205 5kg (we )

Fuel capacity: 17 5L
i it d

0

Po

@ 82

Transmi

sha t final dr

VERDICT AEAE

$16,6 4444 11

ONLY $9.95
ivery

T HR EKING TRIHR EKING TRIPLEPLE

e erformance and flu tretta 11° DS engine the versati ity of

stable seat and passenger handles make DUCATI MONSTE

RO
re on the ri ht

Enduro

The Beta RR350 engine de ivers a unique
combination of tractab e torque and top end
horsepower The worldwide acclaim that the
RR 350 has received is testament to the fact
that the engineers at Beta got t right

Add tweaked suspens on and a 9 5 l tre tank
Useful performance increase for those running
in a higher class

The bikes are characterised by a now famous
Beta behaviour; they are easy to ride thanks to
extreme tractab lity of the eng ne and the very
low weight

Engine/Displacement: Liqu d coo ed single cylinder
4 stroke DOHC 4 valve cy inder head/349cc
T

Engine Displacement: Liqu d cooled single cylinder
2 stroke/293cc
Tyres: F: 90/90/21 R: 140/80/18
Seat height: 930mm
Kerb weight: 104kg (dry)
Fuel capacity: 9 5L

Engine/Displacement: Liqu d cooled single cylinder
2 stroke/249cc
Tyres: F: 90/90/21 R: 140/80/18
Seat height: 930mm
Kerb weight: 104kg (dry)
Fuel capac ty: 9 5L

Eng ne Displacement: Liqu d cooled s ngle cylinder
4 stroke DOHC 4 va ve cylinder head/398cc
T 2

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

BETA RR 350 $12,690
(+ORC)

BETA RR 300 $11,990 
(+ORC)

BETA RR 250 2T $10,990 
(+ORC)

BETA RR 390 $12,790
(+ORC)

VERDICT: ACCURATE AND SHARP

VERDICT: THE JOY OF TWO-STROKE

The legendary RR400 becomes the new RR390. 
The lower engine capacity is achieved through 
a shorter stroke but the engine also receives 
a new crank, piston, rod, crankcases, head, 
Titanium valves and starter motor.
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THE 
WIDE 
OPEN 
ROAD
We catch up with two winners
of the ultimate USA road trip
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STORY: MARK HINCHLIFFE

PHOTOS: ROD & DEBRA MCDONALD, 

ROUTE 66 TOURS

T
hey rode through some of the 

most scenic landscapes of America, 

visited the biggest motorcycle rally 

in the world, and travelled on some 

of the best riding roads on the planet, but it 

was the people that impressed Rod and Debra 

McDonald the most.

They were the lucky winners of our Route 

66 Tours competition last year, which included 

a road trip for two from Las Vegas to the 75th 

annual Sturgis Motorcycle Rally and back again.

The journey covered 4500 miles (7240km) 

of the most scenic, mountainous and 

exciting parts of the USA, including the 

Rocky Mountains, Monument Valley, the 

Grand Canyon, Bryce Canyon, parts of the 

famous Route 66, Mt Rushmore and Crazy 

Horse monuments, and Yellowstone and Zion 

National Parks, riding on a Harley-Davidson 

Tri-Glide trike with all the comforts of a big 

touring bike.

“No ma� er where you went, the scenery was 

‘pow!’ and you’d think that’s as good as it gets, 

then next day ‘pow!’ again,” Rod says.

Yet it was a simple gesture at a service 

station in Vernal, Utah, that le�  the biggest 

impression on Rod and Deb of Brisbane. “It 

was a li� le Mormon town in Utah and Deb 

had just bought some cowgirl boots when we 

stopped to fuel up the trike,” he says. “I asked 

this young guy in a big pick-up whether we pay 

for the fuel fi rst as we had done elsewhere and 

he said we could fuel up fi rst.

“It came to $9.50. We counted our money 

and were one cent short and the guy heard us 

say that as he walked past us. Then he said, ‘It’s

alright, it’s sorted.’ He’d paid for us! It wasn’t a 

huge amount, but at that moment I thought it 

couldn’t get any be� er. It was a huge feel-good 

moment. A lot of people think Americans are 

all just loudmouthed Yanks, but they are so 

lovely, courteous and kind, especially in the 

small towns.”

While the American people impressed them, 

the 75th Sturgis rally, which a� racted about 

one million riders, was also a major feature of 

the trip.

“It was loud, big, and full of so much 

atmosphere,” recalls Rod. Deb chimes in: “It 

was like Mad Max on steroids. Everywhere you 

looked there was something going on. Some of it 

was risqué behaviour, like the dwarves wrestling 

bikini girls at the Full Thro� le Saloon.”

Rod said he had actually started a bank 

account to save for a trip to Sturgis with 

his brothers and sons when he sent in his 

competition entry and couldn’t believe he won 

it. “I’d never won anything bigger than $23 on 

the Lo� o,” he says.

The Kawasaki Vulcan 1500 owner said he 

opted to ride a trike on the tour to give his 

wife plenty of comfort. “I’d never ridden a trike 

before and people tried to talk me out of it,” he 

says. “It was a bit of a pain at fi rst and it took 

me four good days to realise you had to drive 

it, not ride it. A� er a while we were keeping up 

with the best of them.”

It was Rod and Deb’s fi rst organised 

motorcycle tour and they said they’d do it 

again. “That’s the way to travel,” says Rod. “It 

was so well organised. The support vehicles 

were great. They were always there and on 

time and in the deserts they’d be there 

with the doors open and handing out ice-

cold water.”

Deb also liked the fact that the support 

vehicles carried their luggage so she didn’t 

have to monitor how many cowgirl boots 

she bought. In fact, they had to buy an extra 

suitcase by the end of the trip.

Rod says the tour consisted of 50 bikes split into 

A and B groups which started at diff erent times 

each day so they were more manageable sizes, 

each with their own leader and tail-end Charley.

“The stops were realistic and we didn’t have 

to do overly long stints,” explains Rod. “We 

got lost one day, but it was a nice feeling just 

cruising along on these roads in Utah. I was 

just living myself sick. The best roads were 

in Zion, where they are smooth and painted 

red. It was absolutely beautiful. It wasn’t just 

all about the bike, though. There was loads of 

variety on the trip and we even took a boat ride 

on Lake Powell. We travelled through 40-plus 

“It was like Mad
Max on steroids. 
Everywhere you 
looked there was 
something going on”
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degrees, sunshine, hail, and at the top of one 

mountain in Colorado, where it was 12,490 feet 

(3800m) high, there was even snow.”

Rod and Deb said they also enjoyed the 

camaraderie on the trip, which started with a 

welcome dinner in Las Vegas.

“At the end of the day you’d have a couple of 

beers with diff erent people,” remembers Deb. 

“You didn’t eat and hang out with the same 

people all the time. We had a few nights where 

we would party — nothing crazy — but most 

times you’d be tired a� er a long day and just 

want some chill-out time.”

Rod says he usually started the day at the 

back of the pack of 25. “When you are riding 

with 25 bikes with Aussie fl ags fl ying you 

think this is pre� y good and everyone you 

meet wants to say hello,” he recalls. “It’s the 

best holiday we’ve ever done. It caters for all 

people no ma� er if you are a bike nut or not. 

It was an absolutely fantastic experience with 

a wonderful bunch of people and such a real 

blast that we would do it again in a heartbeat.”

Route 66 Tours lead guide Dan Azzopardi 

says the tour to Sturgis costs $8495 per person, 

twin share. They run tours in April, July and 

October and the Sturgis tour in July/August.

Tour groups range from 30 to 50 people 

riding Harleys, BMWs, Triumphs, trikes and 

Gold Wings from EagleRider Motorcycle 

Rentals, and you stay in quality hotel 

accommodation.

The Sturgis trip passes through nine national 

parks with stunning scenery, and some high-

elevation passes such as Beartooth Pass to 

Yellowstone, which is voted one of the best two 

roads in America, along with Tale of the Dragon.

According to Dan, Route 66 Tours was started 

by Dale Butel in 2007. “It was a passion of his to 

do Route 66 and he and his wife, Kristi-Anne, 

did it on their honeymoon and then decided to 

do tours. Dale was researching for 18 months 

before their honeymoon and when he got there 

he ended up buying a ’65 Mustang.

“I went in 2009 with my wife and three-

month-old baby in a Mustang — he didn’t have 

bikes then. I talked to him about bikes as well 

and said if he had enough bikes I’d go and help 

him do the tours. I was at the right pace at the 

right time. It’s the dream job, that’s for sure.”

Dan says Route 66 is the most famous 

highway in the world. “It was built in the 

1930s to take people escaping the dust bowl to

California, the land of milk and honey, and it

was also a way to get to the Grand Canyon. It’s

about how America was in the ‘50s and ‘60s.

The real America. It’s a nostalgia thing. I’m a bit

younger than a baby boomer, but it’s what they

saw on TV growing up.

“It’s the main street of America because

it went through all the main streets of the

towns. The Lincoln Highway further north was

actually the fi rst across America, but it would

get snowed out in winter. Route 66 was an all-

weather road.”

Route 66 doesn’t exist in its entirety anymore,

decommissioned in 1985 and replaced by a

series of massive interstate highways. However,

Australian company Route 66 Tours has pieced

together the highlights of the famous highway

for its tours.

Dan says they spent several years

researching and talking to the locals about

the road. “All eight states it runs through have

started up associations to get it recognised as

an historic road,” he says. “It’s a mixture of both

middle America and well-known locations

such as the Grand Canyon.” ARR
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TomTom Bandit
The new TomTom Bandit action camera

allows riders to edit and share video while out

on their ride, rather than waiting until they

get home then spending ages downloading

and editing.

The $579 action camera operates with a free

app to allow you to highlight and edit video

on your phone, then share it with your social

media followers.

It’s easy to use, doesn’t require any cables and

the unit rotates 360°, so you can wear it on the

top or either side of your helmet (so long as it’s

deemed legal by the police in your jurisdiction!),

or many different places on your bike.

There are two bu�ons on the unit. The

one on the back turns it on and also starts a 

recording. The bu� on on the front turns it off  

and stops recording. They are big and easy to 

fi nd even with winter gloves.

On the top of the unit is an LCD screen and 

a selector bu� on that allows you to change 

se� ings to video (normal, slow motion, time lapse 

or cinematic), stills, fi le size, Wi-Fi connection, 

ba� ery life and so much more. It’s foolproof and 

intuitive so you don’t need a manual.

That’s handy, because the manual that 

comes with it doesn’t give you much 

instruction. You really need to get the 

operating instructions off  the web. However, 

once you’ve worked it out, the camera is easy 

to operate. The cool part is the free phone 

app that allows you to easily edit the video by 

shaking the camera.

First off , the camera has a tagging bu� on 

so you can highlight a part of your video as it 

happens. It might be a set of twists or a jump 

on a forestry track. You can get an accessory 

remote control that you can place on your 

handlebars for easier access.

If you’re busy steering at the time, the 

camera also has motion and GPS sensors that 

will automatically tag exciting moments based 

on speed, altitude, G-force, acceleration and 

even how excited you are at the time, via an 

accessory heart-rate monitor!

When you preview your video on your 

phone, you can skip straight ahead to these 

highlights that are noted with an icon on a 

“Most importantly, 
the video quality is 
very clear. So clear, 
in fact, that you can 
get a good still shot 
straight off  a video, 
although you can also 
choose to use it as a 
still camera”

TESTING,TESTING
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duration bar. So if you want to go to the jump, 

you’d go to the G-force icon. If it’s a set of 

twisties, you might skip to the heartbeat icon.

Pairing to the phone is via Wi-Fi and it’s 

easy. There is a once-only password, and then 

it connects every time you turn on Wi-Fi. Once 

you’ve selected the scenes you want on your 

phone, you simply shake the phone to edit 

your movie sequence. You can also add music 

and overlay things such as speed, altitude or 

G-force. However, be careful what information 

you make public!

Most importantly, the video quality is very 

clear. So clear, in fact, that you can get a good 

still shot straight off  a video, although you can 

also choose to use it as a still camera. It has a 

wide-angle lens that will take in most of the 

relevant action, but you can also choose the 

normal view. It comes with a 16MP CCD sensor 

and a fast and powerful processor.

The camera is waterproof without the need 

for a special case. In fact, TomTom suggests that 

a� er a ride, you wash it to get the dust off . Inside, 

the camera is what they call a “Ba� -Stick”. It 

includes the ba� ery, which lasts for three hours 

of continuous shooting, the microSD card and 

the USB charger, which will fully charge from 

fl at in a li� le more than an hour.

The great thing about the Ba�-Stick is there

is no need for cables. Just plug it directly into a

USB port if you want to download footage.

It comes with curved and flat connectors

that stick to your bike or helmet, plus a GoPro

adaptor connector if you want to use it on one

of their mounts for more flexibility.

 — MARK HINCHLIFFE

DETAILS

Standard Pack ($579): TomTom Bandit,

Waterproof IPX7 lens caps, 1900MAH Ba�-

Stick and fl at, curved and GoPro mounts.

Premium Pack ($699): TomTom Bandit,

Waterproof IPX7 and IPX8 lens caps,

1900MAH Ba� -Stick, and flat, curved,

GoPro, bike mount and 360° pitch mount,

remote control and charging cable.

Visit: tomtom.com/en_au
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Büse GP Pro
Büse may not be a brand you’re particularly

familiar with but it makes excellent

motorcycle gear from boots to gloves as well as

everything in between.

We’ve recently had a pair of the sporty new

GP Pro boots on test in the swanky-looking

Ltd colours. They’re solid feeling and appear

very well engineered. The closure is by way of

a three-quarter-length zip on the motorcycle-

side of the boot and a Velcro cuff above that.

The fit is snug but, once on, very comfortable

and the Velcro portion allows you to tailor

them to the size of your own calf muscles.

There’s substantial protection for the shin in

the form of thick plastic armour, which also

incorporates an air vent and a replaceable

metal slider. There is also a replaceable plastic

and metal slider on each toe, too, which is

currently available for $17.99.

The heel area is encased in heavy-duty

reinforcing with yet more air vents. The top of

the boot is articulated via a hinge in line with

your ankle joint and there are also stretch

panels fore and a�. The boots feature what

the manufacturer calls the 4-Axis Protection

System for the ankle, which I assume reduces

the possibility of over-extension forwards,

backwards and side to side.

All I can tell you is that the back of the

boot, the hinge mechanism and the heel cup

are very substantial and nicely rigid. It would

appear impact protection is also well catered

for. The rubber sole is thick, grippy (even on

bare-metal footpegs) and incorporates nylon 

inserts for lightness and strength, There is 

also gear-lever protection above your toes. 

The lining is breathable and the boots are also 

claimed to be waterproof but, to be frank, I’ve 

never found a race or road boot that was more 

than water resistant. Time will tell, I suspect.

Not only do these boots look fantastic but, 

for what is primarily deemed as a race boot, 

they are wear-all-day comfortable too. In fact, 

I’ve had them on all day at the offi  ce on more 

than one occasion. (If you’re a� er even more 

comfort or something more road orientated, 

take a look at the Büse SBX Sports boot instead.) 

They do seem to be slightly narrow for the 

given size, though, which can make doing the zip 

up a li� le hard when brand new, but they also 

appear to give and stretch a bit over time. Mine 

have defi nitely go� en easier to put on since I 

started wearing them. The GP Pro comes in red, 

black, white and green as well as the chequered 

pa� ern of the Ltd version. They are currently 

$339.99, which seems like an extremely fair 

price for such a well-specced boot.  For more 

information, visit aussiemoto.com.au. 

 — NIGEL CROWLEY

“Not only do these 
boots look fantastic 
but, for what is 
primarily deemed 
as a race boot, they 
are wear-all-day 
comfortable too”
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Büse Motegi Sports glove

I’m really picky about gloves and always have 

been. Given that it’s almost impossible to 

crash without pu� ing your hands down, it’s 

imperative that the gloves you wear off er the 

best protection you can aff ord. To me, choosing

a helmet is the only thing more important 

on my list of gear. With that in mind, these 

Büse Motegi Sports gloves are right up 

there. German-made, they feel fantastic and 

extremely well put together. The leather feels 

incredibly so�  and supple from new and the 

fi t is perfect. The lining is 50 per cent Polyester 

and 50 per cent Amitfi ber. I don’t know what 

that is but I do know it’s very nice against your 

skin. They have two Velcro closers, one around 

your wrist and one at the cuff , to help stop 

them coming off  in a long slide and giving you 

added overlap with the sleeve of your jacket. 

They also feature a carbon wrist slider as well 

as extra layers of so�  padding over the sticky-

out part of your ulna.

There’s a substantial carbon knuckle 

protector, which also features air vents that 

really do work, and on the other side of the 

glove, a hard, yet fl exible palm protector. 

There’s a small protector at each fi ngertip as 

well as an air vent to help keep you cool.

There are also double layers of leather at 

various points and stretch panels where your 

wrist and fi ngers bend. The upper is 100 per 

cent cowhide and there are velvet-like panels 

on the palm for comfort and grip. For extra 

safety, there’s no seam down the side of the li� le

finger, to help prevent that area from bursting

or suffering any kind of catastrophic failure if it

hits the road. An excellent design feature and a

very nice touch. These are not only a great glove

for track riding or racing, but are also easily

comfortable enough to wear on the road, and,

even on 30° days, don’t get too hot.

All in all, these are extremely nice gloves.

They’re super comfortable, an excellent fit,

very well thought out and constructed and

seem to offer very high levels of protection.

For the current price of $229.99, they seem

like great value. Just over a hundred bucks a

hand? That’s a good score in anyone’s book. For

2016, they are available in a multitude of sizes

but only in white. If you’re a�er more colour

variation, have a look at the Donington glove,

which is almost identical in look and specs to

the Motegi. More information, visit aussiemoto.

com.au. —NIGEL CROWLEY

“These are not only a great glove for 
track riding or racing, but are also easily 
comfortable enough to wear on the road 
and, even on 30° days, don’t get too hot”
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WHATZ NEW
1. IXON DUAL JACKET

French apparel manufacturer Ixon has released the Dual jacket just 

in time for winter. The name is due to the fact that it’s a quality riding 

jacket integrated with a stylishly designed hoodie that can be worn 

off  the bike. The jacket features CE-approved elbow and shoulder 

protectors and a back sleeve for an optional CE-certifi ed back 

protector. There are seven zipped pockets both in the Noxitex textile 

outer jacket and the hoodie lining so you can use either layer without 

leaving anything behind. Additionally, the jacket features a stylish 

contrast stripe design, racing collar, cuff s with Velcro closures and an 

air-vented waterproof exterior.

Price: $349.95

Sizes: Small - 4XL

Visit: fi ceda.com.au 

2. SHOEI J.O HELMET

Whether you ride a custom, classic or modern 

retro, Shoei’s new J.O perfectly suits that old-

school style. The J.O is the brand-new open-face 

helmet from Shoei that is ultra-compact and 

super light with an integrated visor adjustable 

to three positions. It has a 3D comfort liner 

with leather edging, while a non-refl ective liner 

material around the visor opening reduces 

refl ection for enhanced visibility. The liner is fully 

removable, washable and replaceable and the 

multi-layer cheek pads provide good comfort and 

hold. Variously sized cheek pads are available to 

suit diff erent faces and cost $39.95 a pair. The dark 

tint, yellow and clear visors all retail for $79.95 

each. There is a bu� on snap for goggles on the 

back of the helmet and with three shell sizes and 

four diff erent liner sizes, these helmets provide 

the perfect fi t, no ma� er what your head size.

Price: solid colours $499, graphics $599

Sizes: XS to XXL 

Visit: mcleodaccess.com.au
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FOLLOW PIRELLI MOTO AUS:

A NEW PATH FOR ADVENTURE.

3. RAD GUARD FOR

GSX-R1000

Rad Guard has vastly improved the

GSX-R1000 2009-2016 Radiator Guard to

give you easier fi�ing. All Rad Guards

come with easy-to-follow wri�en fi�ing

instructions. The Rad Guard is made out of

high-grade aluminium and designed with a

robust frame to support the mesh on your

radiator's core by approximately 10–15mm

so even if you’re hit by a rock or other road

debris, it will not touch or damage your

radiator. Cheap insurance and great peace of

mind, indeed!

Price: $156 on special, RRP $195

Contact: 02 6658 0060

Visit: radguard.com.au

4. GET ROUTED IN NZ 

AND EUROPE

International bike shipper and tour operator 

Get Routed has announced it has space 

for race bikes in its shipments for the Burt 

Munro Challenge. The event runs from 24 

to 28 November in and around Invercargill, 

New Zealand, and the fi rst shipment for next 

summer to NZ will be in December followed 

by January and February. Get Routed has 

also started taking bookings for a shipment 

to Barcelona, Spain, to arrive early April 2017. 

The company has a number of clients who 

wish to start their European bike tours early 

in the touring season to avoid the heat of the 

European summers. So if you want to join in, 

you be� er get in quick! 

For more information on these shipments, 

contact Dave Milligan on 03 5625 9080 or email 

dave@getrouted.com.au
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7. GEARWRENCH

Working with machinery is no easy task; 

even the slightest incorrect mechanical 

adjustment can result in potentially 

dangerous and expensive situations. 

Rather than tightening something until 

it creaks then backing it off  a bit, the 

Gearwrench electronic torque wrench 

(ETW) has built-in Target Torque Alert 

(TTA) technology that ensures accurate 

and effi  cient tensioning. The user can 

select a specifi c target torque value, using 

the LCD screen, and the wrench will 

then notify you, with TTA. As the torque 

approaches the level set, the TTA activates 

in the form of an optional accelerated 

beeping sound. Then, when the operator 

reaches the optimal torque, the handle 

will vibrate, a beep tone will sound and 

a solid red LED light is shown on the 

screen display, to keep you informed and 

maximise effi  ciency. It’s foolproof! 

When it comes to accuracy, the ETW’s 

counter-clockwise accuracy is a low 

±3 per cent, and an even lower ±2 per 

cent clockwise, to dramatically increase 

precision. Additionally, the ETW’s 72-tooth 

gearing and 5° ratcheting arc provide 

greater access when working in confi ned 

spaces and compromising  angles. 

Price: $403.75 ⅜” Drive ETW — 30-340Nm 

(7.4-99.6 � -lb). $437.55 ½” Drive ETW — 10-

135Nm (25.1-250.8 � -lb)

Visit: gearwrench.com.au

FOLLOW PIRELLI MOTO AUS:

A NEW PATH FOR ADVENTURE.

8. KEEPOWER MICRO 

BATTERY CHARGER

Designed to be used on motorcycles, the 

Keepower micro ba� ery charger ,is an 

intelligent charging system with boost mode 

for deeply discharged ba� eries. Suitable for 

1.2Ah-32Ah 12V ba� eries, it is essentially a 

trickle charger meaning the Keepower can be 

constantly connected keeping your ba� ery 

fully charged. A built-in torch will help you see 

when you connect your ba� ery, while hook-

free clamps make it easy to a� ach, and IP65 

protection enables the Keepower micro to be 

used outside in any weather. 

Price: $119

Contact: 1800 251 145

Visit: kenma.com.au

5. BRIDGESTONE S21

Replacing the S20 EVO in Bridgestone’s vast 

range of motorcycle tyres, the S21 delivers 

improved agility, ease of handling and 

contact feel. The S21’s spot in Bridgestone’s 

range sees it recommended for riders who 

mostly enjoy sports riding, supersports 

riders who want a combination of 

performance in the wet and long tyre life, 

and riders who are thinking of doing a few 

track days. On the back of many years of 

Moto GP experience, Bridgestone has aimed 

to deliver a tyre that has exceptional wet and 

dry performance, extreme track-day grip, 

high lean angles and faster corner entry and 

exit speeds. Through the use of new, secret 

rubber compounds, a new construction 

method and new semi-slick pa� ern, 

Bridgestone says it has delivered this along 

with no compromises to the tyre’s mileage.

Available in a range of sizes, the S21 is 

from all good bike shops. More information 

on the Bridgestone range can be found on 

the importers, McLeod Accessories' website 

at mcleodaccessories.com.au
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A NEW PATH FOR ADVENTURE.

9. ANDYSTRAPZ RAINOFF

OVERGLOVES

RainOff  Overgloves keep your hands warm and dry, with

the real upside being that riders can wear lighter gloves

all year-round. Don’t wait for it to get wet before using

Rain-Off s, though, as they are amazingly efficient at

keeping hands warm too. Even if you have waterproof

gloves, RainOff Overgloves stop them from ge�ing soaked

and taking ages to dry. They are 100 per cent waterproof

with welded seams and elastic forearm closure to ensure

your gloves stay dry. They make great visor wipers, too,

and, best of all, make for a safer ride as warm hands are

hands that are in control of what they are doing.

Price: $70

Styles and sizes: One finger — XL, L, M, S, XS

Two fi nger — XL, L, M, S

Contact: 03 9770 2207

Visit: andystrapz.com

6. COMPASS GOES TO 

KYRGYZSTAN

Compass Expeditions has announced that it will be 

off ering motorcycle tours of Kyrgyzstan in July 2017. 

Starting and fi nishing in the southern Kyrgyz city of 

Osh, the ride ascends immediately into the towering 

snowcapped mountains that cover the vast majority 

of the land, stopping en-route at the long-abandoned 

Silk Road caravanserai. There are 5000m passes, 

stunning alpine valleys, glaciers and high-altitude 

crystal-clear lakes. The accommodation is as varied 

as the ride with hotels, homestays (in super-remote 

regions), and wonderful yurt camps lakeside and in 

remote jailoos (summer pastures). O� en described 

as Central Asia’s Shangri-La, Kyrgyzstan is a rider’s 

paradise and, as yet, remains largely undiscovered.

For more information, visit compassexpeditions.

com or contact Compass Expeditions on 1300 887 327. 
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MOVING THE LINES

Cars are now allowed to legally overtake

pushbikes where there are double lines, as

long as it is safe to do so. This exception

to the rule was introduced at the same

time as the requirement for vehicles to

leave a gap of one metre when overtaking

pushbikes. That is a big admission that in

some circumstances it's safe to cross double

lines. Motorcyclists have always known

that. There are plenty of situations where

motorcycles can safely cross double lines to

overtake.

It is appropriate to extend the same 

logic and allow motorcycles to legally cross 

double lines to overtake other traffi  c where 

it is safe to do so. We have probably all done 

it at some stage because it takes a fraction 

of the time and distance for a motorbike 

to overtake another vehicle because of our 

small size and superior acceleration. 

We already have the legal right to lane 

fi lter/split (call it what you like) and we 

have parking concessions in Sydney and 

Melbourne. Now that overtaking on double 

lines is no longer sacrosanct, we should 

make this the next frontier for promoting 

motorcycle convenience.

Rob Harden

Ashfi eld, NSW

I like this le� er much be� er than your 

other one here, Rob! You’re on the money 

about double (or unbroken) lines. It 

brings to mind the punchline in a piece 

of motorcycle fi ction I read years ago, 

which began with the question of why 

motorcyclists overtake on double yellow 

lines, as they were back then. The answer? 

Because they can. — Matho

READERS RITE
D

on’t forget to write! We mean it. 

We love to hear from you and 

everyone else does too; these pages 

are among the most popular in the 

magazine. Preferably, keep le� ers under 300 

words so we can fi t more in, though we will 

allow the odd exception without taking to it 

with the editorial knife. Yes, we will chop ’em 

when we have to. Do include your real name 

and some contact details, just in case we need 

to clarify something. Please write to roadrider@

universalmagazines.com.au or send mail to 

Road Rider, Unit 5, 6–8 Byfi eld Street, North 

Ryde NSW 2113 — Matho

Every issue we’re giving away this beaut pack of

Motul cleaning gear worth $49.95. All you have 

to do to be in with a chance of winning is write 

to us. We’ll pick what we think is the best letter 

every month and the top blokes at Motul will fi re 

out this pack to whoever wrote it. Simple. Pack 

includes some of the best washing and detailing 

products on the market:

• Wash & Wax, a waterless cleaner that leaves 

a wax coating

• Moto Wash, good for 

all surfaces

• Scratch Remover, a 

micro-abrasive cream for 

painted surfaces

• Helmet & Visor Clean, to keep your 

lid and your  view pristine.

Email roadrider@universalmagazines.com.au or 

mail to ARR at 5/6  –8 Byfi eld St, North Ryde NSW 

2113. We’ll do the rest.

WIN 

THIS

WINNER

EXPERIENCE COUNTS

Here I sit with a beer and the newly arrived

April edition of your wonderful magazine

basking in the warm autumn sunshine after

a weekend away to Echuca. Life is good!

How interesting is the road from Moama to

Temora (via Deniliquin & Finley) at 100km/h?

Correct, not very. Pre�y boring in fact, and I don’t

believe that enhances safety. It got me thinking …

A li�le background. I’ve been riding

consistently since I was old enough to get my

licence, have done several advanced courses

and trackdays to hone my skills and, at 54,

feel I’m riding be�er than ever. I ride a large

capacity sports-tourer and I wonder what we’re

achieving, in safety terms, when people get

pulled over and told “I can see you know what

you’re doing, but here is a fine”. This happened

to me. Our records show fines imposed, do they

even record driver accident history?

Where is the reward for staying safe,

improving your cra�  as a rider and road user?

We have “L” and “P” licences, what about an 

“M” for Masters? Set the bar high, say over 40, so 

you’re not riding on hormones anymore, 20 years 

accident-free riding history, even add a test or 

course if you want to, whatever you reckon is a 

fair thing. In urban areas normal rules apply but 

on the open road, allow a bit of leeway.

Australia is a big country with vast 

distances and widely varying conditions. A 

blanket 100km/h speed limit makes no sense. 

I’m quite happy to take responsibility for my 

own safety, thank you. As Geoff Seddon put 

it, “Don’t crash”.

Your story “The Numbers of the Fallen” 

on page 16, was timely. “Apart from older 

sportsbike riders, the study found the older 

the rider, the lower the odds they were in a 

crash.” Suggests experience does count.

Ivo Mol

Albury, NSW

“Motorcyclists have 
always known that. 
There are plenty of 
situations where 
motorcycles can 
safely cross double 
lines to overtake”
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MOUNTAIN MAN

Has Greg Reynolds been hiding in a cave in 

the Blue Mountains for the last 12 months? 

His article in the April edition shows 

astounding ignorance of what is happening 

in MotoGP.

Firstly, he refers to the Claiming Rule Teams 

as if they still exist. They don’t.

Secondly, including Iannone in the 

"top 5 riders capable of winning" ignores 

that Iannone has never won a MotoGP. 

Furthermore, based on pre-season testing, 

Vinales is the rider most likely to be the next 

rookie winner.

Thirdly, Greg says the gap between the 

factory bikes and the rest is widening. Again 

this ignores pre-season testing and all the 

changes to the bikes’ electronics which have 

made them more equal. Greg goes on to say 

he doesn’t know where the solution lies to 

this situation. A quick read of any of the press 

releases for this weekend’s opening MotoGP in

Qatar would give him the answer, because the

rule changes for 2016 are the most significant

since the reintroduction of four-strokes in

2002. Greg goes on to call for a full grid of

proper MotoGP bikes with the CRT bikes

consigned to a separate support class. Again,

get him to have a look at the field for this

weekend’s MotoGP. All the bikes are past or

present factory prototypes and he won’t see a

CRT bike anywhere.

Finally Greg really shows his ignorance by

calling on Dorna to do a deal with the factories

to ensure there are more competitive MotoGP

bikes on the grid. He goes on to say how

unlikely he thinks that will be. Well, despite

Greg’s pessimism, that’s exactly what Dorna

did in a plan to close the gap between the

factory bikes and the rest that was announced

more than two seasons ago and is being

implemented this season.

I know you are not a bike sports mag, but

the ignorance displayed by Greg in this article

is breathtaking and I can’t understand why

you printed it.

Rob Harden

Ashfield, NSW

Good points, Rob. In Greg’s defence, his

column was wri�en before much of that info

was available. — Matho

LOVING IT ALL

I’m new to Road Rider and just picked up the 

last few issues a� er seeing one in the dentist’s 

waiting room. Great work – it’s like Two Wheels 

back when it was good. I’d like to compliment 

Seddo on his column in the March issue.  Gets 

kind of old listening to people hack into the 

DGR and hipsters. Really, they’re ok. They’re 

harmless, riding bikes no one else wanted a few 

years back and keeping themselves amused. 

What more could you want?

Simon Partridge

Email

SAY WHAT?

Please help me with this. On p78 of ARR #122

you say “The Tiger never failed to disappoint”.

But on p80 you say “The Tiger had proven itself

time and again”. How do I reconcile these two

conflicting statements?

On p86 you say “The ABS brakes don‘t have

huge initial bight”. I‘d like to know what their

initial bite was like?

Ken Window

Po�sville, NSW

Page 78’s statement was an example of

embarrassingly poor sub-editing! The author

meant the exact opposite of what he said on

p78, but the mistake was not picked up in

production. Go with the statement on p80

instead. As for the comment on the Indian’s

brakes, the rest of that sentence gives it

context: the brakes don’t bite hard when you

apply them but provide stopping power in a

progressive way as you squeeze the lever, with

the strength to give you confidence in them.

We do try to be economical with words so that

we can cover as much as possible in the space

available for a test. — Matho

“A quick read of any 
of the press releases 
for this weekend’s 
opening MotoGP in 
Qatar would give him 
the answer, because 
the rule changes for 
2016 are the most 
signifi cant since the 
reintroduction of 
four-strokes in 2002”
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ON THE ROAD

Well here we are again, another month and

another issue. As usual, great stories and

images, and a double issue to boot! I managed

to off-load Cruiser & Trike to a mate at work

who rides a metric Harley. I think it’s a Suzuki,

not sure of the model. I do know he and his

wife rack up some serious kays on it.

I did another trip to Sydney, in the week it

was 40-plus at Parrama�a, and even though

I stayed near the coast at Arncliffe it was still

toasty riding about. Tried some different roads

this time, a couple I hadn’t been on and some

I had only driven on: the Mount Lindesay

Highway out of Queensland to Woodenbong

down to the Bruxner, across to Casino and then

to Lawrence for lunch beside the River Clarence.

Gra�on up to Armidale via the Waterfall Way,

the famous and stunning Oxley along the coast

to Bulahdelah. A couple more zigs and zags to

Cessnock, Wollombi, Wisemans Ferry and on to

Sydney and a beer or two. A bit under 1200 kays

to do the usual 950 kays point to point.

I stayed at the Walcha Royal overnight. They

deserve a plug: good food, clean digs and a lock-

up for the Beemer. If you want to stay there, a

call beforehand would be the thing to secure a

booking. I took a punt and had the last available

room though I suspect it was the best one with

a super comfy old-style double bed. I‘m good

with camping but on long trips you cannot beat

a fine old pub stay, relax with dinner, good sleep,

late start a�er breakfast or do the bolt early and

have brekky a�er a couple of hundred kays.

I had intended to travel down the NSW

South Coast for a few days but unfortunately

the poor old BM had been developing an

occasional electrical gremlin which was not

improving so a�er an hour twiddling with

test lights and multimeters and li�le joy it

was decided to wander back to Queensland

trusting Bosch electrics were be�er than Lucas

stuff in the days of yore.

I stayed the first night at Kempsey and

stopped in at South West Rocks for fuel and

food. Lovely spot with a massive surf break,

a result of the recent cyclone. Watched some

hardy surfers ge�ing some great rides.

Mick, I didn’t necessarily want this

published, it’s just to say thanks for the

effort you all put in every month to produce

Australian Road Rider, also to have a “bin there

dun that” waffle. I look forward to each issue

and read it front to back, back to front and

from the middle out, so cheers for it all.

Oh yes, the gremlin. The idiot lights for the

engine and ABSwere having some sort of fit

and flashing on and off and the thing would

miss or stall for a second, so quickly clutch in

and restart it then it would be be fine for hours

at a time. A bit more checking in the workshop

back home and it turned out the ignition switch

was having its own fit. All funny now that it’s

OK, not so funny in Sydney traffic.

Paul Cadman

Email

We can’t resist your “bin there dun that”

waffles, Paul. Makes us want to head out to

lunch and keep going via Walcha … —Matho

r If you need a rest from the ride, Tia Falls is a great stop on the Oxley Highway.

TIME FOR A RETHINK

An issue regarding drivers not seeing 

motorcyclists at intersections is vehicle design.

Pilots are taught that if they see another 

aeroplane heading in roughly the same 

direction and its relative bearing does 

not change, their paths will intersect. If 

they are at the same altitude, the point of 

intersection will be painful. The same applies 

to road vehicles, especially since they tend 

to be travelling at the same speeds at the 

same altitude.

In my VW Tiguan, the horizontal width of 

the “A” pillar is 125 mm. The “perceived width” 

on the driver’s side is 75mm and 30mm on the 

passenger side. The “perceived width”, the part 

that blocks your view, increases with the actual 

width and slope of the pillar (combined giving 

the horizontal width), and decreases with 

the viewer’s distance from it. The greater the 

perceived width, the greater the obstructions. 

Visibility of an object decreases with its 

distance from the obstruction. Thus a slim, 

upright pillar provides the least obstruction to 

the driver’s view. My wife’s Kia Sportage is far 

worse that the VW.

The problem is this: If by circumstance, 

visibility of a motorcycle is blocked by the “A” 

pillar, and both the car and motorcycle are 

approaching an intersection at the same speed, 

the driver is unlikely to see the motorcycle 

until it is too late. The driver not seeing the 

motorcycle is a function of physics and poor 

car design. Sure, the driver should move 

his/her head, but that won’t happen unless 

the driver is aware of the problem. Perhaps 

rather than electronic aids, designing cars for 

function in traffi  c, rather than aesthetics and 

reduced drag coeffi  cient would be a be� er way 

to go.

Wayne Talbot

Kelso, NSW

One thing in defence of the car designers is 

that governments have legislated them into 

having to use fat A-pillars; they are a safety 

item, ironically. They add strength to prevent 

death or injury in rollovers and similar crashes. 

Having said that, it doesn’t excuse the poor 

design of those cars that have worse visibility 

than others that meet the laws. — Matho
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TWO-Year Cruiser 
& Trike Deal

Get a 24-month subscription to Cruiser 

& Trike for the mental price of $65!

ONLY $65

Call 1300 303 414 or visit universalshop.com.au 
and search MENTAL to get this lowest price!
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PRICE GUIDE

BRAND & MODEL WE SAY PRICE

APRILIA www.aprilia.com.au

Aprilia prices are maximum recommended advertised ride-away price.

Road

Shiver Sport 750 ABS.......................... Oh so good .................................................... $14,000ra

TuonoV4 1100 RR................................. Naked 1100ccV4?Yes! .................................. $23,500ra

TuonoV4 1100 Factory......................... Take the RR and add more........................... $26,500ra

RSV4 RR................................................ Higher spec, higher speed........................... $26,000ra

RSV4 RF ................................................ Almost the factory’s own racer ................... $32,000ra

AdvTouring

Caponord Strada ................................. High-tech all-road traveller ........................... $17,500ra

CaponordTouring ................................ Truly great all-rounder.................................. $23,000ra

Caponord Rally..................................... The hardcore Capo ....................................... $24,500ra

Scooters

SR50R Carb SBK.................................. Biaggi replica.................................................... $4000ra

SR MT 50 2T ......................................... Entry point ........................................................ $3300ra

SR MT 125 4T....................................... Cheap commuting ........................................... $4000ra

Scarabeo 200 ie.................................... Crisp performer................................................ $6000ra

SR Max 300 .......................................... Do it all .............................................................. $8000ra

SRV 850 ATC ABS ................................ Large with the lot .......................................... $15,000ra

BENELLI www.urbanmotoimports.com.au

Road

BN251 .................................................... Nice starter .............................................................$TBA 

BN302 .................................................... Italy’s response to the 300cc LAMS ........... $5590+orc

BN600i ................................................... Base-model mid-sized four ......................... $8990+orc 

BN600S LAMS ..................................... New LAMS model ....................................... $8990+orc

BN600R ................................................. New sporty naked bike ................................ $9990+orc

BN600GT .............................................. Mid-size sports-touring ............................... $8990+orc

BN600GTS ............................................ LAMS model ................................................. $8990+orc 

TNT 899 ................................................. Mid-sized entertainer ................................ $16,990+orc

TNT 1130R ............................................. Naked dynamite ........................................ $22,690+orc

Tre-K 1130 .............................................. Out of the ordinary ................................... $18,490+orc

Adv Touring

TRE-K Amazonas ................................. Be an individual ........................................ $19,690+orc

Scooters

Cafenero 150 ........................................ Benelli enters the scooter market .............. $3390+orc 

BIMOTA www.urbanmotoimports.com.au

Road

BB3 ........................................................ 1000cc BMW, Italian fl air.......................... $72,888+orc 

DB5R ...................................................... Light and lovely sportsbike .......................$37,990+orc 

DB8 Oro Nero ...................................... Expensive excitement .............................. $84,990+orc

Tesi 3D Naked ...................................... The full skeleton on show ........................ $55,990+orc 

DB9 ....................................................... Muscle streetfi ghter .................................. $44,990+orc

DB9S ..................................................... Sharper on the street ................................ $46,990+orc

DB10 ...................................................... Sharp style ..................................................$37,290+orc

DB11 ...................................................... Testastretta 11 at last ................................. $56,990+orc

BMW www.bmwmotorrad.com.au

Road

G 310 R ................................................. Baby Beemer goes boom! ...................................$TBA

F 800 R .................................................. Neat naked parallel-twin .......................... $13,100+orc 

S 1000 R ............................................... Naked supermodel ................................... $19,350+orc 

S 1000 RR ............................................. Still the one to beat ................................... $22,990+orc

S 1000 XR ............................................. Available mid-year .................................... $22,190+orc

R 1200 R ............................................... Now with liquid cooling ........................... $21,950+orc

R 1200 R Sport ..................................... Naked and fi t boxer .................................. $22,950+orc

R nineT ................................................. Simplicity with max style ......................... $21,250+orc

R nineT Scrambler .............................. Old-school boxer, scrambled ...............................$TBA

R 1200 RT ............................................. Have your cake and eat it......................... $30,790+orc

N
ew bike prices can go up and down like the stock market, 

so in every issue we’ll bring you the sticker prices. To be 

completely up to date with things like factory discounts 

and incentives, check the Road Rider website (www.

roadrider.com.au) where we will bring you all the special deals, bonus 

off ers and cashback promotions we can fi nd.

We have included the importers’ websites, which is the place to go 

if you’re looking for more information. You’ll see that we haven’t listed 

every bike on the market (yet) but we aim to get there with all of them. 

Sometimes even we struggle to fi nd the details of the smaller, newer 

importers. Meanwhile, enjoy this most meaningful of Australian bike 

listings, covering the bikes you’re interested in. 

The prices are the most up-to-date ones available from the 

distributors. They may change, of course, subject to specials coming

and going.

We’ve also made it abundantly clear which prices are ride-away and 

which don’t include on-road costs; the diff erence to your fi nal payout 

can be signifi cant, so don’t compare apples with oranges.

Can I afford it? Is there something better for the money?

ROAD BIKE & SCOOTER PRICE GUIDE

Aprilia has updated its line-up for 2016. Changes include the removal of the Tuono APRC, RSV4 
APRC and the Caponord Touring, while the RSV4 Factory and Race Pack models have been 
replaced by the new RSV4 RF at $32,000 ride-away.
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K 1300 R ................................................ Evil Wulf ...................................................... $21,990+orc

K 1300 S ................................................ Autobahn eater ......................................... $23,990+orc

K 1600 GT ............................................. Power touring ............................................ $35,990+orc

K 1600 GTL ........................................... Euro luxury touring ...................................$37,590+orc

K 1600 GTL Exclusive .......................... VIP ...............................................................$42,500+orc

Adv Touring

G 650 GS ............................................... You’ll be surprised ....................................... $9990+orc

F 700 GS ................................................ Not really a 700 ......................................... $12,965+orc

F 700 GS  ............................................... Low suspension model ............................ $13,140+orc

F 800 GS ................................................ Great adv tourer ........................................ $16,840+orc

F 800 GS ................................................ Low suspension model ............................ $16,940+orc

F 800 GS Adventure ............................ Go further ................................................... $18,650+orc

F 800 GT ................................................ Dynamically designed .............................. $16,300+orc

R 1200 GS ............................................. All-road master.......................................... $21,990+orc

R 1200 GS Adventure .......................... Luxuriously roughing it ............................ $24,590+orc

Scooter

C 650 GT ................................................ Let’s tour! ................................................... $14,990+orc

BOLLINI www.motorsportimporters.com.au

Road

Speed 200 ............................................. Economy ticket  ............................................ $2290+orc

Cruiser

Retro 200 ............................................... New release ...........................................................$TBA

CAN-AM (BRP) www.brp.com

Road

Spyder RS SM5 .................................... The “Spyder” experience ........................ $19,990+orc

Spyder RSS SE5 .................................. Supersports auto ...................................... $23,990+orc

Spyder RS SPE SE5 ............................. Special-edition RS ..................................... $25,390+orc

Spyder ST SE5 ..................................... The sports-touring Spyder ....................... $25,490+orc

Spyder ST LTD SE5 .............................. The ST with more ..................................... $28,990+orc

Spyder F3 SM6 ..................................... Cruiser-style model with 1330cc triple ... $25,790+orc

Spyder F3 S SE6 .................................. F3 with semi-auto gears and more......... $28,890+orc

Spyder RT SM6 .................................... New 1330cc triple engine ......................... $31,490+orc

Spyder RTS SE6 ................................... RT plus semi-auto and more ................... $39,990+orc

Spyder RT Limited SE6.. ..................... The full touring triple ................................ $41,990+orc

Spyder RT SPE ..................................... Top-spec special edition ........................... $41,690+orc

CF MOTO www.cfmoto.com.au

Road

VNight ................................................... Great learner ................................................. $2690+orc

Jetmax 250 ........................................... Freeway capable scooter .............................$4190+orc

Leader .................................................... Not fussy ........................................................$2190+orc

650NK .................................................... May ruffl e some feathers ............................ $6290+orc

650TK..................................................... Bargain touring .............................................$7749+orc

Cruiser

V5 ........................................................... Where’s the engine? .....................................$4190+orc

CONFEDERATE www.urbanmotoimports.com.au

Cruiser

R131 Fighter ......................................... Heavyweight champ .............................................$POA

X132 Hellcat .......................................... Badass ........................................................ $79,990+orc

X132 Hellcat Combat ........................... American war machine ............................ $94,990+orc

X132 Hellcat Speedster ....................... American muscle ......................................$98,000+orc

X135 Wraith .......................................... Industrial art ...........................................................$POA

R135 Wraith Combat ............................ American fi repower ..............................................$POA

DAELIM www.daelim.com.au

Road

VJF250 ................................................... Adequate style.............................................. $3990+orc

Cruiser

Daystar 250 EFI .................................... Fat, feet-forward cruiser .............................. $4920+orc

Scooter

Bbone .................................................... Its clothes are off .......................................... $3490+orc

Besbi ...................................................... Small and cute...............................................$2190+orc

S1 ........................................................... Nice style ....................................................... $2990+orc

DUCATI www.ducati.com.au

Road

Ducati Scrambler Sixty2 ..................... Iconic retro in 400cc LAMS guise ............$11,990+orc

Ducati Scrambler Icon (Ducati Red) .. Entry-level .................................................. $12,990+orc

Ducati Scrambler Icon (’62 Yellow) .... As above but yellower.............................. $13,140+orc

Ducati Scrambler Urban Enduro ....... For the burbs and backroads ................... $14,990+orc

Ducati Scrambler Classic .................... Living in the ’70s ....................................... $14,990+orc

Ducati Scrambler Full Throttle ............ Flat track performer .................................. $14,990+orc

Monster 821 Dark ................................ The little beast steps up ........................... $16,490+orc

Monster 821 Red .................................. Red devil..................................................... $16,990+orc

Monster 821 White ............................... Angelic monster .........................................$17,290+orc

Panigale 959 Red .................................. Middleweight rocket in red ...................... $19,990+orc 

Panigale 959 White .............................. Middleweight rocket in pearly white ...... $20,490+orc 

Hypermotard Red ................................ A hooligan on wheels ............................... $16,990+orc

Hypermotard  ....................................... In black .........................................................$17,290+orc 

Hypermotard SP .................................. With tricked-up suspension ..................... $21,490+orc

Hyperstrada .......................................... Manners & madness .................................$17,990+orc

Monster 1200 ....................................... Original 1200 ............................................. $19,990+orc 

Monster 1200 S Red ............................ With better bits .......................................... $24,490+orc

Monster 1200 S .................................... In white ....................................................... $24,790+orc

Monster 1200 R .................................... The scariest Monster, n red ......................$27,490+orc 

Monster 1200 R .................................... Scarier still in black? ..................................$27,990+orc 

Panigale 1299 ....................................... 100cc more for 2015...................................$27,990+orc 

Panigale 1299 S ABS ........................... Electronic Öhlins! ...................................... $35,490+orc 

Panigale 1299 R ABS ........................... Race passion .............................................. $46,990+orc

Cruiser

Diavel  .................................................... A true power-cruiser ................................. $24,490+orc

Diavel Carbon White ............................ An angel in disguise? ............................... $30,490+orc

XDiavel .................................................. Sexier with more low-rev grunt ...............$27,490+orc

XDiavel S .............................................. The world’s wildest cruiser? .....................

$32,490+orc 

Adv Touring

Multistrada 1200 Red .......................... Super-smooth all-round master .............. $23,990+orc 

Multistrada 1200 S Red ....................... Higher tech, in red ...................  ................. $28,490+orc

Multistrada 1200 S White .................... or in white .................................................. $28,990+orc 

Multistrada 1200 Enduro  ................... Multi-hardcore, in red ............................... $29,990+orc 

Multistrada 1200 Enduro .................... Multi-hardcore in white or grey .............. $30,290+orc

Multistrada 1200 Pikes Peak ............... Winning uphill battles .............................. $34,990+orc

ERIK BUELL RACING www.urbanmotoimports.com.au

Road

1190RS Carbon ..................................... 175hp, 176kg of joy ................................... $56,990+orc

1190RX ................................................... Sporting masterpiece ............................... $26,490+orc

1190SX ................................................... Superbike basis ......................................... $23,490+orc

1190AX ................................................... The adventurous one ...........................................$TBA

HARLEY-DAVIDSON www.harley-davidson.com

All H-D prices are ride-away.

Cruiser

XG500 Street 500 ................................. Learner legal ...................................................$10,750ra

XL883L SuperLow ............................... For the shorties...............................................$14,995ra

XL883N Iron 883  ................................. Iron tough .......................................................$14,995ra

XL1200C Custom ................................. Customary show off ......................................$18,750ra

XL1200X Forty-Eight............................ Retro cool ........................................................$19,250ra

XL1200V Seventy-Two ........................ Vintage muscle ...............................................$18,495ra

XL1200T Super Low ............................ Cool little tourer..............................................$19,495ra 

VRSCDX Night Rod Special................ Drag bike ......................................................... $27,995ra

VRSCF Muscle ...................................... Muscle me ...................................................... $27,495ra

FXDB Street Bob .................................. Versatile .......................................................... $22,495ra

FXDBB Street Bob Special .................. Street smarts ................................................. $23,995ra 

FXDL Low Rider ................................... Not laying low ............................................... $23,495ra

FXDWG Wide Glide ............................. Let your hair hang down .............................. $24,995ra

FXDF Fat Bob ........................................ Lay off the burgers, Bob! ............................. $25,495ra

FLD Dyna Switchback .......................... Dress up, dress down ................................... $26,250ra

FLS Softail Slim .................................... Slim, yet PH fat! ............................................ $26,495ra

FLSS Softail Slim ................................. 110ci of S-series grunt .................................. $28,995ra

FLSTFB Fat Boy Lo ............................... Low bruiser .................................................... $28,750ra
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FLSTF Fat Boy ...................................... Big bruiser ...................................................... $29,250ra

FLSTFBS Fat Boy S .............................. 110ci of S-series grunt .................................. $31,495ra

FLSTN Softail Deluxe .......................... Classy dude ................................................... $29,250ra

FXSB Breakout ..................................... Urban street styling ...................................... $29,750ra

FLSTC Heritage S’tail Classic ............. Visually beautiful ........................................... $32,250ra

FLHRC Road King Classic ................... Be the king ..................................................... $32,495ra

FLHXS Street Glide Special ................ The original bagger  ..................................... $34,995ra

FLTRXS Road Glide Special................ Dynamic, fi xed-fairing tourer ...................... $34,750ra

FLHTK Ultra Limited ............................ A Hogburger with the lot ............................. $38,250ra

HONDA www.honda.com.au

Road

Grom 125 .............................................. Mini bike, massive fun .........................................$TBA

CB125E .................................................. Cheap commuter ......................................... $2299+orc

CB300FA................................................ 250cc weight, 300cc power ........................ $5699+orc

CBR300R ............................................... Sporty LAMS sensation .............................. $5249+orc

CBR300R ABS ....................................... The more secure version .............................$5749+orc

CB400A ABS  ........................................ Bulletproof ................................................. $10,499+orc

CBR500R ABS ....................................... Bigger, bolder LAMS sports bike ............... $8099+orc

CB500F ABS.......................................... Sweet as ........................................................ $7899+orc

CB650F ABS .......................................... New naked four ............................................ $9999+orc

CBR600RR ............................................. Versatile supersport .................................. $14,999+orc

CBR650F ABS ....................................... Mid-ranger with torque ............................ $10,499+orc

NC750XA ABS ...................................... The most practical naked bike?.................. $9599+orc

VFR800 .................................................. Tried and true package ..............................$15,199+orc

VFR800X Crossrunner ......................... Sports-tourer goes all-rounder ............... $15,099+orc

CBR1000RR ........................................... Ride what Casey rides .............................. $16,999+orc

CBR1000RR ABS .................................. Blade with braking backup .......................$17,799+orc

VFR1200F ABS ..................................... For the tech heads ......................................$17,799+orc

GL1800B F6B ........................................ Stripped Wing .............................................$27,299+orc

GL1800 Goldwing Luxury ...................  The ultimate luxury tourer .......................$37,999+orc

Cruiser

VT750C Shadow .................................. Classic appeal ............................................ $12,299+orc

CTX1300 ................................................ V4 cruiser with unique style .................... $19,499+orc

VT1300CX Fury .................................... Chopped dragster ..................................... $15,999+orc

GL1800C F6C Valkyrie ......................... Valkyrie returns with muscle ................... $21,999+orc

Adv Touring

CB500X ABS ......................................... Adventure sports ......................................... $7999+orc

CRF1000 Africa Twin ............................ Out of Africa and back again! .................. $15,499+orc

CRF1000 Africa Twin ABS .................... Adventure with backup ............................ $16,999+orc

CRF1000 Africa Twin DCT .................... Adventure with gear-shifting action ........$17,999+orc

VFR1200X Crosstourer ABS ............... Smooth and comfy all-roader ................. $18,299+orc

Scooter

Dio 110 ................................................... New kid in town ........................................... $2799+orc

PCX150 .................................................. Stylish and practical .................................... $4499+orc

NSS300 Forza ....................................... Sporty and fl exible ........................................$7499+orc

HYOSUNG www.hyosung.com.au

Road

GT250 .................................................... Great beginner ............................................. $2990+orc

GT650 .................................................... Naked value and style ..................................$5190+orc

GT650R .................................................. Easy, sporty, affordable ............................... $5490+orc

Cruiser

GV250 Aquila ........................................ Little cutie ...................................................... $3990+orc

GV650C Aquila Classic ........................ LAMS value .................................................. $6490+orc

INDIAN MOTORCYCLE www.indianmotorcycle.com.au

Cruiser

Scout Sixy ............................................. Entry-level 1000cc version ............................ $17,995ra

Scout ..................................................... Classic name, ultra-modern machine .........$19,995ra 

Chief Dark Horse .................................. Lots of attitude ................................................ $27,995ra

Chief ...................................................... Leading the tribe back! ................................. $28,995ra

Chief Vintage ........................................ Signature heritage aesthetic ....................... $31,995ra

Springfi eld ............................................ Hard bagger ................................................... $33,995ra

Chieftain ................................................ First Indian tourer/bagger ............................ $35,995ra

Roadmaster .......................................... Full-dress tourer ............................................ $39,995ra

KAWASAKI www.kawasaki.com.au

Road

Z125 PRO .............................................. Nimble little supernaked ......................................$TBA

Z250SL .................................................. New LAMS model ....................................... $5299+orc

Z250SLA ................................................ New LAMS with ABS................................... $5599+orc

Z300 ABS .............................................. Ninja turned streetfi ghter ........................... $5999+orc

Ninja 300 ............................................... Even better again! ........................................ $5799+orc

Ninja 300 SE ......................................... Tastes like lime ............................................. $5999+orc

Ninja 300 SE ABS................................. 30th Anniversary edition ............................. $6399+orc 

ER-6n/nL ABS ....................................... Quirky ............................................................ $9499+orc

Ninja 650/L ABS ................................... Mid-sized gem .............................................. $9999+orc

Ninja ZX-6R (599) ................................. Striking ....................................................... $14,999+orc 

Ninja ZX-6R ABS (636) SE .................. Bigger, gruntier, prettier ........................... $16,649+orc 

W800 SE  ............................................... In black ........................................................ $12,499+orc

Z800 ABS .............................................. Sharper ....................................................... $12,999+orc

Z1000 ABS SE....................................... Special edition, 2016 model..................... $15,499+orc

Ninja 1000 ABS  ................................... A sword with soul ..................................... $15,999+orc

Ninja ZX-10R ABS SE  ......................... 2015 special edition .................................. $19,999+orc

Ninja ZX-10R ABS ................................ 30th Anniversary model ........................... $20,699+orc 

Ninja ZX-10R ......................................... More of everything in 2016 ..................................$TBA

Ninja ZX-10R  ........................................ KRT Replica non ABS ...............................$22,000+orc

Ninja ZX-10R ABS ................................ 2016 Model  ...............................................$23,000+orc

Ninja ZX-10R ABS ................................ KRT ABS Replica .......................................$23,200+orc

Ninja H2 ................................................ Supercharged superbike ..........................$33,000+orc

1400GTR ABS ....................................... Transcontinental ........................................ $24,999+orc

Ninja ZX-14R ABS  ............................... Consumate big sports-tourer .................. $19,999+orc

Ninja ZX-14R ABS SE Öhlins ............. Brembo, Ohlins ......................................... $22,099+orc

Cruiser

Vulcan S ................................................ LAMS cruisin’ ............................................... $9999+orc

Vulcan S ABS Café .............................. New café style model for 2016 .................$10,199+orc

Vulcan 900 Classic SE ......................... Classically glamorous .............................. $12,499+orc

Vulcan 900 Custom ............................. Sleek-looking mid-weight ........................ $12,499+orc

Vulcan 1700 Classic ABS .................... Great blank canvas ................................... $19,999+orc

Vulcan 1700 Vaquero ABS .................. Go to the dark side .................................... $24,499+orc

Adv Touring

KLR650 .................................................. Bargain with a capital B .............................. $8099+orc

Versys 650 ABS .................................... Appealing all-rounder ...............................$10,199+orc

Versys 650L ABS .................................. LAMS model ...............................................$10,199+orc 

Versys 1000  ......................................... Bitumen burner ......................................... $15,999+orc

KTM www.ktm.com.au

Road

390 Duke ............................................... Z300 beater? ................................................. $6095+orc

390 RC ................................................... Light, sharp, LAMS sports bike .................. $8295+orc

690 Duke R ........................................... The sportier motard .................................. $14,995+orc

1290 Super Duke R .............................. Ballsy streetfi ghter .................................... $24,995+orc

Kawasaki is bringing the Z125 PRO to Australia. It’s an urban bike that looks like a cross be-
tween a nakedbike and scooter, or perhaps a monkey bike on steroids. Short at just 1700mm and 
with 12-inch wheels, it has a full-size 800mm seat height and a kerb weight of only 102kg. It’s 
being released as a 2017 model and is due mid-year at a price to be announced.
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Adv Touring

690 Enduro R ........................................ Extreme riders only .................................$14,695+orc

1190 Adventure ..................................... High-tech adventurer ...............................$23,995+orc 

1190 Adventure R ................................. Add more adventure ...............................$24,995+orc

1290 Super Adventure ........................ The ultimate Adventure ..........................$26,995+orc

KYMCO www.kymco.com.au

Scooter

Like 125 ................................................. Fall in love .....................................................$2690+orc

Super 8 125 ........................................... Cool jigger .....................................................$2690+orc

Like 200 ................................................. Classic performer .........................................$3090+orc

LARO www.laro.com.au

Road

V Retro 250 ........................................... DT250 clone ..................................................$2990+orc

Cruiser

Cruiser 250 ............................................ Learner’s ride ................................................$3999+orc

MEGELLI www.megelli.com

Road

250S ....................................................... Nice looker ....................................................$4250+orc

250R ....................................................... Italian styling ................................................$4850+orc

250SE..................................................... Sportsbike handling ....................................$5650+orc

MERCURY www.mercurycaferacer.com

Road

Cafe Racer ............................................. Cool 250cc street racer ........................................ $TBA

MOTO GUZZI www.motoguzzi.com.au

Moto Guzzi prices are maximum recommended advertised ride-away price. 

Road

V7 Stone II ............................................. Minimalist retro .............................................$14,000ra

V7 Special II .......................................... Faithful to the original V7 .............................$15,000ra

V7 Racer SE .......................................... Limited edition marvel ..................................$17,500ra

V7 II Stornello ....................................... Limited Production ........................................$17,800ra

Griso 1200 8V ....................................... Grand slam ....................................................$22,000ra

Cruiser

California 1400 Custom ....................... Kalifornia attitude ..........................................$22,000ra

California Audace................................. Old school style .............................................$24,500ra

California Eldorado .............................. Blast from the past ........................................$24,500ra

California 1400 Touring ........................ All a Cali should be .......................................$25,000ra

California Touring SE ........................... Special Edition ............................................... $27,000ra

MV AGUSTA www.mvagustaimports.com.au

All MV Agusta prices are ride-away.

Road

Brutale 675 EAS ................................... Bit of oomph at a good price .......................$15,799ra

F3 675 .................................................... Sweet ..............................................................$18,699ra

F3 675 RC .............................................. Beauty replicated ..........................................$20,999ra

F3 Solar Beam ...................................... Express your interest now ...........................$26,990ra 

Brutale 800 EAS ................................... More power ...................................................$18,699ra

Brutale 800 RR ...................................... More power, more handling ....................... $19,999ra 

Brutale 800 Dragster ........................... Nanananana Batman! ..................................$20,499ra 

Brutale 800 Dragster RR ..................... Batman meets Gucci ....................................$23,499ra 

Brutale 800 Dragster LH44.................. Lewis Hamilton’s ride ...............................$36,880+orc

F3 800 .................................................... Track performance ........................................ $19,999ra

F3 800 RC .............................................. Beauty replicated ..........................................$23,490ra

Stradale 800 ......................................... An all-round MV ............................................ $19,999ra 

Turismo Veloce 800 .............................. All-roader with the MV edge .......................$20,499ra

Turismo Veloca 800 Lusso .................. Up-spec all-roader ........................................$23,499ra

F4 1000 .................................................. Beauty and the beast within ........................$24,499ra

F4 1000 RR ............................................ Exotic weapon ...............................................$33,999ra

F4 RC ..................................................... The ultimate F4..............................................$55,880ra 

Brutale 1090 .......................................... More charm ................................................... $19,999ra

Brutale RR 1090 .................................... Unleash the brute within .............................$22,999ra

Brutale 1090 Corsa ............................... Top jock............................................................$27,999ra 

PGO www.motorsportimporters.com.au

Scooter

Ligero 50 ............................................... Good, little package .....................................$1990+orc

Ligero 150 ............................................. Good, small package ...................................$3290+orc

X-Hot ..................................................... It’s a hottie .....................................................$3990+orc

Gmax ..................................................... Go to the max ...............................................$4700+orc

PIAGGIO www.piaggio.com.au

Scooter

Typhoon 125 ......................................... Blow you away .............................................$2890+orc

Fly 150ie ................................................ Buzz around the city ....................................$3490+orc

Liberty 150ie ......................................... Big wheel freedom ......................................$3990+orc

Beverly 350 ........................................... Higher performance ....................................$7990+orc

Yourban 300 ......................................... Leaning three-wheeler ................................$9490+orc

X10 350 Executive .................................New on the block ........................................    

$9490+orc

X10 500...................................................Big features ...............................................$10,990+orc

ROYAL ENFIELD www.royalenfi eldaustralia.com

Road

B5 Bullet 500 ........................................ Fire your guns .................................................. $7490ra

MV Agusta has announced the limited Australian release of the new F3 Solar Beam later this 
year. The model will come standard with F3 800 specifi cations but unique accessories as seen in 
the pic. Pricing has been confi rmed at $26,990 ride-away and MV is currently taking expressions 
of interest prior to its arrival. You can check it out and register your interest at mvagusta.com.au

Moto Guzzi has released the brand-new limited-edition Stornello. The model is built on the V7 
II and takes some of its style cues from the original 1972 Stornello Scrambler. Available for a 
limited time for $17,800 ride-away.
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C5 Classic 500 ...................................... Individual style ..................................................$7790ra

C5 Classic Chrome ............................... In Chrome ..........................................................$7990ra

GT Continental ..................................... Cafe racer like they used to be ........................$8590ra

SUZUKI www.suzukimotorcycles.com.au

Road

Inazuma 250 ......................................... Let your inner zoomer out .......................... $4990+orc

TU250XL3 ............................................. Retro learner ................................................. $5990+orc

DR-Z400SM .......................................... Everyday motard ......................................... $8990+orc

SFV650/LAMS ...................................... Commuting and fun duties......................... $9990+orc

GSX650F/LAMS ................................... Silky smooth .............................................. $10,490+orc

GSX-R600 ............................................. Angry bee................................................... $14,990+orc

GSR750 ................................................. Naked cracker ............................................ $10,790+orc

GSX-R750 ............................................. The legend continues ............................... $15,990+orc

GSX-R1000 ........................................... Even lighter and faster ............................. $18,490+orc

GSX-S1000 ........................................... The mighty R strips naked ....................... $14,990+orc

GSX-S1000F ......................................... Sports-tourer meets superbike ............... $15,790+orc

GSF1250S Bandit ABS ........................ Long-distance ease ................................... $12,990+orc

GSX1250FA .......................................... A little bit of everything ............................ $14,990+orc

GSX1300R Hayabusa .......................... Soar like an eagle ...................................... $19,290+orc

Cruiser

VL250 Intruder ...................................... Bang that drum ............................................ $6690+orc

LS650 Boulevard S40 .......................... Big single cylinder ....................................... $7990+orc

VL800 C50T ........................................... All-new class .............................................. $10,990+orc

VL1500 C90T ......................................... Bad boy ...................................................... $15,490+orc

VZR1800 M109R ................................... Beaut and brutal ........................................ $18,990+orc

VZR1800 M109R ................................... Black edition .............................................. $20,990+orc

Adv Touring

DL650 V-Strom ..................................... Deservedly a big seller ............................. $10,290+orc

DL650 V-Strom LAMS  ......................... Learner approved model ..........................$11,290+orc 

DL650 V-Strom XT................................ Re-styled and updated for 2015 ...............$11,490+orc

DL650 V-Strom XT LAMS .................... Learner approved ...................................... $10,990+orc 

DL1000 V-Strom ................................... Powerfully competent .............................. $15,490+orc

Scooter

UK110 Address ..................................... New city slicker ............................................ $2490+orc 

AN200A Burgman 200 ABS ............... The smallest city burger ............................. $5490+orc 

AN650A Burgman ABS ....................... A maxi to tour on ...................................... $13,590+orc

SWM  www.mojomotorcycles.com.au

Adventure

RS 650 R ................................................ Enduro basis for adventure build .............. $8990+orc

SYM  www.scoota.com.au

Scooter

Classic 150 ............................................ Noble ride ......................................................$3199+orc

VS 150 ................................................... Branch away ................................................. $3549+orc

Symphony 150 ..................................... Sporty big wheeler ...................................... $3399+orc

HD Evo 200........................................... Whacko! .........................................................$5199+orc

CityCom 300i ....................................... Practical and competitive ............................ $6099+orc 

Firenze 300 ........................................... Full of features ...............................................$6199+orc

MaxSym 400i ....................................... Ride-away price ............................................ $8449+orc

TGB www.tgbscooters.com.au

Scooter

Bellavita 125 ......................................... Very chic ........................................................ $3990+orc 

X-Race 150 ........................................... You’ll need knee sliders .............................. $2590+orc

Bullet 150 .............................................. Small-calibre projectile ............................... $3390+orc

Xmotion 300 ........................................ Smooth mover ............................................. $4990+orc

Bellavita 300i........................................ Very chic, and bigger ................................... $5490+orc

TORINO www.torinomotorcycles.com.au

Torino ride-away prices are mostly Sydney-based and may vary elsewhere.

Cruiser

Veloce 250 ............................................ American styled ................................................$4695ra

Titan 250 ............................................... Chop chop ..............................................................$TBA

Scooter

Galetta Retro ........................................ Plenty of features ..............................................$2195ra

Aero Sport ............................................ Cut the wind ......................................................$2195ra

Famosa  ................................................. City chic ..............................................................$2395ra

Messina Classic .................................... New retro (Vespa) beauty ................................$3495ra

TRIUMPH www.triumphmotorcycles.com.au

Road

Street Triple 660 LAMS ........................ Learner-legal thrills ................................... $12,490+orc 

Street Triple 675 ABS ........................... Streets ahead ............................................. $12,990+orc 

Street Triple 675 R ABS ........................ Even further ahead ................................... $13,999+orc

Street Triple RX SE ............................... Inspired by the Daytona 675 .................... $16,990+orc 

Daytona 675R ABS............................... Track day heaven ...................................... $16,990+orc

Speed Twin ............................................ The new retro benchmark ........................ $13,350+orc

Bonneville T120 .................................... All-new liquid-cooled Bonnie ...................$17,000+orc

Bonneville T120 .................................... Black Edition ...............................................$17,000+orc

Bonneville T120 .................................... Two-tone colour scheme ...........................$17,300+orc

Thruxton ............................................... Bigger, faster, liquid-cooled ..................... $18,700+orc

Thruxton R ............................................ As above but fully trick! ........................... $21,100+orc

Speed Triple S ....................................... New for 2016 ...............................................$17,900+orc

Speed Triple R ....................................... Sex on wheels  .......................................... $20,350+orc

Trophy SE.............................................. Superb tourer .............................................$27,990+orc

Cruiser

Thunderbird Storm ABS ..................... Thunderous ............................................... $21,990+orc

Thunderbird Commander .................. The bigger, tougher T-bird ........................ $22,490+orc

Thunderbird Commander TT .............. Two-tone paint .......................................... $22,990+orc 

Thunderbird LT ..................................... T-bird goes touring .................................... $23,990+orc

Thunderbird LT TT ................................ Two-tone paint .......................................... $24,490+orc 

Rocket III Roadster ABS ....................... What’s not to love about 2300cc? ........... $22,490+orc

Triumph has made major but not unexpected changes to its line-up. For full information, check 
out our listing but, in short, a bunch of models have been discontinued including most of the old 
air-cooled Bonnevilles. Some of the Tigers have been removed, too, but have been replaced by 
new Tiger Explorer models such as the XRX (pictured) at $22,700+orc.

Suzuki’s M190R black edition has had some updates for 2016 and now comes in an even more 
black paint scheme. Available in dealerships for $20,990+orc.
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Rocket III Touring ABS .......................... Monster motor, long-hauler .................... $24,490+orc

Adv Touring

Tiger 800 XR ......................................... Great all-rounder ....................................... $14,090+orc

Tiger 800 XRx Low .............................. Lowered seat height ................................. $16,850+orc

Tiger 800 XRx ....................................... Hi-tech all-rounder .................................... $16,850+orc

Tiger 800 XRT ....................................... Equipped for touring ................................ $18,150+orc

Tiger 800 XC ......................................... The more hardcore Tiger.......................... $15,590+orc

Tiger 800 XCx Low .............................. Lowered seat height ..................................$17,950+orc

Tiger 800 XCx ....................................... Hi-tech and hardcore .................................$17,950+orc

Tiger 800 XCA ...................................... Equipped for adventure ........................... $19,750+orc

Tiger 1050 Sport ABS .......................... More growl for the road ............................$17,150+orc

Tiger Explorer XRX.............................. Next-generation world-eater ...................$22,700+orc

Tiger Explorer XCx/L ........................... Lowered seat height .................................$24,200+orc

Tiger Explorer XRT .............................. Explore with more touring comfort ........$25,200+orc

Tiger Explorer XCA.............................. Explore the roads less travelled ..............$26,700+orc

URAL www.imz-ural.com.au

Road

T ............................................................. Cult status outfi t ........................................ $20,340+orc

cT ........................................................... Lower stance, better handling ................. $20,340+orc

Retro ...................................................... The classic of classics ............................... $23,410+orc

Tourist .................................................... Sidecar touring in classic elegance ........$22,500+orc

Adv Touring

Ranger ................................................... The tougher option ................................... $23,420+orc

VESPA www.vespa.com.au

Scooter

Primavera LX125 3-Valve .................... For the designer in you ............................... $5590+orc

Primavera LX150 3-Valve .................... With a bit more oomph ............................... $6290+orc

PX150 .................................................... The purist’s ride ............................................ $6490+orc

PX150 Touring ....................................... Touring edition ............................................. $6790+orc

Sprint 150ie 3V ..................................... Sporty looks .................................................. $6590+orc 

GTS150ie 3V ......................................... Practical ......................................................... $6590+orc 

GTS250ie FL ......................................... Style in a great package .............................. $7890+orc 

GTS300 Super FL ABS ........................ Vroom vroom ................................................$9190+orc

GTS300 Super Sport FL ...................... Sportier style ................................................ $9490+orc

946 Bellissima ...................................... Limited stock .............................................. $12,990+orc 

VICTORY www.victorymotorcycles.com.au

All Victory prices are ride-away.

Cruiser

Octane ................................................... New liquid-cooled 1200 ................................$18,995ra

Vegas 8 Ball .......................................... Sink the 8-ball ................................................ $21,995ra

High-Ball ............................................... Ol’ skool cool ................................................. $22,495ra

Hammer 8 Ball ..................................... Hammer that 8-ball ....................................... $22,995ra

Judge ..................................................... A younger Victory ......................................... $23,995ra

Gunner .................................................. Very cool bobber ........................................... $22,495ra

Hammer S ............................................. Hammer it! ..................................................... $23,995ra

Jackpot .................................................. Showroom custom ....................................... $24,995ra

Cross Country ...................................... Comfortable touring ..................................... $28,995ra

Cross Country Tour .............................. Ultra-comfortable touring ............................ $30,995ra

Magnum ............................................... Cross country bling ...................................... $30,995ra 

Magnum X-1  ....................................... Stealth Edition ............................................... $34,995ra

Vision Tour............................................. Space age looks ............................................ $33,995ra

VIPER www.urbanmotoimports.com.au

Cruiser

Black Diamond ..................................... 2500cc of raw grunt .................................. $54,990+orc

Diamondback ....................................... Cruising superpower ................................ $54,990+orc

YAMAHA www.yamaha-motor.com.au

Road

YZF-R15 V2.0 ......................................... New version 2.0 ........................................... $4299+orc

MT-03 ..................................................... Naked LAMS twin ........................................ $5699+orc 

YZF-R3 ................................................... Race-replica for learners ............................. $6099+orc 

SR400 .................................................... The classic single ......................................... $8099+orc

XJ6NL .................................................... Sweet 600, LAMS approved ............................$9799ra

FZ6R ....................................................... Full fairing, LAMS model .................................$9999ra

FZ6R SP ................................................. Special edition ........................................... $10,499+orc

YZF-R6 ................................................... WSS champ ............................................... $16,499+orc

YZF-R6 SP ............................................. 60th Anniversary Edition ......................... $16,799+orc

MT-07LA ................................................ Learner legal thriller..................................... $9599+orc 

MT-07HO ............................................... Full-size, full-power twin .......................... $10,299+orc

MT-09 ..................................................... Three-cylinder thriller ................................$11,299+orc 

MT-09 ABS ............................................ ABS option ..................................................$11,999+orc 

MT-09 Tracer .......................................... Loony tours! .............................................. $15,499+orc

FZ1N ...................................................... Ready for anything ................................... $15,699+orc

FZ1S ....................................................... With protection.......................................... $16,499+orc

YZF-R1 ................................................... Rossi’s roadbike? ....................................... $23,499+orc

YZF-R1M ................................................ No, this one’s Rossi’s roadbike! ............... $29,999+orc

XJR1300 ................................................ Refi ned cool ............................................... $14,499+orc

FJR1300A .............................................. Sophisticated, sporty tourer .................... $24,999+orc

FJR1300E ............................................... Electronic suspension .............................. $26,999+orc

Cruiser

XV250 Virago ........................................ Great small package .................................... $6799+orc

XVS650 Custom ................................... Popular custom ......................................... $10,799+orc

XVS650A Classic .................................. And as a classic ..........................................$11,299+orc

XVS950A ............................................... Mighty mid-ranger .................................... $13,999+orc

XVS950CU Bolt .................................... A younger, hipper cruiser .........................$11,999+orc

XVS950CUSP Bolt ............................... R-Spec with better shocks ........................ $12,499+orc

XVS950CR Star Bolt Café ................... Clip-on capers............................................ $12,699+orc

XVS1300A ............................................. The pick of the bunch ............................... $15,999+orc

XVS1300AT Tourer ............................... With more features ................................... $18,299+orc

XVS1300 Stryker .................................. Mean looking chopper ............................. $15,499+orc

XVS1300 Stryker Special .................... Matte grey .................................................. $15,999+orc 

XV1900A Roadliner ............................. Art Deco piece ........................................... $21,799+orc

XV1900AT Star Tourer ......................... Art with fl air ............................................... $24,399+orc

VMAX .................................................... Big, angry animal ...................................... $31,299+orc

Adv Touring

XT250R .................................................. New fuel-injected model ............................. $6299+orc

XT660Z Ténéré ...................................... Freedom machine ..........................................$13,999ra

XT1200Z Super Ténéré ........................ Leisurely rider .................................................$19,990ra

XT1200ZOE Super Ténéré ................... Outback edition ......................................... $21,890+orc

XT1200ZE Super Ténéré ...................... Electric suspension ................................... $21,999+orc

Scooter

XC115 D’elight ...................................... Your newest little friend .............................. $3399+orc

YW125 ................................................... BW’s ............................................................... $3399+orc

GDP125A NMax ................................... New edition to the MAX range ...................$4199+orc

MW 125 Tricity ...................................... Three-wheeled leaner ................................. $4299+orc 

MW125 Tricity ABS ............................... Three-wheeler with ABS ............................. $4699+orc

TMAX 530 ............................................. Maxi now with LED lights etc .................. $13,499+orc

TMAX 530 Iron Max ............................ Mad maxi ................................................... $13,999+orc

Yamaha has added a new 321cc learner bike to its line-up, putting the all-new LAMS-approved 
MT-03 onto the market. The twin-cylinder engine is derived from the R3, as is the chassis, but 
the new model is very much of the MT family rather than the race-replica style of the R models. 
It features a low 780mm seat and a more upright riding position than its sports-bike cousin, 
and comes with ABS as standard. It should be an easy bike to handle at just 168kg fully fuelled. 
Yamaha says the MT-03’s multifunction dash is “one of the most comprehensive designs in the 
category”. It’ll set you back a competitive $5699+orc.
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Customising 

SHEEPSKIN SEAT COVERS 
for over 20 years

LUXURY COMFORT  & PROTECTION

FOR YOU AND YOUR SEAT

49 Queen Street, Berry NSW 2535

PH: 02 4464 2081 Fax: 02 4464 3344 www.goodwool.com.au
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PHONE OR FAX ORDERS TO: Precision Shims

Tel: (03) 9723 0199 Fax: (03) 9723 2759

Email: chris@precisionshims.com.au

www.precisionshims.com.au

A manufacture of shims for the adjustment of 

inlet and exhaust valve clearances.

Range of sizes available from 7.0mm - 40.0mm diameter.

Priced from $5.50 each inc. GST.

Incremental steps of .02mm or .05mm available.

Kits available including .02 & .05 increments.

PRECISION SHIMS AUSTRALIA
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FOR GREAT 

PLACES TO 

STAY CHECK 
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BIKE 

FRIENDLY

ACCOMMODATION

PAGE 97

‘HANDMADE, TAILORED, HIGH QUALITY

SHEEPSKINS TO FIT MOST BIKES.’

Email: info@cruisncomfort.com

Mobile: 0410 786373

Web: www.cruisncomfort.com

www.eaglescreens.com.au 

ibbikelifts.com
Engineer Certified

Designs - 148546 & 149272

The Lift That Won't Let You Down
Supplied to Riders Since 1998

Under New Management

Adaptors to suit most

Bikes, Quads & Trikes

Ph.  +61 2 4920 6078

Email  mjs25@bigpond.com 

Suppliers of:

IB Emergency Mini Lifts

Badge Pin Locks

Deer & Goatskin Gloves

Guardian Bells

CONTACT GRAEME

or call 03 9600 3392
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CHRISTIAN
02 9887 0393

TO ADVERTISE

IN ROADRIDER

PLEASE CALL

FOR U.S ADVERTISERS 

PLEASE CALL STACEY

925 292 9470

marketsas@gmail.com

Find us on

Facebook

App your fingertips.
(remove your gloves first)

Available now for 
digital download

www.LDComfort.com

The Toughest riders ride
Even Farther in LDComfort.

The Original Motorcyclist
Undergarments.

The only undergarment
with a DUAL LAYER fabric

to keep you drier.

LDComfort Riding Shorts,
Tops, Tights and more.

Getting To the Bottom of Rider Comfort since 1999.
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MOTORCYCLE SHOCKY REPAIRS

Specialising ONLY in 

REPAIRING

MOTORCYCLE

SHOCKS! &

HARDCHROMING

FORK LEGS

95% of all motorcycle shocks are rebuildable, sealed units
or not. Our guaranteed quality workmanship and parts are 
recognised by over 400 motorcycle dealers Australia wide.

Unit 103/49 Station Rd,
Yeerongpilly QLD, 4105

(07) 3892 6493



2 subscriptions 
for the price of 1!
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PROMO CODE:

RR126CR

ONLY $59.70

6 ISSUES of Australian Cruiser & 

Trike magazine – RRP $59.70

+ 6 ISSUES of Australian Road Rider – RRP $59.70

Call 1300 303 414 or visit universalshop.com.au for a limited time!

 



9
pm, 10pm, 11pm, midnight ...

forget about it, sleep loses the

ba�le. Insomnia engages its

gears. I let sleep go, caved in to

the grinding gears. Woke up my wife and

told her I’m going for a ride. No drama to my

wife as this is a common enough cure to my

sleeplessness for her to not be alarmed.

The house is quiet, the street is quiet, the

whole world seems quiet. Our two nitro-

powered Jack Russells jump out of bed and

accompany me to the shed. They watch me

grab my jacket and helmet. They know it’s a

bike ride, not car trip, so they scamper back to

bed and are most likely asleep by the time I’ve

located my gloves.

My bike jacket is hanging on the hook in the

shed. As I put it on it triggers sight and smell

receptors. The blue and black colour scheme

has long faded. It smells like my shed, like my

bike and even like my dog. It feels like it looks:

bulky and protective.

My bike is a 2002 GSX1400cc EFI. I flick the

switch and it rumbles into life. I fi�ed a Yoshi

4–1 single can exhaust on it last year and I

enjoy the deep sound it makes. It is loud with

no traffic on the road as I blast along on the

way up to Hervys Lookout.

The night is cool, cold actually. My jacket and

Dririder keepmewarm. I stop at the lookout

and domy final zip-up and select the night ride

playlist of my iPod. The rumble of the bike’s

exhaust is shut out asmy earphones go in. I slip

my helmet on, close the visor and zipmyself

in. Asmy bike idles on its stand the headlight

points over into the bush. I follow its beam

and findmyself looking down into the far-off

twinkling lights of Townsville. I reset my speedo

and timer— it’s 11pm and zero kilometres.

I kick the stand in, click first gear and pull

away from Hervey’s, heading west toward

Gregory Development Road. Hi-beam lights up

my path as I buzz the bike up to top gear for

five or 10 seconds, then I roll back down to 100.

I’m ge�ing se�led and seated. The sounds of

my iPod, the wind and dark night all combine

to set me up nicely. I could not find rest in bed

but as I roll along out here, calmness comes to

me. It is a strange irony that it can take a lot

of stimulation to come down. Insomnia is the

devil’s work.

My bike feels low and firm. At 100km/h it is

doing 2600rpm. The bike’s headlight, myself

and the exhaust note move along through

blackness, throwing light on the path like a

bubble of air moving up to the surface of a lake.

The night is cloudy and the moon is stingy at

best. I roll further away from the twinkling

lights of town that I had been gazing at from

the lookout.

I snap out of mymeditation long enough to

realise I’m at the Gregory Development Road

intersection. I stop on the road and sit the bike

back on its stand. I remove my helmet and

earphones, switch the iPod off and rummage

through my Gearsack. Got you! I fish out a

chocolate milk and waste no time dispatching

it. I amble over to the bike to shut down the

headlight, then the engine. The galaxy of stars

light up above me and I briefly stargaze, only to

very quickly become bored with the beauty and

peace of it all. I’m not seeking beauty and peace

tonight. I need movement and light. I engage

the starter bu�on and my bike roars out its

counter point to the night silence. I guess I

want my surroundings to take in the sounds of

insomnia, 1400cc of fuel-injected insomnia.

I walk a fewmetres down the dark road

behind my bike and wiz right in the middle of

the road. I zip up and fire up my iPod tunes and

again I head down the road, burping chocolate

milk goodness, listening to the Joshua Tree

album and thinking about boobs and nonsense.

As I pierce the blackness of the road with

a single headlight, my course is firm and

clear. A small powerful light moving quickly

through the darkness. I start to think this

ride is a metaphor for how I feel. I imagine

a clear thought (of sleep) germinating in my

mind, making its way through the darkness,

fog and curves of my inner mind to reach a

point where I can act upon it. This ride will

result in me finding my bed and rest. At this

exact moment, sleep and my ride intersect

each other. In mymind they crash together.

The ride has wearied me. The ride recedes and

sleep starts making its demands. The thought

of sleep has cornered and raced through the

tracks of mymind to find its way to the front.

As I ride into the streets of Charters Towers, the

white light of my headlight feels dim under the

glare of the street lights, as do rays of insomnia.

I’m blissfully tired as I roll out of town. I stop,

remove my helmet and take out my earphones

and pack my iPod into my Gearsack— I don’t

want music now. The last leg is for listening to

the wind bounce offmy fairing and whistle in

and around my helmet.

This last leg of 100-ish kilometres will be

actual riding. I get my head into gear, scan the

road, watch the odd truck and give myself a li�

home. This stage is purely transport. I jump

onmymachine and ride it home. The magic

sneaks up and does its thing. Without riding

in my life I would struggle; riding is such a

stimulation, a hobby, a treat, a meaning and

an outlet. An absolute source of unbridled joy

and a devotion. Riding overwhelms me even in

my 25th year of doing it. To live without riding

would be to live with limited passion.

As I roll into Townsville it’s still maybe an

hour until sunrise. There are yellow lights

behind the windows in the houses I glide past

that look comforting, homely and warm. This

is my triumphant return to the village, having

been out slaying my old foe insomnia. I ride

into my street and straight into my shed.

Our Nitro hounds come out to greet me,

their tails cracking like a hoon’s tacho. I put

the ke�le on and light the candles on our

back balcony. As I sit out I start forming this

article and sipping my hot chocolate. I really

do not want to take my jacket off and kill the

buzz. Sleepy Wife comes out and fusses over

me. I’m done. Sleep is here. I brush my teeth,

wash my hands and face and crawl into our

bed. Sanctuary. As the welcome so� blue

light of sleep overcomes me I hope I dream

of Peter Pan, candy houses, Kind old Kings or

sandwiches.

— REDMOND

“I could not find rest in
bed but as I roll along out
here, calmness comes to
me. It is a strange irony
that it can take a lot
of stimulation to come
down. Insomnia is the
devil’s work”

WHITE LIGHT
When it comes to riding, there ain’t much to life without it. Even sleep
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WAR: WHAT IS IT GOOD FOR?

Iver Johnson was the US version

of BSA. Founded in 1871, six years

a�er the end of the American

Civil War, Iver Johnson was

the name of the Norwegian

immigrant and gunsmith by trade

who moved to America at the

height of the Civil War and later

founded the company.

His company built firearms and,

a�er his death in 1895, the business

was taken over by his three sons.

Their expansion phase saw the

company diversify initially into

bicycles and then into motorcycles.

From 1907 to 1916, Iver Johnson

built highly innovative machines

featuring dual-cranks, chain

drives and multi-speed gearboxes,

which appeared in the company’s

designs well before they became

commonplace in motorcycles.

With increase in demand

coming fromWorld War I,

the company restructured its

production lines and stopped

producing motorcycles. Just

imagine what could have been!

Ridden

We ride a big, bold and beautiful

Super Ténéré that is now fi�ed

with electronically adjustable

suspension. Go back in time

with a nostalgic ride on Moto

Guzzi’s Eldorado. And get

back to basics with no loss

of excitement on Ducati’s

delightful 821 Monster.

Rides

We head to the world’s latest

exotic touring destination,

Mexico, follow the great

Northern NSWwaterway the

Clarence River, and do the

ultimate outback trip, all the

way from the eastern extremity

at Byron Bay to as far west as

you can ride at Steep Point.

There’s also two-up touring: tips

from a couple who’ve done the

long rides.

Not forge�ing

All the other beaut stuff and

regulars you expect to see in

each and every issue of ARR.

See you next month!

LOOKING FORWARD
ARR ISSUE 127 ONSALE 14 JULY

  This example sits in the Barber Motorsports Museum in Alabama, USA

The ultimate outback trip!

LOOKING BACK
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PLAY WITH CONTROL .
New Pirelli Diablo Rosso III. Are you ready for the next level? Unprecedented handling derived from World 

Superbike Championship racing experience. Bi-Compound rear tyre with wide side strips. Endless excitement 

at every turn, and the highest level of handling also in the most severe weather conditions. New Pirelli Diablo 

Rosso III: transforms even the most diicult road into pure riding fun.

FOLLOW PIRELLI MOTO AUS:



Call us for a quote

180024 34 64

Insurance is issued by QBE (Australia) Limited ABN 78 003 191 035. AFSL 239545. Normal acceptance criteria applies. To decide if a policy 

is right for you please carefully read the Product Disclosure Statement which is available at www.qbe.com.au or by phoning us on 1800 24 34 64. 


